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1. INTRODUCTION 
A majority of the population of the district of Dungarpur in southern Rajasthan are 
Bhils, a community that is classified as adivasis, the indigenous people of India. They 
have inhabited the area since time immemorial, fighting against and sometimes on the 
side of the dominant warrior people of Rajasthan, the Rajputs. Bhils have been 
suppressed and dominated by Rajputs, colonial rulers and dominant communities of the 
area politically, socially and economically, and today, they cultivate their fields in the 
undulating hinterland of the region. As agriculture does not provide sufficient livelihood 
for the whole year, Bhils are engaged in large scale migration to big cities of the 
neighbouring states in order to earn money through wage work. Migrants are mostly 
men, while women stay in the villages. Migration is circular and seasonal, and thus men 
usually return to Dungarpur during the agricultural seasons.  
This study is concerned with translocal marital relationship and gender relations. The 
question this thesis aims to answer is: how does migration alter the gender relations and 
the role and status of women in the Bhil communities?  I examine the question through 
changes in the division of labour, decision making, social responsibilities and the 
mobility of women in the Bhil households. As the marital relationship is in the focus of 
the examination of gender roles, this thesis also looks at the transformation of kinship 
relationships due to migration. Drawing from the theories of Indian kinship, this study is 
an attempt to look at the ways in which personhood, gender, house and space are 
mutually constructed through practices.  
The households of the migrants in Dungarpur could be described as translocal. 
Translocal is a concept that has risen from the theorizing around globalization, which 
“changes social relations and local places due to interventions of electronic media and 
migration, and the consequent breakdown in the isomorphism of space, place, and 
culture” (Low & Lawrence-Zúñinga 2003, 25). The spaces created as a result of these 
movements have been conceptualized as translocal (Appadurai 1996). The 
transformation of marital and gender relations in translocal households has been a 
subject of study in different parts of the world (e.g. Jetley 1984; Pauli 2011; Boehm 
2008; Schaafsma 2000; Sinha et al 2012).  
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Migration of Bhils living in southern Rajasthan and its nearby areas has been studied by 
Mosse et al (2002), and the subject has been touched upon by several studies (Joshi 
1997; Madhusudan Trivedi 1998, Sjöblom 1999; Mosse 2005; Mridula Trivedi 2007). 
However, the alterations that migration introduces to gender relations have not been 
studied in depth, although Mosse et al (2002, 81-82) make some observations on the 
dependency of Bhil women on the income of migrating men as well as on the increased 
intra-household tensions migration often causes. This study looks at male migration 
from the perspective of women and to shed light on the processes of transformation of 
gender roles in Dungarpur. I have chosen to look at the changes in division of labour, 
decision making, social responsibilities and mobility, as these were the themes that 
surfaced in my discussions with men and women in Dungarpur.  
Some previous studies of translocal households in India (Jetley 1984; Sinha et al 2012) 
have noted that the migration of men does not necessarily result in changes in the 
position and status of women. Jetley (ibid., 141) notes that in Uttar Pradesh, the 
authority in the family remains with men, who, despite the migration, continue to make 
the major decisions concerning the household. Sinha et al (2012) analyse a data set 
comprising of households in several parts of India, and find that women’s position in 
terms of decision making and mobility did not improve due to male migration. Instead, 
higher education, living in a city and higher age of the woman, among other factors, 
were found to contribute to the autonomy of the woman (ibid., 70-71). In this thesis, I 
suggest that by investigating the indigenous perceptions of the marital bond and its 
relation to gender roles and gendered spheres and practices, it is possible to achieve a 
more nuanced understanding of the transformations entailed by migration as well as of 
the maintenance of the translocal relationships.  
I agree with Baviskar (2009, 71) that generalizing the experience of migration in India 
is not straight-forward and that more ethnographic studies analysing gendered aspects of 
migration are needed (ibid.). My thesis aims to contribute to these discussions by 
exploring the experiences of women staying in the villages of Dungarpur. Although the 
focus is not on the perspectives of the migrants, the thesis can be considered to 
contribute to the discussions concerning adivasi migration, as well as the increasing 
trend (Deshingkar 2008, 164) of temporary internal migration in India. 
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Especially since the 1970’s, when feminist anthropologists drew attention to how 
women had been overlooked in the study of kinship (Moore 1988; Howell and Melhuus 
1993), several anthropologists have examined Indian marriage from the point of view of 
the role and status of women (e.g. Jeffrey 1979; Sharma 1980; Fruzzetti 1982; Busby 
2000; Lamb 1997). Fruzzetti (1982, 2) argues  that, in India, the relation between male 
and female is not seen as contrary, contradictory, or oppositional, but rather as 
complementary (ibid.). The complementarity of the husband and wife has been noted by 
several authors (Busby 2000; Tenhunen 2006, 144; Tiengtrakul 2006, 29; Aura 2008, 
73). The complementary marital bond is the point of departure of this thesis, which 
looks at the ways in which the absence of a person, the husband, affects this 
complementary relationship and especially the role and responsibilities of the wife and 
thus the gendered practices in the villages in general. Following the idea that kinship is 
inextricably linked to gender (e.g. Carsten 2000; 2004, 75; Busby 1997a, 1997b, 2000; 
Lamb 1997; Moore 1988; Strathern 1988; Yanagisako and Collier 1987; Howell and 
Melhuus 1993), and the notion that gender differences cannot be taken as natural facts, 
but should rather be conceived as culturally constructed (Yanagisako and Collier 1987), 
I also show how marriage and the relationship between the husband and wife are 
constitutive of how gender is perceived in Dungarpur. 
The study of Indian kinship provides the larger framework of this thesis, which is in line 
with ideas inspired by the cultural theory of Schneider (1980 [1968]; 1984) and 
Fruzzetti’s approach (1982) to study Indian kinship through indigenous categories and 
perceptions. The idea of Carsten (2000, 14, 18; 2004, 10-16) that instead of stagnant 
structural models and systems of kinship terminologies, kinship should be looked at 
more in processual terms to see how relations are made and maintained, is central to my 
study. One example of processual aspects of kinship is provided by the ideas of how 
South Indian persons are constituted (Carsten 2004, 28-29). Marriott and Inden (1977) 
have argued that differing from the Western concept of individuality, persons in India 
are considered dividuals. Being composites of exchangeable substances, they exchange 
parts of themselves in interaction with other persons (ibid.). According to this view, the 
moral qualities of the person are thought to be connected to the changes in the body, 
which are consequence of sharing food, engaging in sexual intercourse or other types of 
interpersonal exchanges and actions (Marriott and Inden 1977, 228, 233). Thus, it could 
be said that the moral and bodily composition of the person is constituted as he or she 
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shares and interacts with others. As Säävälä (2001, 102) explains, Indian persons “are 
what they are in social relationships.” In this sense, persons and relationships are 
mutually constituted. 
In this thesis I look at the division of labour in terms of transactions and as a way of 
sharing of a house between dividuals. Through examining the division of labour, I will 
try to bring together the ideas of complementarity between the husband and wife and the 
notion that the gendered kinship relations are made through practices. The 
complementary relationship can be understood to be formed and maintained through the 
practices defined by the division of labour. Given the idea that the relationship is 
constructed through practices, it is necessary to look at ways in which the practices 
change, to see the alterations in the translocal complementary relationship between the 
husband and wife. I will also see gender in processual terms (Carsten 2000, 18-19) and 
argue that in Dungarpur, the practices constitutive of marital bond are also constitutive 
of gender. 
In Dungarpur, my conversations with people on migration and the roles of men and 
women often led to reflections on the gendered division of space. Men stayed in the 
cities and women stayed in villages. Men were responsible for tasks that required going 
outside the village and women were responsible for taking care of the home. The 
practices that produce and reproduce kinship relationships and gender also have spatial 
dimensions. In the absence of men from the village, women take up new tasks such as 
visiting the market outside the village, which I explore in light of the notion of 
embodied spaces (e.g. Bourdieu 1977). 
One central concept of this thesis is the house. As Carsten and Hugh-Jones (1995, 3-4) 
have pointed out, houses are often taken for granted, as they are “so much a part of the 
way things are”. The important role of the house in our lives gets noticed “under 
exceptional circumstances”, such as fieldwork (ibid.), or one could also say, migration. 
It was during the discussions concerning houses that I understood that despite the 
migration, people had a strong sense of belonging to their villages – for which, having a 
house in the village was important. Most of the migrants and their family members I 
spoke with were not considering moving to the cities permanently. Thus, I became 
interested in exploring the part houses, as material structures, play in the social 
relationships and the construction of the marital bond. 
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I follow Carsten (2004, 35), who suggests that, for many people, kinship is made in and 
through the houses, through processes involved in living in them such as “intimate 
sharing of space, food and nurturance”. It can be said that “houses are the social 
relations of those who inhabit them” (ibid., 37). Thus, houses, like kinship, can be seen 
as processes and the processes of houses and kinship can be seen as entangled (Carsten 
and Hugh-Jones 1995, 39). Focusing on the social meanings of the house, my aim is to 
demonstrate how the marital bond is the basis of the house and how, at the same time, 
the complementary relationship between husband and wife is constructed through the 
house. The question that I try to answer is: what does it mean to share a house in terms 
of practices and responsibilities (understood in terms of division of labour)? Houses are 
also entangled in the making and maintenance of the village relationships, which is kind 
of a side story of this thesis, that of belonging to a village community. 
In this introduction, I have explained the premises of this thesis and discussed linkages 
between its central concepts: marital relationship, personhood, gender, space and house. 
I will also present the methodology and data of the study. In chapter two, I will present 
the theoretical framework of the thesis in more detail. Chapter three gives an 
introduction to Bhils and Dungarpur district as well as to the issues related to the out-
migration from the district. Chapter four concerns the relation between the marital bond 
and the house, and examines the roles and responsibilities of the husband and wife, as 
well as the ways migration alters them. In chapter five, I will elaborate the significance 
that having a house in the village has for the translocal households. Chapter six 
examines the mobility of women through the indigenous perceptions of space in 
Dungarpur, and the changes in the gendered, complementary spatial practices in the 
translocal households. Chapter seven presents the conclusions.  
1.1 Fieldwork 
In 2011, I was volunteering for the Self Employed Women’s Association (SEWA) in 
Ahmedabad, a metropolitan city of approximately 6 million inhabitants in the state of 
Gujarat in western India. SEWA is one of the biggest women’s organizations in India, 
with a membership of 1.9 million across India. Founded in Ahmedabad in 1972, Gujarat 
still remains its core work area. One of my assignments in SEWA was to write case 
studies on the impact of SEWA on its members’ lives in the rural Dungarpur district 
located in the state of Rajasthan, approximately 200 kilometres north-east from 
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Ahmedabad. After this, other assignments followed, and during my eight month’s work 
period at SEWA, I visited Dungarpur five times, staying for one to three days during 
each visit. 
During these visits I learned about the challenges of agriculture in the undulating and 
dry landscape and the lack of other livelihood opportunities in Dungarpur. These were 
also some of the problems that SEWA tried to tackle through their programmes. I 
discussed with many women their increasing work-load and responsibilities at home, 
which had resulted from their male family members’ migration to Ahmedabad and other 
cities for work. Interested in knowing more about the ways migration affected the 
division of labour, gender roles and social relationships of the village, I returned to 
Dungarpur the next year to do fieldwork for my master’s thesis. 
This thesis is based on the fieldwork period extended from February 2012 to June 2012, 
during which I stayed in the town of Dungarpur, the administrative headquarter and 
biggest town of Dungarpur district. SEWA had agreed that I could accompany their 
staff to the surrounding villages and conduct interviews with women who were 
members of SEWA. However, I needed to find an interpreter, who knew the local 
language, Vagdi. Finding a person fluent both in English and Vagdi, and willing and 
able to travel to the villages turned out to be more difficult than I had anticipated. The 
task was not made easier by my wish to work with a female interpreter, with whom, I 
assumed, it would be more comfortable for the female interviewees to interact with.  
I ended up working with three interpreters during my fieldwork. I did the first four 
interviews with the help of Mr Ansari, a Principle of a primary school in the town of 
Dungarpur. I continued my search for a female interpreter in vain. Finally, I turned to 
my friend Curie, who lived in Ahmedabad. She did not know Vagdi, but her mother 
tongue, Gujarati, was similar enough for her to understand it and for the interviewees to 
understand her. With the help of Curie, I continued the interviews of the SEWA 
members in various villages. We joined the team of SEWA whenever they visited 
members in the villages, and they introduced us to the women, whom we could 
interview. 
I was hoping to find a village that I could visit on a more regular basis to see what the 
everyday village life is really like. I also wished to interview women who were not 
members of SEWA or actively involved in any NGO programme in order to include 
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experiences of women in various life situations. Finally, through my networks in 
Dungarpur town, I was lucky to be introduced to Lavina, who agreed to take me to 
Phoolpur (pseudonym), the village where she worked as a teacher in a primary school. 
She and her colleague Khyati were generous in their help, introducing me to a couple of 
households living near to the school and letting me sit at the school making my notes 
and eating lunch. Most of my observations of the everyday life of the people are from 
Phoolpur. 
I started visiting Phoolpur with Lavina and Khyati, going in the morning and coming 
back in the afternoon. After I had been introduced to some people in the village, I 
started to walk around (ghumna, as the villagers say) by myself in the areas nearby the 
school. With my beginner’s knowledge of Hindi and Gujarati, I was able to introduce 
myself to people and ask a few basic questions. In general, the reactions to my walks 
around the village were curious, surprised and somewhat bemused. “Why are you 
roaming around?” was a question I heard often. Only afterwards I realized more 
comprehensively what an odd sight I must have been, a young foreign woman walking 
around alone in the village, not knowing the language and without any seemingly proper 
reason –although I did try to explain about my research. 
The communication improved once I was accompanied by an interpreter, and could start 
conducting interviews. My walking around in the village became more purposeful for 
both me and the villagers. First, I visited Phoolpur with Curie, but coming from 
Ahmedabad she could stay in Dungarpur only for a few days at a time. This problem 
was solved when I met, through a complex chain of connections again, Shikha, a young 
woman who worked for a local NGO in Dungarpur. With her help I conducted most of 
the interviews and conversations in Phoolpur.  
We usually left from Dungarpur town early in the morning so that we reached Phoolpur 
around seven o’clock when most of the people were still at home before getting busy 
with the day’s work. Mornings were also the most comfortable time of the day to be in 
the village as the afternoon temperature rose to 40-44 C°. The presented challenges all 
through the period of my fieldwork, but little by little I got used to the high temperature. 
We would carry a lot of water with us and rinse our heads and headscarves at the water 
pump regularly. Usually we stayed in Phoolpur for 4-6 hours and returned to Dungarpur 
in the early afternoon.  
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The months from February to June are extremely dry summer times, during which no 
cultivation takes place except in small patches of land where irrigation is available. 
People in Phoolpur were not engaged in agricultural activities during my fieldwork 
period, although towards the end of my fieldwork in June, some of them had started 
clearing the stones from the field in anticipation of the monsoon rains. The advantage of 
doing the fieldwork in the summer was that people had some free time for interviews 
and informal discussions. During the agricultural season it would have been difficult to 
get people to sit down for a chat. The disadvantage was that I did not have the chance to 
see the life of the village in its busiest and most important time in terms of livelihoods. 
This, perhaps, led me to concentrate more on the activities of the houses, and the 
domestic sphere, as I usually met people at their houses, instead of meeting them at their 
agricultural fields for example. During the agricultural season, the division of labour 
and the village scene would have perhaps presented themselves in a different light. 
When I visited Phoolpur for the last time in the end of June, people were eagerly 
waiting for the first monsoon rain to fall, so that they could begin their work.  
A friend of mine introduced me to Ajeevika Bureau, an NGO working with the migrants 
in Ahmedabad. To get a glimpse of the life of the urban migrants in the city, Curie and I 
took part in the NGO’s visit to one of the neighbourhoods where migrants lived. The 
neighbourhood was evidently poor with no proper street lights and un-paved narrow 
alleyways flooding with muddy water after the first monsoon rains. Around twenty to 
thirty male migrants took part in the meetings where Ajeevika’s staff spoke about the 
support and help available for migrants. After the meeting, we interviewed a group of 
four young adivasi men originally from nearby districts of Dungarpur.  
During my fieldwork I also took part in a one-day village visit of Save the Children in 
Dungarpur as well as field visit of a local NGO called People’s Education and 
Development Organization (PEDO).  In addition, I visited Baneshwar fair, a popular 
adivasi festival in Dungarpur district. I was accompanied by Mr Dinesh Upadhyay from 
the Tribal Research Institute of Udaipur. I visited TRI several times, and spent many 
afternoons in their excellent library.  
1.2 Methodology and Data 
My data consists of 49 individual personal interviews. 37 out of the persons interviewed 
were women and 12 were men. I also did four group interviews, three with women and 
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one with men in Ahmedabad. I recorded 50 interviews, which I transcribed, while in 
three interviews I just took notes as on one day my recorder did not work and the setting 
of one group interview was too noisy for a clear recording.  Out of the 37 women, 
whom I interviewed, 18 were members of SEWA and 14 were from Phoolpur. Two 
women were introduced to me by PEDO. The age range of the women was from 17 to 
58 years, and 18 to 44 for men. In many cases the ages were only estimations as many 
people do not know their exact age. All the interviewees were married, except for one 
17-year old boy and a 58-year old widow.  
In the beginning of my fieldwork, my plan was to interview mostly women, as I 
assumed that I would not even be able to meet many migrant men in the villages.  
However, it turned out that in general the men visit the villages often, so I was also able 
to interview men. However, women’s perspective is the focus of the thesis, because in 
order to gain a proper insight on the migration experience of men, more field visits in 
the cities would have been required.  
The interviews were semi-structured, and I had a list of questions with me that I had 
prepared. Sometime the interviews turned out to be like conversations during which 
people shared experiences that were relevant to them.  Although I interviewed 
individual men and women, it was not unusual that the husband, wife or some other 
family member who was present, would also take part in the conversation. The length of 
the interviews varied from twenty minutes to almost two hours. During the fieldwork, I 
revised the interview questions and structure continuously based on the previous 
interviews and my observations. The topics of the interviews concerned women’s 
experiences in the absence of the husband, their living arrangements in the villages, as 
well as their perceptions of the life in the cities and life in the villages. Men’s interviews 
provided information on the migration processes and the reasons and variations of 
migration. Hindi, Gujarati and Vagdi were used in the interviews. My own beginner’s 
knowledge of Gujarati and Hindi helped me follow the conversations and topics that 
were discussed when working with the interpreter, but my direct communication 
especially with women speaking only Vagdi was very crude.  
It was usually not difficult to get people to agree to be interviewed. People showed 
interest towards my research and in general were happy to share their views and 
experiences. Time put some constraints on the interviews because in the villages people 
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had a lot of work to do. Some interviews were done in two parts if the interviewee was 
busy. A few people, both women and men, turned down the request for an interview 
quite upright. A couple of times a young woman just disappeared into the backroom of 
the house and refused to be interviewed even when their husbands asked them to agree. 
These instances, among some others that I witnessed wives disagreeing with their 
husbands, were also lessons for me about the relationship between the husband and 
wife. Sometimes women also asked revealing questions to me. When I told that I was 
the only child, they were often wondering how my parents have let me travel so far. 
They would also ask my married interpreters how their families had allowed them to 
travel. 
With Curie and Shikha I visited all together 28 houses in Phoolpur. Visiting Phoolpur 
was important for gaining a better understanding of the situation and realities of the 
everyday life of the families. In Phoolpur, I got a clearer picture, or perhaps I should say 
a more complex picture of the migration process, which often seemed quite flexible and 
irregular. Men would sometimes travel between the village and the city many times a 
month and visits planned as two-day visits stretched to two-week visits. Sometimes men 
found some work at the house building sites in the nearby villages for a while and then 
travelled back to the city. Without witnessing these flexible practices of circular 
migration, my view on migration would have been very different. I made a point to visit 
certain households regularly just to say “hello” and ask how they were. Thus, I got to 
know about their routines and their daily lives. All in all, the days spent in Phoolpur 
consisted of walking from house to house, sitting and talking with people on the 
compound in front of their houses and interviewing people. Numerous times we were 
offered tea or mangoes that were ripening in the trees at that time of the year.  
I stopped making notes in the field in quite an early phase of the fieldwork because 
people sometimes found it suspicious. They were worried about what I was writing 
about them and for what purpose. They had feelings of distrust towards government 
officials and NGO workers alike. I was explained that this had resulted from several 
empty promises of help to the villagers. People worried that the information they gave 
about themselves could be used against them. I gained their trust by explaining carefully 
the purpose of the interviews to people. I was introduced as a master’s student and the 
interpreter explained to the informants that I was writing a book for my studies about 
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their experiences of migration and the ways it had altered their lives. When I was 
introduced by the staff of SEWA, I was probably seen in some way as a member of the 
NGO, because I had met some of the women during my volunteer period the previous 
year. In Phoolpur, people whom I met almost on daily basis knew about my purpose of 
visiting the village. However, every time we entered a new house or met new people, 
we explained our purpose of visit to which most of the people related positively.  
I transcribed the English parts of the interviews. Thus, where I quote from interviewees, 
I have transcribed the question I asked in English and the answer that the interpreter has 
translated in English. On some occasions I have corrected some words, if the English 
translation did not convey the right meaning or tone. In order to protect the identity of 
the informants, all the names mentioned in the thesis are pseudonyms. 
2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND KEY CONCEPTS 
“And they would all be legitimate beginnings to a story which –like all anthropological 
stories –has no beginning (because everything connects with everything else)” Carsten 
1997, 33).  
2.1 Theories of Kinship: From Structure to Meaning  
The study of kinship is a significant field in anthropology, which has gone through 
remarkable transformations during the past few decades. Structuralism has provided one 
of the most influential perspectives to kinship. Lévi-Strauss’s structuralist analysis of 
marriage, known as the alliance theory (Lévi-Strauss 1969), is one of the most 
significant theories of kinship of the 20th century. The basic tenet of Lévi-Strauss was 
that alliance, instead of descent was the determining principle of kinship systems. His 
theory shifted the focus of kinship studies from descent to alliance, giving new 
importance to marriage and exchange (Aura 2008, 8; Carsten 2004, 14).  
According to Lévi-Strauss the need to make alliances, or marriages, was based on the 
universal idea of incest taboo that forbade sexual relations between culturally defined 
categories of people within a social group, and thus led to the need to exchange women 
between these social groups (Lévi-Strauss 1969, 51, 61, ref. Uberoi 1993, 21). Lévi-
Strauss also suggested that the incest taboo marked the shift of humankind from a state 
of nature to the state of culture (1969, ref. Uberoi 1993, 20). Reciprocity, entailed by the 
exchange of women, was the “general principle underlying kinship organization” 
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(Uberoi 1993, 21). The idea of men exchanging women as the universal principle of 
kinship and creating culture has been criticized for ignoring the active role of women in 
the kinship systems (Carsten 2004, 13).  
Nevertheless, the influence of the alliance theory can be seen in the theory of Louis 
Dumont (1983) concerning the South Indian, Dravidian marriage, as he claims that 
alliance is “the fundamental principle of South Indian kinship” (Uberoi 1993, 30). 
According to him, the North Indian kinship system could also be understood as an 
alliance system in which the caste defined the boundaries of preferred marriage partners 
instead of the unilateral preferences of partners in South India (Dumont 1966, as cited in 
Uberoi 1993, 30). Marriage continues to be a central subject in the ethnographies of 
India, and several scholars have looked at the institution in terms of the position of 
women (e.g. Jeffrey 1978; Sharma 1980; Fruzzetti 1982; Busby 2000; Aura 2008). 
Despite the high significance of Lévi-Strauss’s theories to the study of marriage, his 
ideas disregarded the ways people themselves understood their social world, as Carsten 
(2000, 13) has pointed out. In the context of India, Fruzzetti (1982) was one of the first 
scholars to suggest that the Indian society should be studied through indigenous 
concepts.  The work of Schneider (1980 [1968]; 1984) has been highly influential in 
bringing forth a turn from the structuralist explanations, emphasizing the rules and 
functioning of social groups, to cultural theory, which put the focus on indigenous ideas 
and meanings of kinship (Aura 2008, 10; Carsten 2004, 18). Questioning the existence 
of kinship as a clearly marked out domain, Schneider (1980 [1968], 174-175) shows 
how the kinship systems and perceptions of other cultures had been interpreted through 
a Euro-American folk model. According to Schneider (1980 [1968], 29), the American 
kinship system classifies kinship relations as based on either “substance” and “code” or 
“the order of nature” and “the order of law” and argues that the western ideas of 
genealogical kinship have distorted the kinship theories by assuming the same division 
between cultural or social and natural or biological principles to exist universally 
(Schneider 1984).   
Following Schneider, several scholars (e.g. Carsten 2000; Franklin and McKinnon 
2002) have looked at the meanings of kinship in specific local, cultural contexts, 
without assuming that biological principle determines the kinship relation everywhere. 
The assumption that nature or the “biological” was the basis of the “social” started to be 
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deconstructed and the former central issues of kinship studies such as formal properties 
and social stability, started to lose ground (Carsten 2000, 3, 9, quotation marks in the 
original). 
2.2 The Relational Person  
In the study of Indian kinship, the turn from function to meaning gave impetus to 
theories focusing on the construction and meanings of personhood in the 1970’s and 
1980’s. Dumont (1980), following more in the footprints of the theory of Marcel Mauss, 
which was based on philosophical and legal history rather than the theory of Schneider 
concentrating on cultural meanings (Carsten 2004, 87) discusses the concept of person 
in his influential book Homo Hierarchicus. With the Indian caste system as his point of 
departure, Dumont suggests that the critical difference between the modern western and 
the traditional Indian society is that the western society is based on the principle of 
equality whereas the Indian society is based on the principle of hierarchy (Dumont 
1980, 2-4) and that Indian personhood should be understood as subsumed to the 
hierarchical relations of the caste groups, making it more like a “collective being” 
(Dumont 1980, 232). Thus, according to him, the western conception of an individual 
person is based on the idea of equality and the Indian conception on “the idea of a 
collective man” is subsumed in the hierarchical caste relations (Dumont 1980, 8). The 
theory has been criticized of making the separation between the Western individual and 
Indian collective being too strong (e.g. Mines 1988)  
The ethnosociological approach to kinship of Marriott and Inden (1977) draws heavily 
on the work of Schneider in order to analyse the South Asian personhood from the point 
of view of substance and transactions (Aura 2008, 40; Carsten 2004, 115). They propose 
that in South Asia: 
“The bodily substance and code for conduct are thus thought to be not fixed but malleable, and to be not 
separated but mutually immanent features: the coded substance moves and changes as one thing 
throughout the life of each person and group.” (Marriott and Inden 1977, 228) 
According to their theory, the substance of the person, along with the moral qualities, 
transform through interpersonal interaction: eating, sexual intercourse, taking part in 
certain ceremonies, among others (Marriott and Inden 1977, 228). Thus, the moral and 
physical properties of the person and the body and soul of the person are not clearly 
separated (Carsten 2004, 117). In Schneider’s terms, the ethnosociological approach 
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sees the substance and code as inseparable code-substance and substance-code (Marriott 
1976, 109-110, ref.  Aura 2008, 12). The substance of the persons is transformed 
through their actions, and “persons engage in the transfer of bodily substance-codes 
through [...] interpersonal contacts” (Marriott 1976, 111, ref. Aura 2008, 12).  
Marriott and Inden (1977, 232) suggest that Indian persons are not seen as individuals, 
but dividuals understood as “composites of diverse substances”. Dividuals are “divisible 
into separate particles that may be shared or exchanged with others.” Through right kind 
of actions, exchanges and sharing, people can assemble the right kind of substances 
(ibid., 233). Thus, as Aura (2008, 266) points out, Indian persons are “related by their 
elementary existence”. They are continuously developing as “their ‘fluid’ and 
‘permeable’ qualities make possible their constant transformation through transactions” 
(ibid., quotation marks in the original).   
The theories of Schneider and Dumont have also inspired Östör, Fruzzetti and Barnett 
(1992) to look at the connections between Indian marriage, caste and kinship from the 
perspective of culturally constructed concepts of personhood in different areas in India, 
asking, “[W]ho, what, where, and how a person is a person” (ibid.,7). The perspectives 
on personhood have become central to several studies on Indian kinship relations. This 
thesis draws on the studies that follow the ideas brought forth by the ethnosociological 
approach of Marriott and Inden (1977).  
2.3 Relational Personhood and Gender  
Busby (1997a; 1997b) and Lamb (1997) (see also Aura 2008) have examined links 
between relational personhood and gender in India. Lamb (ibid., 281) and Busby 
(1997a) suggest that there is an inevitable connection between personhood and gender, 
which, as Lamb (1997, 281) writes, had largely been neglected despite the study of 
gender and personhood having become of interest to anthropologists around the same 
time in the 1970’s (see also Howell and Melhuus 1997, 47).  According to Lamb (1997, 
281, 296), the person and self cannot be examined as “ontologically prior” to, or 
“separate from gender identity”, as the conceptions of gender and personhood cannot be 
separated from each other. She points out that the personhood of men and women 
develop differently during their life cycle, which is connected to the transformations in 
personhood due to marriage (ibid. 290). 
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Busby (1997a) shows how, in Kerala, the substances in themselves, as they are 
transferred in the process of procreation define the gender of the person. Her study 
brings together the subjects of marriage, substance, gender and person. The 
understanding of the kinship system in the area has to do with the gender and how 
gender affects the relationships people make between each other. According to Busby 
(1997a), among the Mukkuvar caste of Kerala, the formation of gender is based on the 
substances conveyed by the mother and father. A mother passes on female substance to 
her daughters and a father passes on male substance to his sons (ibid., 37). According to 
Busby (ibid., 38), the gendered substances explain the preference for cross-cousins as a 
spouse. 
As the writings of Lamb (1997) and Busby (1997a; 1997b) show, substances bring 
together several interconnected subjects, such as personhood, gender, kinship and 
marriage, which are also part of the framework of this thesis.  
2.4 Processual Perspectives to Kinship  
The approaches to personhood, which consider the role of exchanging substances in 
kinship relations, such as those of Lamb (1997) and Busby (1997a), offer one window 
to seeing how kinship and gender could be examined in terms of processes. As Carsten 
writes, “The fruitfulnes of the term substance has been partly a means to express 
transformability” (Carsten 2004, 133).The connection between substances and kinship 
relations has also been a subject in the anthropological research concerning Melanesia 
(Strathern 1988) and Malaysia (Carsten 1997).  
Carsten (2000, 3) links the ideas of looking at kinship in terms of processes, or 
something that can be made with the theory of Schneider (1984), which questions the 
western idea of the nature and the ”biological” as the basis of the “social” (quotation 
marks in the original). This gave the ground for views focusing on the everyday aspects, 
practices and indigenous meanings of kinship (Carsten 2000, 3.) Carsten (1997; 2000; 
2004) looks at kinship through the local discourses and the practices whereby it is made. 
Some anthropologists have referred to relatedness instead of kinship, thus giving space 
to the indigenous ideas of being related (see Carsten 2000).  
Central to Carsten’s approach is the idea that relatedness often made through everyday 
activities, such as “sharing a meal, giving a dish of cooked food to the neighbour or 
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dropping in to a nearby house for a chat” (2000,18; 26). Thus, she points out, “making 
and maintaining relations can be hard work” (ibid., 26).  In the Malay community, of 
which Carsten (1997) has written, people become kin through living and eating 
together. People are necessarily not born kin, but they may become so by processes that 
make them similar through feeding, living together, fostering and marriage (ibid., 12, 
18). As Carsten (2004, 3, 24) points out, in many cases, the boundaries between the 
biological and social kinship are blurred.  
The obscurity of these boundaries is also evident in the processes of relatedness in 
Rajasthan, described by Lambert (2000). Her study shows the relevance of the 
ethnosociological ideas of inseparable substance and code for the examination of 
kinship in Rajasthan. Lambert looks at the ways of being related other than through 
birth or marriage and argues that locally, affection and substance are considered the 
most important aspects of relatedness and that they are “mutually constitutive” (ibid., 
85). She argues that persons who are not consanguineally related can become related 
through sharing substance, such as food. As feeding “marks the bonds of affection” 
(ibid., 84), their relation would be understood in terms of consanguineal kinship, where 
the feelings of being related through substance and affection are present (ibid., 86, 
emphasis in original). Thus, Lambert suggests that in Rajasthan, shared substance, 
nurturance and sentiments are constitutive of all forms of relatedness (ibid., 87).  
My examination of the marital relationship of Bhils in Dungarpur is in line with the 
ideas of kinship being made through practices, actions and sharing and the theory of the 
Indian personhood as a dividual that transforms through interpersonal contacts. Thus, I 
will concentrate on activities that are part of everyday life and of living together. In 
addition to the marriage relationship, the processual perspective to kinship is the 
framework for my analysis of the relationships of the village.  
2.5 Processual Perspectives to Gender  
The crucial connection between studying kinship and gender remained largely 
unacknowledged by the anthropologists until the 1970’s, and women “often remained 
quite invisible” in the accounts on kinship (Moore 1988, 132), which saw kinship 
systems  constituted mostly out of relationships between men “with women filling 
subordinated roles as mothers, sisters, daughters and wives.” (Howell and Melhuus 
1993, 43). Since then, the connection between gender and kinship has been explored by 
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several scholars (e.g. Carsten 2000; 2004; Busby 1997a, 1997b, 2000; Lamb 1997, 
Howell and Melhuus 1993; Yanagisako and Collier 1987; Moore 1988; Strathern 1988). 
Howell and Melhuus (1993, 42) suggest that “kinship systems are inherently gendered” 
and that “the sex of the person is of such importance as to call for a distinct type of 
theory” (1993, 42). Although this study focuses on the gendered conceptualizations and 
practices involved in the relationship between husband and wife, it is not the only 
kinship relation that is defining to gender.  
The theory of Schneider (1980 [1968], 1984) that deconstructed the dichotomy of nature 
and culture inspired the study of gender (Carsten 2000, 4; 18-19). The deconstruction of 
western conceptions paved the way for arguments that the way the gender difference or 
sexual procreation were conceived could not be taken as natural or given (Carsten 2004, 
59). These ideas led to distinguishing the biological sex, or the material body from the 
culturally and socially constructed gender or social role (Carsten 2004, 61) and to 
studies looking at the processual aspects of how gender is socially constructed (Carsten 
2000, 18-19). Gayle Rubin (1975, 165) wrote about the sex/gender system in order to 
describe “is the set of arrangements by which a society transforms biological sexuality 
into products of human activity, and in which these transformed sexual needs are 
satisfied.”   
My study draws on the writings of scholars, who have argued for the idea of gender as 
culturally constructed. Yanagisako and Collier (1987) were the first anthropologists to 
criticize the way the gender difference had been taken to be a natural fact and thus the 
basis of human procreation and kinship. They question the idea that the categories of 
male and female are “two natural categories of human beings whose relations are 
everywhere structured by their difference” (ibid., 15). They propose a model of kinship 
that does not take this difference for granted (ibid., 29), but would try to deconstruct the 
assumptions embedded in the concepts in order to understand other cultural systems in 
their own terms (ibid., 34). Similarly, Strathern (1988) suggest that there is no universal 
concept of gender, and thus the ideas that western culture attaches to gender relations, 
gender roles or gender inequality should not be used in the analysis of those in other 
cultures. In line with Howell and Melhuus (1993, 39), this study sees males and females 
as “constituted in relation to each other” and gender in itself as relational.  
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Judith Butler (1990, 1993) has questioned the existence of separate categories of sex 
and gender. Instead, her theory of performativity suggests that both sex and gender are 
discursively constructed as “mutually constituted through the repeated enactment of 
appropriate gender performance.” (Carsten 2004, 65). However, as Carsten (2004, 64) 
has pointed out, this approach may efface the body, since “to what does the gender refer 
if not to the physical body?” (Errington 1990, 28, ref. Carsten 2004, 64). Also Howell & 
Melhuus (1993, 46) point out that despite the great variation in the ways procreation is 
conceptualized, the physiological differences between men and women are universally 
acknowledged. 
Busby (2000) draws on Butler’s ideas of performance and body in her analysis of 
gender in a fishing village in Kerala. However, she points out that the ways Butler 
understands the notion of performance of gender in linguistic terms is quite far removed 
of how gender has come out in the anthropological research (Busby 2000, 12).  She 
suggests that performance could be looked at more in terms of actual practices (ibid.). 
Busby points out that, looking in light of the ethnosociological approach, “the substance 
and exchange link performance and the bodily constitution of the person” (Busby 2000, 
19). Busby argues that in the fishing community in Kerala which she studied, gender is 
both categorical and processual, both bodily and performative, but she also points out 
that gender seems to be a fixed attribute in the Indian personhood, “part of the 
unchanging essential core of the person” (ibid. 21).  Daniel (1984, ref. Busby 2000, 20) 
and Osella (1993, ref. Busby 2000, 20) have argued that there are limits to the fluidity 
of the South Indian personhood, for which reason it is difficult to change the core of the 
person, “while more peripheral, surface traits or characteristics are vulnerable to outside 
influences” (Busby 2000, 21). Busby argues that gender is part of the unchanging core 
of the person (ibid.). The capacity to act is defined by gender, and “the successful 
performance of gendered acts” contributes back to the constitution of the “substantial 
bodily gender” (ibid.).  One cannot change the gender, but an “operationalization of 
gender, using and expanding the power that gender difference can create, takes place 
through performance” Busby (ibid., 22, emphasis in the original) remarks.  
Busby’s analysis (2000) of the relationship between husband and wife in a fishing 
village in Kerala, has inspired my analysis of the conjugal relationship in Dungarpur. 
According to Busby (ibid., 11), in Marianad the gender difference is linked to strong 
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emphasis on gender complementarity and to the marital relationships.  Examining 
closely the gendered division of labour and the spatial division between genders, Busby 
(ibid., 23) suggests that the husband and wife: 
“oppositely gendered, yet equal, come together in a union which realizes the potential of each of them, 
and drives forward a process of exchange and creation, the production of a household, wealth and 
children” 
Busby’s observations on South Indian personhood and gender cannot be directly applied 
to the North Indian context, but as Lambert (2000) has shown, the processual aspects of 
kinship and exchange of substances also play a part in the kinship practices in 
Rajasthan. The notion of kinship practices as constitutive of gender is of central 
importance to this thesis. Kinship practices should always be seen as gendered. In this 
study, gender is understood as having both bodily and processual aspects (Busby 2000, 
21). Similarly to the analysis of Busby, the marriage relationship and its linkages to the 
gender roles as well as the principle of complementarity are key ideas of this study.  
2.6 The Complementary Marital Bond  
This section outlines some ways in which gender relations and the position of women in 
kinship relations have been looked at through the subject of Indian marriage. In India, 
marriage is almost universal (Jeffery 1979, 29). It is expected that anybody pass a 
marriageable age should be married or have plans to get married. Although there is 
variety in the marriage ideologies and practices of different communities, several 
features are common to most of the Hindu culture (Harlan & Courthright 1995, 5).  
2.6.1 The Arranged Marriage 
In India, marriages are usually considered family affairs as most marriages are arranged 
between the parents of the bride and groom (Fruzzetti 1982, 109). The caste system that 
is based on the hierarchy defined by religious ideas of purity and impurity (Dumont 
1983) determines the course of marriage arrangements. In order to maintain caste purity, 
marriages are generally arranged within one’s own caste group, jati. The purity of the 
blood that defines the social status and the character of the person as well as the purity 
of the whole caste would be adversely affected if it came into contact with a less pure 
person. Thus, inter-caste marriages are considered to produce impurity in the form of 
less pure descendants (Harlan & Courtright 1995, 5-6.) 
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 Marriage is a significant factor upholding the caste system, which has lost significance 
in some other areas of life in India.  According to survey by the Centre for the Study of 
Developing Societies (2007; ref. Tenhunen & Säävälä 2012, 44), marrying outside one’s 
own caste is still considered unacceptable by 74 percent of Indians. Fruzzetti (1982, 8) 
describes how marriage in Bengal is vital to the continuity and purity of the male 
descent line as well as to the way a person belongs to his caste. The aim of the marriage 
is to continue the male line through having children (Fruzzetti 1982, 14). The role of the 
woman is to be a transmitter of the male seed as she does not transmit the blood of her 
father (Fruzzetti 1982, 121).  
Kanya dan is the most prestigious form of marriage (Sharma 1980, 139). Father gives 
her daughter to another family, which, according to Fruzzetti (1982, 17), who analysed 
marriage in Bengal, is the greatest gift a man can give. The gift of the bride is followed 
by other gifts, such as dowry given to the groom in return for accepting the bride (ibid., 
30). The amount of the dowry depends on the economic status of the families and may 
include money, a car, a television, household appliances, utensils, or a simple wooden 
bed in the poor families. Although taking dowries has been prohibited by law, it is still a 
common practice. Marriage initiates a continuing relationship of exchanges between the 
families (Fruzzetti 1982, 36).  
 According to Fruzzetti (1982, 12), the notion of love is considered irrelevant in the 
traditional concept of Hindu marriage. Emotional connections between the husband and 
wife are expected to develop gradually after marriage (Papanek 1973, 320, 325).  
2.6.2 Marriage and Personhood  
Marriage is considered to be the biggest event in the lives of Indian women and men 
(Fruzzetti 1982, 9). Thus, it also plays an important part in the processes of personhood 
and gender.  According to Säävälä (2001, 105,) in Andra Pradesh “the embodied 
personhood of an unmarried woman would be unaccomplished.”  
The meaning of marriage to the status and personhood of an Indian woman especially 
has been elaborated in several studies. (e. g.  Jeffrey 1979; Sharma 1980; Fruzzetti 
1982; Tenhunen 1997; Aura 2008). Marriage means moving from the status of a 
daughter to that of a wife and daughter-in-law. The relationships of the woman are 
transformed as she leaves her natal home to form new ones in the home of her husband. 
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Unlike the most important relationships of men, which endure and extend, the 
relationships of women transform, and are remade (Lamb 1997, 290-292). The shift 
from the natal home to the marital home is also reflected in the experiences and views 
of a home of women, as the parents’ house and in-laws’ house are referred to by 
specific terms in many parts of India, whereas men have only one home throughout 
their lives (Tiengtrakul 2006, 25).  
Fruzzetti (1982, 9) describes how a newly married woman in Bengal begins a new style 
of life, observing her in-laws’ customs and norms of action. Jeffrey (1979, 33) who 
studied a Muslim community near Delhi points out that the young wife is usually 
considered to be in the lowest level of the hierarchy in the household of the in-laws.  
The young wife’s behaviour towards the other members of the household is expected to 
show respect and she is expected to subjugate all her own wishes and desires to those of 
the elders of the household (Fruzzetti 1982, 125). If the household is a joint family 
comprised of several brothers and their wives and parents, out of the wives of the 
household, the youngest wife will often have most work (Fruzzetti 1982, 99). According 
to Sharma (1980, 179), who describes marriage in Himachal Pradesh and Punjab, a 
woman’s most significant relations are often with her mother-in-law and her husband’s 
brother’s wives.  
The birth of a male offspring is likely to enhance the position of the wife in the 
household (Jeffrey 1979, 33), as by giving birth she has fulfilled her dharma (duty in 
Hindu terms) (Fruzzetti 1982, 131).  Being a mother is also regarded as the most 
socially-valued position of womanhood (Aura 2008, 89).  
It is fruitful to examine the status changes of women during their life cycle from the 
point of view of relational personhood and the role of practices in making relationships. 
Lamb (1997, 279) has noted in her research in Bengal that the personhoods of women 
were considered more permeable and fluid than those of men and thus more capable of 
the changes and transformation that their life cycle includes. The permeability is 
associated with women’s bodily processes, such as childbirth and menstruation (ibid., 
290). Openness and permeability allows the woman to “discard earlier loyalties, 
attributes, and ties to become absorbed into her husband’s family” (ibid.). By 
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integrating themselves to the husband’s family women “become full personalities of 
first auspicious wives and later, blessed mothers” (Aura 2009, 73).1 
Building on the ethnosociological approach, Aura (2008, 75) suggests that the 
transformation into wifehood of the woman is the result of the transactions and 
exchanges between the husband and wife. Marriages not arranged by the parents are 
generally called love-marriages. Aura (ibid., 68) describes how in Bangalore, women’s 
personhoods started transforming into wifehood, already before the marriage, as they  
had started  interacting with their boyfriends by going out together, writing to each 
other, touching and sharing food. Similarly, married women’s bonds to their husbands 
became stronger “through the daily transactions of marital love” consisting of money, 
goods and services and sex (ibid., 83).  
Lamb (1997, 291) describes the whole marriage process in Bengal and how the wife 
adjusts to her husband’s village in terms of the woman absorbing substances from her 
husband and his home and village, the process of her new relationships being made 
through these transactions, ending in “consuming the fruits of the soil of his village.” In 
marriage she becomes “half body of her husband” (Ibid.)  
Because of the idea of auspiciousness that is related to married women in India, the 
position of widows in the society is often unfavourable. Usually, they cannot remarry 
(Tenhunen 1997, 111). For the Bengali high-caste widows the perception of wives as 
the half bodies of their husbands means that they are considered “half-dead” (Lamb 
1997, 294). Lamb (ibid., 295) argues that the only tie for a high-caste woman that 
seemed to be unseverable was the bond to her husband, which defined her bodily 
substance and identity. It could not be cut even upon the death of the husband. 
According to Tenhunen (1997, 111), widows in Bengal are seen as “inauspicious in 
relation to married women because death has separated the male and female 
complementarity.”  
2.6.3 Ideas of Complementarity  
The idea of complementarity of men and women or of husband and wife has been 
observed by several authors writing about the status of Indian women in different 
                                                          
1 The wife is considered auspicious in her capacity to produce wealth and children to the house (Fruzzetti 
1982).  
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regions in India (Fruzzetti 1982;  Busby 2000, Tenhunen 1997; Tiengtrakul 2006, 29; 
Aura 2008, 73). Fruzzetti (1982, 2) notes how Indian women are usually assumed to be 
subjugated and dominated by men. Yet, as she argues, in India, the relation between 
male and female is not seen as contrary, contradictory, or oppositional, but rather a 
complementary relationship (ibid.). The complementary principle of the male and 
female principles has also been mentioned in the Hindu philosophy (Fruzzetti 1982, 2).  
Fruzzetti sees the world and domain of women, which she examines through rituals of 
women in West Bengal, as separate but complementary to that of men (1982, 133). 
However, Fruzzetti suggests, at the same time, women and men are seen as all-
encompassed and all-encompassing units (ibid., 24). Although complementarity is 
emphasized, hierarchy is also present. The ideal is that the husband should care for and 
protect his wife, while the wife should regard her husband as her personal deity 
(Fruzzetti 1982, 13). According to Fruzzetti, the most common reference to marriage is 
in terms of a field and the seeds in the field.  Woman represents the field men are the 
cultivators and the providers of the seed (ibid,. 24). The idea is that in making a child, 
the man and woman are not opposites, but rather complementary to each other, like the 
earth and seed (Ibid., 25). So the best way to look at the relationship between husband 
and wife might not be in terms of equality or inequality, but in terms of 
complementarity.  
 Tiengtrakul (2006, 29) suggests that rather than seeing the roles of men and women in 
opposition to each other, the gender roles in India should be conceptualized as being 
complementary. In Varanasi, the division of labour reflects the inherent 
complementarity of the marital relation as the husband is expected to provide financial 
support for the family through outside employment while the role of the woman was to 
take care of the household and raising children (ibid., 33). Complementarity in terms of 
life spheres, as well as division of labour, was the ideal also for women Tenhunen 
(1997) studied in Kolkata. By integrating wage work as part of the sphere of the 
household it became more convenient and suitable for women. Looking at the marital 
relation between dividuals, Aura (2008, 73) remarks that in marriage “persons become a 
complementary union of husband and wife.”  
According to Busby (1997b; 2000), complementarity is central to the marital 
relationship in a fishing community in Kerala.  She emphasizes how the distinction 
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between genders becomes clear in the strong division of labour between husband and 
wife, where the husbands are responsible of the fishing, and women for selling the fish 
and handling money (1997b, 262). The division of labour leads to series of exchanges of 
fish, money and services within the household. The complementary marital bond and 
the exchanges constituting it were also the focus of how gender was indigenously 
understood (ibid.), as men and women became most gendered in cross-sex interactions 
(Busby 1997b, 267).  
Understood as “thoroughly and bodily different”,  men and women become “one body” 
upon marriage, which points to their complementary interdependence as well as to the 
exchange of substances between them (Busby 2000, 151). In the fishing village of 
Marianad, men and women are seen and made different in all possible ways, including 
what they do and what they are, from which it follows that they are considered to be the 
opposites of each other (ibid., 150), which differs from the observations of Fruzzetti 
(1982) and Tiengtrakul (2006), who emphasize that in their complementarity the 
relation between men and women is not oppositional.   
It seems that there are some differences in how the complementary relationship, roles 
and spheres of the husband and wife are conceptualized in different parts of India. Yet, 
it seems clear that the idea of complementarity in forming the marital bond is prevalent 
in India and  should be seen as the basis for understanding the concept of gender, gender 
roles and practices, and what it means to be a man or a woman in India.  
2.7 Gendered Space 
One of the most notable structuralist accounts of gendered space is the study of the 
Kabyle house by Pierre Bourdieu (2003 [1973]), which Low and Lawrence-Zúñinga 
(2003, 8) characterize as a “structuralist account of gender relations expressed in the 
metaphor of house form.” In the study, Bourdieu examines how the interior space of the 
house is constructed reflects the opposition between women and men, dark and light as 
well as low and high. Henri Léfevbre (1990, 27) made popular the idea that space is 
socially produced. He argued that every society produces its own space (ibid., 53). 
Another influential theorist of social space, whose ideas are relevant to this thesis is 
Michel de Certeau, who sees the production of space in terms of practices. He argues 
that the meanings of the space are formed through practices, for example when walkers 
form the urban space through their movement (1984, 97). As Abraham (2010, 193) 
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points out, the ideas of Certeau make clear that space and spatial practices produce 
social relations. 
Massey (1994, 2) suggests that instead of seeing space as an independent dimension and 
as a background to social phenomena, it should be understood as constituted of social 
relations. She sees the spatial as “social relations stretched out” (ibid.).  Massey looks at 
the gendered dimensions of space, pointing out that “space [...] and our senses of them 
are gendered through and through.” Low and Lawrence-Zúñinga (2003, 7) define 
gendered space as follows:  
“Gendered spaces include particular locales that cultures invest with gendered meanings, sites in which 
sex-differentiated practices occur, or settings that are used strategically to inform identity and produce 
and reproduce asymmetrical gender relations of power and authority.”  
They further suggest that “the construction of gender and space are mutually 
constituting processes” (Low and Lawrence-Zúñinga 2003, 12). I base my own analysis 
in this study on these definitions as well the idea of space being constructed through 
practices.  
The work of Bourdieu has inspired and influenced the study of practice and gendered 
space. According to him, “[S]pace comes to have meaning through particular practices. 
It has no fixed meaning outside these” (Bourdieu 1977, ref. Carsten and Hugh-Jones 
1995, 41). For Bourdieu, practice brings together the ways bodies engage in the world. 
Through the concept of habitus he looks at how people act in the world in their 
everyday lives. Bourdieu has defined habitus as “society written into the body, into the 
biological individual” (1990b, 63) and as:   
“a system of durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures predisposed to function as 
structuring structures, that is, as principles which generate and organize practices and representations that 
can be objectively adapted to their outcomes without presupposing a conscious aiming at ends or an 
express mastery of the operations necessary in order to attain them.” (1990a, 53)  
Habitus refers to internalized forms of behaviour, including learned bodily practices and 
skills (1977, 15). Habitus also refers to the embodiment of dispositions and skills in a 
way that is often unconscious (1977, 18). One of Bourdieu’s examples concerns how 
girls throw a ball, which can be understood “as learned habitus, a set of dispositions 
embodied through reiterated practices, an ‘embodied history, internalized as second 
nature’” (Bourdieu 1990a, 56, ref. Busby 2000, 18). Experiences shape the dispositions 
that constitute the habitus, and habitus, in turn, shapes the practices and actions a 
person.  
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The embodied practices and space can be brought together through the concept of 
embodied space, which make it possible to look at the body as “lived experience, and as 
a centre of agency, a location for speaking and acting in the world” (Low and 
Lawrence-Zúñinga 2003, 2). As Low and Lawrence-Zúñinga (ibid.) write, “Embodied 
space is the location where human experience and consciousness take on material and 
spatial form.”  
In this study, embodied space is seen as constituted by practices of persons oriented by 
their habitus and dispositions learned through practice. Fruzzetti and Tenhunen (2006, 
xii-xiii) have pointed out that Bourdieu does not see that habitus could transform 
through individual strategies, but emphasizes that the dispositions reproduce 
themselves. However, as Fruzzetti and Tenhunen (ibid.) have shown, women do change 
the way they operate in the spaces categorised as spheres of men, which is true for the 
women in Dungarpur as well.  
The gendered space has often been analyzed in terms of private and public spheres. One 
of the earliest accounts on the model dividing gendered space to public and domestic 
sphere was written by Rosaldo (1974). Rosaldo (1974, 23) argues that women’s role as 
mothers and rearers of children ties them to the domestic sphere, which contrasts with 
the political and public sphere of men. Rosaldo defines the domestic sphere as 
institutions and of activities that are organised immediately around one or more mothers 
and their children (ibid.) The public sphere is defined as the “activities, institutions, and 
forms of association that link, rank, organize, or subsume particular mother-child 
groups” (ibid.). Thus, the relationship between the domestic and public spheres is 
hierarchical.   
Moore (1988, 21-22) points out that the tradition of associating domestic and public 
domains with women and men has a background in the European thinking of the 
nineteenth century, according to which political rights were based on a division by sex. 
It should not be assumed that the same dichotomous model applies universally.  
Questioning the universality of the public/domestic model, Strathern (1988, 88-89) 
writes that in the Western perception women are not considered as full social persons as 
they are part of the “narrower world of the domestic group” instead of “the wider public 
world”. To gain autonomity as a full person one should “engage in the public world of a 
workplace, away from the infantilising domestic sphere” (ibid. 88). Instead of assuming 
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same connotations of domestic and public domain to exist everywhere, Strathern 
proposes that gendered spheres should be looked at in the framework of the indigenous 
conceptions. (ibid.) 
The indigenous conceptualisations of gendered space have been a subject of several 
studies related to women and gender relations in India. The spheres of men and women 
in India are usually understood as separate, but as Tenhunen (1997) has shown in her 
study on women’s wage work and domesticity in Kolkata, the meanings of the spheres 
transform. In Kolkata, the aim of women doing wage work at home was to keep 
separate and complementary the sphere of men, which comprised of wage work outside 
from the sphere of women (ibid., 125). Women emphasized the distinction between 
work inside the house and work outside the house (ibid., 115), as women’s wage work 
was more acceptable if it could be integrated as a part of the sphere of the household 
(Ibid., 121). While the income gives some independence to women working at home, 
the waged homework also intensifies the meaning of home as women’s sphere (ibid., 
133-134).  
Abraham (2010, 192) argues that the assumptions based on perceiving spaces as public 
and private has prevented an exploration of the ways in which these categories are 
socially and culturally defined and how space is produced in everyday life. In her 
research on women’s veiling practices in Bikaner, she shows how practices mutually 
constitute both gender and space (ibid., 214). By looking at the production of gendered 
space through everyday practices, she demonstrates that space cannot be seen as fixed 
and given (ibid.). One interesting feature of her study is that kinship relationships are 
also defining to the gendered space. The ideas related to the natal home and affinal 
home are central to the experiences of Indian women of space as these spaces  are 
related to distinctive practices related to their status as a daughter or a daughter-in-law, 
of which veiling is an example (ibid., 208).  
2.8 House and Kinship  
There are several ways to write about a house, as Carsten (1997, 33) has suggested.  
One can write about the architecture of the house, the spatial divisions inside it or 
describe its inhabitants and their social relations, and so on. According to Carsten and 
Hugh-Jones (1995, 45-46) it is problematic to develop a single theory of a house as its 
various aspects get different meanings depending on the cultural context. 
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 Lévi-Strauss was the first to write about the theoretical significance of the house and to 
see in a house a specific and widespread social type. He brought forth the importance of 
the indigenous category of house when categories of conventional kinship analysis 
proved not useful in a study of a system of social organization (Carsten and Hugh-Jones 
1995, 6.) According to Carsten and Hugh-Jones (ibid., 10), house-based societies 
constitute “a hybrid, transitional form between kin-based and class-based social orders.” 
They raise several points to discuss the fruitfulness of taking Lévi-Strauss’s definition 
of house society as a strict category and suggest a more flexible approach to the 
significance of houses in different cultural contexts (Ibid., 10-11). 
Carsten and Hugh-Jones (1995, 39) suggest that houses, like kinship can be seen as 
entangled processes. Lévi-Strauss suggested that marriage was the foundational 
relationship of houses (Carsten 2004, 43). Also Carsten (2004, 43) points out that Levi-
Strauss’s idea of the connection between houses and marriage shows what kind social 
processes houses are involved in. “The relationship often manifests itself materially as 
marriages are often occasions of housebuilding, renovation and extension.” (ibid.).   
Carsten and Hugh-Jones (1995, 45) consider the everyday aspects of the house, which 
are often taken for granted, such as sharing consumption and living in the domestic 
space as the building blocks of a house. The everyday, intimate practices are often 
concentrated in the domestic areas, and have received less attention in the formal 
kinships studies in the mid-twentieth century as the analysis usually focused more on 
the politico-jural domain of kinship that order public relations (Carsten 2004, 10-11). 
The interest towards what went on in the houses on an everyday basis was also part of 
the rise of the feminist interest in the 1970’s towards domestic processes: domestic 
labour and child rearing, for example (Carsten 2004, 36).  
Carsten (2004, 35) suggests that for many people kinship is made in and through the 
house in the processes involved in living in them such as intimate sharing of space, food 
and nurturance. Thus, houses are embedded in social relationships, while often 
constructing the relationships at the same time. In a way, “houses are the social relations 
of those who inhabit them” (ibid., 37). In her analysis of kinship Carsten (1997; 2000; 
2004), emphasizes the significance of the dense everyday dimensions of living together 
and points out that the role of women is significant in these processes happening inside 
houses (ibid. 282). Houses, everyday processes and women, and thus the anthropology 
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of women and of house are connected (Carsten 2004, 67). Thus, the examination of how 
distinctions of gender are lived and reproduced benefits from examination of houses 
(ibid.). 
In India, houses are not only involved in constructing kinship relationships, but also 
contribute to the formation of relational persons. According to Lamb (1997, 283), 
persons in Bengal transact parts of themselves in the everyday acts of living together,  
thus inevitably establishing intersubstantial relationships with other people in the 
household and community as well as with the land, house and village. In the process, 
they construct themselves as parts of the people and places (ibid.). In the context of 
Rajasthan, Lambert (2000, 84) has similarly suggested that “a minimal degree of 
relatedness is considered to exist with people who share the same micro-environment”. 
In India, processes of kinship, persons and houses are linked through substances. 
In this thesis, I will use both the terms house and household, and thus it is necessary to 
define what I mean by each. In scholarly accounts house is often described as “the basic 
unit of society involved in production, reproduction, consumption and socialization” 
(Moore 1988, 54). However, there are cultural differences in how the household is 
defined. Thus, anthropologists usually define household in terms of “what the people 
themselves regard as the significant unit of their society (ibid. 54-55).  
Sjöblom (1999, 140) finds that the Bhil households in Dungarpur start forming as the 
husband and wife make a separate hearth in the husband’s parents house. The formation 
of a household is a gradual process, where the building of a house by the married couple 
is one stage (ibid. 141-142). She defines the Bhil household, gher, as “a socially 
constructed entity that has its basis in marriage” (Sjöblom 1999, 147). In terms of 
Sjöblom’s definition of a household, my study focuses on the significant stage in its 
development cycle where the household, that is, the husband and wife have built their 
own house. Focusing on the social meanings of the house, my aim is to demonstrate 
how the marital bond is the basis of the house and how at the same time the 
complementary relationship between husband and wife is constructed through the house 
through the sharing and practices related to its maintenance. Thus, I examine the 
significance of having a house in the Bhil communities in Dungarpur.  
Gher also refers to the spatially bounded material structure, the house, which is 
according to Sjöblom (1999, 151) its literal meaning. In addition, it is used to refer to a 
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home. A word used for a house without the connotation that gher has with family, is 
makan. Thus people may use either gher or makan, when talking about building a 
house, for example. I find it useful to refer to households as the social relationships of 
the people sharing a house, and to a house as the material construction, which is 
embedded in the social relationships while also being constitutive of them.  That is, I 
look at the households in the stage where they are comprised of people sharing a house.  
According to Sjöblom (1999, 139) the importance of the household as a social unit is 
based on the ways in which it mediates the access to land, productive means and 
livelihoods of individuals, both men and women. Thus, household “survives as an 
enduring social constellation”, as individuals are dependent on it and thus aim to 
maintain it (ibid., 150, 157). While my study in general supports the observations of 
Sjöblom (1999) on the relationship of interdependency between men and women, my 
approach on the subject is based on the theories of Indian kinship and personhood, 
according to which Indian persons should be seen more as dividuals than individuals 
(Marriott and Inden 1977). The personhoods of the husband and wife can be seen as 
evolving through their interactions and sharing, which can be looked from the point of 
view of their complementary relationship. I look at the ways the house is entangled in 
and constitutive of these processes.  
2.9 Translocal Relationships 
During the past few decades social scientists have paid attention to the increasing 
movement of people, goods and ideas across the globe. The global space can be seen in 
terms of flows of these across national borders and geographic regions. The result is the 
deterritorialization of space, that is, the space detached from local places (Low and 
Lawrence-Zúñinga 2003, 25.) 
The concepts of transnational and translocal emerged to explore the spaces and social 
relationship formed and shaped by people’s movement across borders. Translocal is a 
concept that has emerged from theorizing on globalization, which  
“changes social relations and local places due to interventions of electronic media and migration, and the 
consequent breakdown in the isomorphism of space, place, and culture” (Low & Lawrence-Zúñinga 
2003, 25).   
The ideas concerning translocal spaces have led several writers to discuss the meanings 
of locality. Appadurai (1996, 179), examines the meanings of locality “in a world where 
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spatial localization, quotidian interaction and social scale are not always isomorphic”.  
He writes about ethnoscapes, the landscapes of group identity, which  
“are no longer familiar anthropological objects, insofar as groups are no longer tightly territorialized, 
spatially bounded, historically unselfconscious or culturally homogenous” (Appadurai 1996, 48). 
For Appadurai (1996), locality is a relational and contextual knot of relationships, rather 
than something in space or place (Velayutham and Wise 2005, 40).  
The assumption of the unity of people and space has been criticized by Gupta and 
Ferguson (1992) and Malkki (1992). Malkki (1992, 34) questions the naturalness of 
connections between physical territories and communities and the idea that culture and 
the identities of persons would be solely based on the territory, which is often implied 
when referring to the uprootedness of refugees or other migrants. The connection 
between culture and territory, and thus between identity and territory is seen as so 
strong that the so called uprooted are considered to lose their culture and identity (ibid., 
37). Displacement and uprootedness easily come to be seen in pathological terms, as the 
loss of moral or “moral bearings” (ibid., 32). Instead of naturalizing the links between 
people and place, Malkki (1992, 37) suggests that identity should be seen as mobile, 
processsual and rhizomatic. The connection with identities and deterritorialization 
should be examined in those terms.  
Velayutham and Wise (2005) look at the ways in which the moral community of a 
South Asian village is maintained and reproduced across distance, translocally. They 
show how the migrants maintain strong social and cultural ties with their village and 
how the translocal practices are determined b “moral economy of responsibilities and 
obligations based on the caste membership” (ibid., 27). The concept of translocal village 
that they propose refers to 
“a particular form of moral community based around village-scale, place-oriented familial and 
neighbourly ties that have subsequently expanded across extended space.” (ibid., 38-39)  
Baviskar (2009, 60) has studied a different type of scenario of migration, where the 
rural-urban migrants in Delhi saw their migration in terms of compulsion in the face of 
limited livelihood opportunities in the villages. In Delhi, they had been evicted from 
their living areas due to urban development projects (ibid.).  Baviskar (2009) understand 
this type of migration in terms of gradual displacement. Baviskar (ibid.) questions the 
characterization of migration as a voluntary process. Baviskar points out that the 
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decisions of the migrants may be implicitly shaped by structural violence, which 
constrains their opportunities (Baviskar 2009, 68). I find this last point valid, especially 
in case of analysing the various circumstances of individual migrants and their rights 
and experiences. However, when examining the processes of the migrants’ identities 
and identity politics related to them, the approach proposed by Malkki (1992) that 
questions the naturalness of the connection between identities and territories enables a 
more subtle view of the migration processes and the transformations they entail. I agree 
with Baviskar (2009, 71), that as generalizing the experience of migration in India is not 
straight-forward, more ethnographic studies of migration analysing experiences shaped 
by gender and class are needed (ibid.). 
In the case of Dungarpur, I find fruitful the idea of communities as not spatially 
bounded, but still grounded in the village where all the members of the community may 
not be present (Velayutham and Wise 2005). In Dungarpur, the meaningful 
relationships of the migrants are tied to the sphere of the village, and are in this sense 
place-oriented, rather than imagined, for example. Like the community studied by 
Velayutham and Wise (2005, 40), the members of translocal communities in Dungarpur 
meet face to face and their social relationships are continually reproduced in a concrete 
manner. Thus, although communities may not be spatially bounded (Gupta and 
Ferguson 1992), and localities can be seen more as produced through relationships 
rather than being fixed in space or place (Appadurai 1996, 178-199), the relationships of 
the migrants are bound to the communities and homes physically located in the villages 
of Dungarpur.  
This thesis focuses on examining the relationships of translocal households. Translocal 
family relationships and the ways male migration alters gender relations have been 
subjects of numerous studies in different parts of the world. The changes in women’s 
lives have been examined in terms of division of labour and autonomy of women (Jetley 
1984; Schaafsma 2000; Boehm 2008; Pauli 2008; Sinha et al, 2012). Several studies 
have shown that the shifts in gender roles and changes in the autonomy and decision 
making power of women are not straight forward, but depend on the cultural context 
and local gender ideologies.  
Boehm (2008) remarks that the autonomy of Mexican women does not solely increase 
after their husbands migrate to the United States. Women assume responsibilities that 
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are considered part of men’s sphere and they become in many ways more independent 
in running the household, but at the same time their work-load increases significantly 
(ibid., 24-25). Despite the distance, their husbands may try to control them by asking 
relatives to keep eye on them, by telephoning often and by refraining to send 
remittances (ibid., 25). Despite the shifts in the ways of being a man and being a 
woman, patriarchal system is still reproduced, Boehm concludes. Boehm (2008) and 
Osella and Osella (2000) have shown how migration often plays a part in the processes 
of constituting the ideal masculinity. In Kerala, migration is connected to the life cycle 
and masculine identities, as the ideals of masculinity and maturity can be achieved 
through the wealth generated by migration (Osella and Osella 2000). The objective of 
the migrants often is to accumulate money for marriage and establishing themselves in 
the community (ibid., 118).  
 Pauli (2008, 179) notes that the house building boom in Mexico is connected to 
processes of migration as building a new house is one of the incentives for migration 
(ibid.) . Houses communicate the status of the couple to the village community, but they 
also have special meanings for the wives of the migrants, as the money earned from 
migration has enabled married couples to build their houses soon after the marriage, 
thus shortening the time the wife has to share a house with her mother-in-law (ibid., 
178). The relationship between the mother-in-law and daughter-in-law is considered to 
restrict women’s autonomy, while the separate house brings considerable freedom to the 
way of living of women. Pauli argues that as migration alters gender and kin relations, 
the houses both constitute and express the alterations (ibid., 173).  
Pauli (2008) demonstrates the importance of looking at household relationships while 
studying the autonomy of women as the people women lives with affects the degree of 
her freedom. Schaafsma (2000, 45) has also noted that in the Mafa community of West 
Africa, where women live with their in-laws, the wives of the migrants are under the in-
laws’ authority instead that of their husband, which increases the pressure for them to 
work hard. As the in-laws also have the decision-making power in the household, 
Schaafsma (ibid.) does not find migration having empowering effect on women. 
Some previous studies of the impact of male migration in India (Jetley 1984; Sinha et al 
2012) have also noted that the living arrangements affect the position of the migrants’ 
wives. Sinha et al (2012) analyse a data set comprising of households in several parts of 
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India, and find that women’s position in terms of decision making, mobility and 
restrictions placed on them did not improve due to male migration. Instead, higher 
education, living in a city, living in a nuclear family instead of a joint family and the 
higher age of the woman, among other factors, were found to contribute to the 
autonomy of women (ibid., 70-71). Sinha et al (ibid., 73) note that living in a joint 
family curtails women’s decision-making power, as the other males of the household 
make the decisions in the absence of the husband. According to Jetley (ibid., 141), in 
Uttar Pradesh, the authority in the family remains with men, who, despite their 
migration, continue to make the major decisions concerning the household. Jetley (ibid., 
108) also points out that the level of independence a woman enjoys is to a degree 
defined by whether she lives in a joint or a nuclear family as well by the stage she is her 
life cycle. Young women in Uttar Pradesh live with the extended family under the 
authority of their in-laws. Both Jetley (ibid.) and Sinha et al (ibid.) conclude that the 
migration of men does not result in significant changes in the position and status of 
women.  My study also looks at the relation between women’s autonomy and living 
arrangements. I suggest that by investigating the indigenous perceptions of the marital 
bond and its relation to gender roles and gendered spheres and practices, it is possible to 
achieve a more nuanced understanding of the transformations entailed by migration as 
well as of the maintenance of the translocal relationships.  
These studies show that male migration cannot be assumed to automatically lead to 
greater freedom or empowerment of women. Instead, while alterations inevitably occur, 
the relationships of the translocal households are complex and varying. Consequently, it 
is necessary to understand the specific cultural context of the society.  Houses often play 
an important role in the processes of translocal relations, as they anchor families in their 
places of origin, communicate status and sometimes define the degree of autonomy of 
the women (Pauli 2008, 179). In this thesis, I will look at the ways in which houses, 
translocal marital bonds and gender relations are entangled. 
3. ADIVASIS, DUNGARPUR AND THE BHILS 
The Bhils of Dungarpur are adivasis. The term adivasi refers to the indigenous people 
of India. Literally it means the original inhabitants (adi=oldest, vasi=inhabitant) 
(Tamminen 2010b, 4; Sinha 2009, xviii).  However, the Indian state does not approve 
using the term indigenous people for the tribal communities (Ghosh 2006, 505). 
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Adivasis, or scheduled tribes, as they are known as an administrative category, comprise 
8.6 percent of the population of India (Census 2011). The term adivasi was introduced 
to replace other terms considered derogatory, such as tribal, and kaliparaj which refers 
to black skin (Skaria 1997, 740).  According to the official definition of a scheduled 
tribe, the community must have “indications of primitive traits, distinctive culture, 
shyness of contact with the community at large, and backwardness” (Tamminen 2010, 
4).  
As scheduled tribe is an administrative category, many adivasis use it to refer to 
themselves. The term tribe is also widely used in scholarly accounts (Berger and 
Heidemann 2013, 6). I will use the term adivasi in the same sense as Hardiman (1987, 
15-16) has to refer to people who share the same historical experience of subjugation by 
other communities or outsiders to their area, and who use the term themselves and 
because it is not considered insulting.  
Often considered as outsiders to the dominant Hindu caste society of India (e.g. 
Tenhunen and Säävälä 2012, 33), adivasis have been ascribed a lower social status in 
relation to it. Their socio-economic position is comparable to that of dalits, the castes 
that are lowest in the Hindu caste system (Tamminen and Zenger 1998, 194), and who 
are referred to as scheduled castes (SC) as an administrative category. Despite being 
supported through quotas in educational institutions and representation in village level 
government bodies (ibid.), adivasis remain socially and economically marginalized 
throughout India with 47 percent of the rural adivasi population living below the 
poverty line compared to 28 percent of the whole rural population (Ministry of Tribal 
Affairs 2013, 92). Their literacy rate is lower than that of the overall population: 59 
percent for women and 73 percent for men (Census 2011, ref. Ministry of Tribal Affairs 
2013, 13).  
Adivasis make up an enormously diverse category. The scheduled tribes of India 
comprise of more than 700 communities speaking more than one hundred languages 
(Ministry of Tribal Affairs, 2009, as cited in Tamminen 2010, 4). They include 
communities from “small food-gathering bands to vast settled populations of 
agriculturalist” (Béteille 2008, 23). Despite the diversity of the category, adivasis in 
today’s India share many challenges that constrain their right to livelihoods and 
existence as communities.  
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Adivasis often inhabit forested regions where biodiversity and natural resources such as 
rivers, minerals and timber are abundant (Rebbapragada and Kalluri 2009, 249). These 
areas are the reserves of 80 percent of coal and more than 60 percent of most other 
minerals in the country (Areeparampil 1996, 6, ref. Fernandes 2009, 114). Industries 
have been very keen to exploit these resources for commercial purposes (Rebbapragada 
and Kalluri 2009, 249) and as a consequence, the industrial and infrastructure 
development projects, such as dams and mines often displace adivasis from their 
agricultural and forest land. During the three decades before 1985, 40 percent of the 
people displaced by development projects were adivasis (Government of India 1985, 
19, ref. Fernandes 2009, 114).  It is common that adivasis do not have legal titles to the 
land considered common property, and these areas are considered as state property. This 
aggravates the prospects of adivasis of claiming for their rights to land (Fernandes 2009, 
105, 113).  
Displaced adivasis often fail to receive adequate compensation for their land and 
livelihoods. In each area in the state of Jharkhand, 80 to 90 percent of the adivasis have 
been displaced, out of which only 25 percent have been supported in rehabilitation 
(Dungdung 2010, 91). Even if adivasis manage to avail compensation, the size and 
quality of the land may not be equivalent to the land lost and the circumstances for 
cultivation may not be the same (Pallavi 2010, 58, 64; Mitra and Rao 2009, 42). In the 
place of relocation, they often also lose access to forests, grazing land and markets and 
face a lack of alternative employment opportunities and services (Mitra and Rao 2009, 
37, 54). The change of location often not only effects the livelihoods (and as a result 
nutrition and health), but also the social relations and the whole way of life (Pallavi 
2010, 58, 62-66). 
Resisting displacement in the form of demonstrations, NGO campaigns and refusing 
entrance from the representatives of mining and development companies have been met 
with arrests of the activists, criminal charges and police violence (Dungdung 2010; 
Mehta 2009, xxv). Even if adivasis are not displaced by the industrial projects, the 
mines pollute their lands, rivers, ground water and air (see e.g. Ulvila 2010, 72). 
According to Mitra and Rao (2009, 36), alienation of adivasis from their land is 
entangled in long historical processes. Sinha (2005, 101-102) unravels how the land-
grabbing has been going on in the state of Jharkand since  the pre-colonial times and 
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how it intensified during British colonialism (1757-1948), when the legislation 
supporting individual land rights was put in place. The Permanent Settlement Regime 
by the British in 1793 enabled landlords (zamindars) to grab the land of the adivasis, 
who perceived it as the collective property of the village community. The rich landlords 
made land their private property, while adivasis were reduced to tenants (ibid.). 
As land became a valuable commodity, the transfers of land to non-adivasi money-
lenders and traders became a major cause for the alienation of adivasis from their land. 
Although the transfers of land from adivasis to non-adivasis have been restricted by 
state legislation in the scheduled areas, it has not proved to be an adequate means to 
stop the transfers to money-lenders or to prevent the governments and private 
companies from initiating mining and other commercial activities in the lands of the 
adivasis. (Mitra and Rao 2009, 47-49; Rebbapragada and Kalluri 2009, 250.)2 
British colonialists defined “the wild forests” that provided adivasis with food, 
medicines, timber for tools and houses as the property of the state and since then they 
have also been seen as a resource to be used in commercial activities (Dungdung 2010, 
92). In the 19th century there was an increased demand for timber for the railways, 
which lead to extensive loggings and depleting of forests. Upon the realization of the 
depletion of their resources, the colonial regime made efforts to conserve the forests, 
which further restricted the rights of adivasis to access them for their livelihood. (Sinha 
2005, 123-124.) Enhancement of the forest rights has been high on the agenda in the 
discussions concerning the position of the adivasis, and since 2006 a law has been in 
place that aims to restore the rights of the adivasis to their land (Kelles-Viitanen 2010, 
45). 3 According to Sinha (2005, 126), deforestation and restricted access to forests has 
affected the work of women the most. As they are usually responsible of collecting 
eatable minor forest produce, fodder and firewood, they have to walk long distances to 
collect the products. Apart from using the forests as resources, adivasis often have a 
holistic bond to their environment and forests. The trees, stones and mountains are 
worshipped as gods by many communities. Thus, the commercialization of the natural 
                                                          
2 Nine states in India have predominantly tribal areas, which have been defined as Fifth Schedule areas, 
and designated under the constitution for Scheduled Tribes (Rebbapragada and Kalluri 2009, 249-250).  
3 The Scheduled Tribes and Other Forest-Dwellers (Recognisition of Forest Land Rights) Act, 2006. 
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resources often contradicts the traditional and socio-cultural knowledge systems of the 
adivasis.4  
3.1 The Bhils in Dungarpur 
The district of Dungarpur is located in southern Rajasthan (see appendix). I was told by 
several people that the name of Dungarpur derives from the word dungra, which stands 
for hill in the local language Vagdi. According to another explanation, the district got its 
name after a Bhil chief Dhungria Bhil (Mehta P. 1998, 35-37). The hilly and undulating 
landscape is indeed a major feature of this district, which is part of the Aravalli 
mountain range. The population of the district stands at 1,400,000 out of which about 94 
percent is rural (Government of Rajasthan 2009). The administrative centre of the 
district is the town of Dungarpur, which has a population of 48,000 (Census 2011). 
Banks, hospitals, clinics, vegetable vendors, shops selling garments, utensils and 
furniture, and other basic services line the main market streets of Dungarpur and a few 
other smaller towns and rural centres of the district.  
According to the census of 2011, 70.8 percent of the population of Dungarpur are 
adivasis. Most of the adivasis of the district are Bhils, but as I will elaborate later, the 
subject of Bhil identity is complex. Scheduled Castes make up 3.8 percent of the 
population of Dungarpur (Census 2011). Other caste groups include Brahmins, Patels (a 
farming caste) and Rajputs (the former ruling caste of the area) among others. 
Dungarpur has the lowest Human Development Index (0.409) and the lowest per capita 
income in the state of Rajasthan (Government of Rajasthan). Together with adivasi 
areas of five neighbouring districts, Dungarpur is part of the Tribal Sub-Plan Area of 
Rajasthan, the purpose of which is to enhance consistent development of areas 
predominantly inhabited by adivasis (Madhusudhan Trivedi 1998, 166-167). Dungarpur 
is culturally associated with its neighbouring districts Udaipur and Banswara.   
Bhils are an ethnic group of seven million people inhabiting the states of Gujarat, 
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and Rajasthan (Weisgrau 2013, 247). Bhils are the 
second largest scheduled tribe in India (Government of Gujarat). The local Bhil groups 
identify themselves as members of their own local communities (jati) and in Dungarpur 
as members of clans called atak and smaller village-based patrilineal lineage groupings. 
                                                          
4 See e.g. Ulvila 2010, 69-71 on the sacred Niyamgiri mountains of the Dongria and Sinha (2005, 127-
128) on the importance of sacred groves in Jharkand.   
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The name of the atak is often used as a last name, but the significance of the clan for the 
social organization in Dungarpur is small and people of the same atak are dispersed 
throughout the district. 
According to a popular theory the name Bhils comes from a Dravidian word billu, for a 
bow (Deliége 1985, 21). Bhils are often claimed to have their own language, Bhili, the 
definition of which remains contested. In general, Bhils in different areas speak the 
regional languages and dialects. In Dungarpur, they speak the local language, Vagdi, 
which is also sometimes referred to as a dialect of Bhili (e.g. Doshi and Vyas 1992, 40). 
Deliége (1985, 25) argues that Bhili should be considered a dialect of Gujarati, which 
has appropriated aspects of neighbouring languages. Vagdi is similar to Gujarati to the 
extent that speakers of Gujarati and Vagdi can understand each other, unlike speakers of 
Hindi and Vagdi. Vyas (1995, ref. Sjöblom 1999, 44) has called Vagdi a mix of dialects 
of the surrounding areas and Gujarati language (Vyas 1995, ref. Sjöblom 1999, 44). 
Bhils are usually considered as the original inhabitants of southern Rajasthan before the 
arrival of the Aryans (Doshi and Vyas 1992, 16; Mehta, P. 1998, 28), the Indo-
Europeans, whose culture is considered to be the basis of the Hindu, caste-based society 
(Weisgrau 2013, 251). According to Weisgrau (2013, 248), the idea of Bhils originating 
from “the ancient South Asian people, is based largely on references in the Mahabharata 
and Ramayana5 to short, dark-skinned forest dwellers”. Although no linguistic, 
archaeological, or anthropometric evidence supports the theory, these ideas remain 
prevalent in the scholarly discourse in India (ibid.).  
The recorded history of Bhils starts from the arrival of Rajputs, a warrior people from 
the north, and very little is known about their society before that (Doshi 1997, ref. 
Sjöblom 1999, 37). According to a view shared by many writers on the subject, Rajputs, 
who became the rulers of the area, pushed Bhils from the plains to the hilly and forested 
hinterland of the region (Doshi and Vyas 1992, 43; see also Sjöblom 1999, 36-37). 6 
There was a confrontation between Bhils and Rajputs at least from the 6th century AD 
(Doshi and Vyas 1992, 16, 43). According to Sjöblom (1999, 36), the war was 
continuously fought from the 11th to the 16th century. The Bhils seem to have exercised 
                                                          
5 Hindu epics. 
6 Although, the scale of Bhil habitation in the plains is not certain (Sjöblom 1999, 37).  
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some authority over the forested and hilly areas of southern Rajasthan where a toll had 
to be paid to them in order to pass through their area (Deliége 1985, 45).  
In the 17th century, Bhils fought on the side of Rajputs against the Mughals, Muslim 
rulers, who eventually defeated the Rajputs (Doshi and Vyas 1992, 44). The close 
relationship between the Rajputs and Bhils was symbolized by the custom in some 
regions, that the Bhil leader applied a tika on the forehead of a new Rajput ruler during 
the coronation ceremony (Deliége 1985, 31). Many Bhils have also adopted Rajput 
names and claim to have descended from them (Mehta, P. 1998, 32). Hypergamous 
marriages were also tied between Bhils and Rajputs (Shah 2010, 208).  
Bhils started practicing settled agriculture during the latter part of the 19th century 
(Sjöblom 1999, 39). The reason for the shift in agricultural practices is not clear, but it 
has been suggested by Doshi (1997: ref. Sjöblom 1999, 38) that Rajputs encouraged 
Bhils to settle in the plains in order to control them more easily. Sjöblom (1999, 38) 
also suggests that Rajputs may have been eager to collect taxes from the Bhils settling 
on their land. According to Trivedi (2007, 37-38), Bhils were subjected to forced and 
bonded labour under the feudal regime. 
 Bhils revolted against the British colonialists in several occasions during the colonial 
era. In 1841, the British established Bhil corps in southern Rajasthan in order to pacify 
the region with the help of recruited Bhils (Mehta P. 1998, 42). Bhil corps helped to 
bring peace to the area, but no efforts were made to abolish the reasons for their 
dissatisfaction, which included lack of irrigation for their land and the extortion that 
they faced from traders, officials and moneylenders, who often belonged to Hindu 
castes (ibid., 53; Trivedi 2007, 75-76). In the beginning of the 20th century, following a 
severe famine in 1899-1900, shifting cultivation was banned in Dungarpur (among other 
forested regions in India) in order to protect the reducing forest cover.  Collecting of 
minor forest produce such as grass, wood, bamboo, honey, gum, was restricted, which 
limited the livelihood options of the Bhils. (Mathur 2001, 56.) 
Following the famine, colonial rulers failed to bring relief to the conditions of the Bhils 
and to reduce the feudal exploitation, and as the relationship between the local Rajput 
rulers as well as the caste Hindus and the Bhils was becoming colder, a religious 
movement called bhagatism, led by Govind Giri, a tenant-farmer, started to spread its 
influence in Dungarpur. He promoted vegetarianism, abstinence from liquor, sexual 
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modesty, and adoption of several religious customs of caste Hindus among his 
followers. Bhils, who have assumed Hindu practices, are today called Bhagats. (Mathur 
2001, 57-62.)   
The feudal landownership system was abolished after the independence of India and 
formation of the state of Rajasthan in 1949. In 1955, adivasis were granted legal rights 
to their land. The transfer of adivasi land to a person, who does not belong to a 
scheduled tribe became prohibited (Majhi 2010, 76). However, as Bhils were “late-
comers to agriculture”, they had to content themselves with land that was not ideal for 
cultivation (ibid.). Their farms are still today found in the hilly tracts of the region.  
3.2 Discourse on Bhil Identity 
Deliége (1985) explores the ways in which the perception of the Bhils has been 
constructed.  Arguing that “the Bhil ethnography lacks analytical perspective” (ibid., 2), 
he demonstrates that it is “difficult to identify” any characteristic original to the people, 
who have “no unity, no language of their own, no specific occupation, no pure racial 
features, no distinctive culture and no identity” (Deliége 1985, 15). In general, adivasis 
and Bhils have been defined in relation to the Hindu caste society. Several scholars 
(Unnithan-Kumar 1991; Béteille 2008; Skaria 1997; Shah 2010;Weisgrau 2013) have 
argued that making categorical distinctions between tribes and castes does not provide a 
fruitful ground for understanding the identities and social lives of the adivasi 
communities.  
According to (Shah 2010, 206), there was no equivalent social category in the pre-
colonial India – referring to the communities now labelled as tribal. The concept of tribe 
was introduced by the British colonial administration in India, as they conceived Indian 
tribes similar to those they had encountered in Africa and in other parts of the world. 
(Béteille 1998, 187; Shah 2010, 205). 
Béteille (2008, 23) argues that as the systemic distinguishing of tribes from castes 
started during the colonial time, the definition of tribe was vague as the lists of tribes 
included “widest variety of social formations”. However, the colonialists saw that the 
various groups across India shared many characteristics that separated them from the 
general Hindu caste society. As opposed to the hierarchical caste society, adivasi 
communities were seen as egalitarian and their religious practices as devoid from the 
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concerns of purity and pollution as they ate beef, food prepared by anyone and their 
widows could remarry. (Béteille 2008, 33; Shah 2010, 210.)7 
 Skaria (1997, 732), referring to “the list as a process of primitivization” points out that, 
“the so-called tribes shared more cultural, social and economic practices with their caste neighbours in the 
region than with the other tribes all over India with whom the British had clubbed them.” 
The colonial lists impact the situation of adivasis today as the communities in the list 
became the basis of the list of the Scheduled Tribes prepared by the government of the 
independent India (Shah 2010, 206). Although there is no evidence of Bhils having 
existed as an isolated community from the other communities of Rajasthan, the idea of 
their society as separate from that of caste Hindus remains prominent in scholarly 
discourse in India (Weisgrau 2013, 252).   
According to Deliége (1985), one of the recurring themes in the literature on Bhils is 
their assumed primitivity, which he calls “obsession” (ibid., 18). In this analytical 
framework, the assumption of the antique origin of the Bhils leads to the perception that 
they are primitive, which has often been further associated with racial features (ibid., 
17) Ethnographic accounts have presented Bhils and their social institutions in a 
negative light (Doshi and Vyas 1992, 14). A description by Majumdar states that:  
 “The Bhil is a meat-eater and nothing is sacred or profane for his meal… a Bhil is a votary of liquor and 
is prepared to steal anything for a dram of liquor… Their faith is a jumble of superstitions.” (GoR 1974, 
57-59; ref. Sjöblom 1999, 41).     
Deliége (1985, 1921) claims that the perception of the Bhils as uncivilized is mostly 
based on the views of the people living in the plains, whose idea of the people who lived 
in the forests, hills and inaccessible areas, outside the “normal” world, was entangled in 
mystification. The Sanskrit myths concerning the origin of the Bhils that represent them 
as a degraded people seem to have contributed to the way they compare themselves with 
other Hindus, seeing themselves as inferior to them (ibid. 28-29). This leads Deliége 
(ibid., 28, 35) to argue that the existence of the often negative relationship to the 
surrounding Hindus is in fact the denominator that is common to all the diverse Bhil 
communities. 
                                                          
7Louis Dumont (1980) presents the opposition of ritual purity and pollution as the essential principle of 
the caste system on which the holistic hierarchy of the Indian society is based. High castes are considered 
as the purest, whereas the lower castes, or the ones considered to be outside the varna system – the so 
called Untouchables, or dalits, are considered permanently impure (Dumont 1980, 47). Their impurity is 
considered to pollute the higher caste through touching, food or drink (ibid.). 
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The identity of the Bhils and the discourse around it has been heavily influenced by the 
historical contexts outlined above. In Dungarpur, the social identity of the Bhils has 
been historically so heavily stigmatized, that few adivasis are ready to identify 
themselves as such. In fact, during my first visits to Dungarpur, I did not meet any 
adivasis, who introduced themselves as Bhil. One group of women claimed to be Mena 
saying that they did not even know any Bhils, and doubted whether any Bhils lived in 
the whole of Dungrapur district. I was confused, as I had read statistics, which clearly 
claimed that the majority of the adivasis of Dungarpur were Bhils. During a visit to an 
adivasi village on the following day, I asked about the community identity of the village 
from an elderly village leader. He replied that he considered himself as Scheduled Tribe 
(ST).  My direct question, “But are you Bhil or Mena?” received a perplexed look. 
Replying that he was not sure, he stopped a young teacher riding a motorcycle and 
passed the question to him.  The teacher explained that all the adivasis in Dungarpur 
were Bhils but had started to call themselves Menas. The reason for this, I later 
discovered, was that Menas were often considered to have a higher status than Bhils. 
They were often seen as part of the mainstream Hindu society as they had appropriated 
several Hindu customs and usually had a higher level of education and better income 
than Bhils (personal communication with Mr. Shankar Mena, Tribal Research Institute, 
Udaipur). Some adivasis, whom I met later, called themselves Bhil-Mena.  
The question of self-identification of the Bhils of Rajasthan has also been discussed by 
Sjöblom (1999, 41) and Weisgrau (2013), who describes how the designation depends 
on the context. The adivasis I met in Dungarpur usually told me that their jati (caste or 
community)8 was adivasi, scheduled tribe or Mena. A few elder people told me that 
they are Bhils, but wished not to be called by that name, as it felt like an insult to them.   
Although Bhils have many ways of self-identification, according to Weisgrau (2007, 
246) “virtually all Bhils identify themselves as Hindus”. Srinivas (1998 [1966], 2, 7) 
                                                          
8 Caste system has been analysed through two different conceptual models: that of varna and that of jati. 
The varna model of four hierarchically structured castes, or varnas – Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and 
Shudras, is prescribed in the ancient Sanskrit texts of Hinduism (Tenhunen and Säävälä 2012, 34). 
However, several authors have argued that the idea of caste and the identities it entails are more relevant 
to the people’s lives as a regional system. (Srinivas 1998 [1966], 3; Dumont 1983, 34), as castes are 
usually better identified by their local caste group names –jatis (Tenhunen and Säävälä 2012, 34). Jatis 
are sometimes referred to as the subcastes of the varnas (Tamminen and Zenger 1998, 63). While the 
hierarchy of the jatis is defined in the local level, it is yet linked to the structure of the varna system 
(Tenhunen and Säävälä 2012, 34).   
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has also observed that the process of sankritization, which refers to appropriation of 
caste Hindu customs in order to elevate one’s position in the caste hierarchy,  has 
occurred among Bhils.9 Sjöblom (1999, 43) describes how Bhils in Dungarpur 
maintained that they are a jati in the same way as Brahmins or Rajputs. According to 
my observations, Bhils in Dungarpur worship both their own local gods and popular 
Hindu gods.  
In Ahmedabad, which is the most common migration destination from the district, 
people usually consider the migrants from Dungarpur to belong to scheduled tribes or 
scheduled castes, but they don’t refer to them as Bhils. Employers in Ahmedabad may 
apply religious rules of avoidance to them. Thus, some high caste Hindu employers do 
not allow the migrants who work as domestic workers to enter their kitchen or to touch 
certain vessels. However, some adivasi migrants work as cooks in Brahmin households.  
3.3 Livelihoods in Dungarpur  
The main occupations in Dungarpur are agriculture and animal husbandry, with more 
than 75 percent of the population earning their livelihood from agriculture and 20 
percent from livestock rearing. Adivasis used to rely on hunting-gathering alongside 
agriculture and animal husbandry for their livelihood. However, since the 1960’s, the 
forest cover has diminished from 50 percent to only 15 percent of the area (Government 
of Rajasthan 2009, 6). The undulating terrain consisting of rocky surfaces that Bhils 
occupy does not provide ideal circumstances for cultivation, and thus the crop yields are 
low.  
Although most of the people in Dungarpur own some land, the landholdings are very 
small in size with 40 percent of the landholdings being less than 0.5 hectares in size and 
the average size per plot being 1.33 hectares (Government of Rajasthan 2009, 34). The 
decreasing size and fragmentation of land has not been resulted in by large social 
inequalities between people as much as by the increase in population (ibid.).10 The size 
of the area suitable for cultivation is further diminished by soil erosion (ibid., 20). Many 
families own valley-bottom land called nullah as well as uncultivated bheed land 
                                                          
9 According to Srinivas (1998 [1966], 6) “sanskritization is a process by which a ‘low’ Hindu caste, or 
tribal or other group, changes its customs, ritual, ideology and way of life in the direction of a high […] 
caste.” He further points out these “positional changes” do not result in change in the structure of the 
caste system (ibid., 6). 
10 According to the Census 2011, population density is 368 per sq. km. compared to 294 in 2001. 
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usually located in the undulating areas. Bheed is often used for grazing cattle (Sjöblom 
1999, 81). Bheed is increasingly turned into agricultural land due to the population 
pressure (ibid.).  
The monsoon rains from July to October form the main agricultural season. Many 
farmers also grow crops during the winter season, but few households with irrigation 
facilities are able to cultivate in the extremely dry summer season. Agriculture is to a 
large extent dependent on monsoon and the yields are fluctuating and uncertain 
(Government of Rajasthan 2009, 23).  Main crops in Dungarpur are maize, wheat, rice 
and pulses. Some millets and vegetables are also cultivated. Due to population growth, 
small size and poor quality of the landholdings, erosion of the soil and lack of proper 
equipment the farm based activities provide neither food security nor adequate income. 
On average, the agricultural production covers the needs of the households for three 
months per year (Government of Rajasthan 2009, 17). 
The average number of cattle per household is 5.5 (Government of Rajasthan 2009, 36), 
but many households have only one or two animals: usually cows, buffaloes or goats. 
According to Sjöblom (1999, 110), the land scarcity has resulted in taking grassland 
under cultivation, which has limited the number of cattle people can keep. The cattle 
provides valuable manure for the fields and milk to drink. Some families also sell milk, 
but most of the people I interviewed used it for consumption.  
Elderly people in Dungarpur still remember the abundant forests that covered the hills 
before the 1960’s. One elderly man described the thick trunks of teak trees in the forests 
of his youth. Men used to hunt for small game in the forests, and material for building 
houses and tools was available in plenty. Forests provided food in the times of drought 
and scarcity. Gum, leaves, medicinal plants, roots, berries, fruits and firewood can still 
be found in the existing forests. Some of the adivasis collect and sell minor forest 
produce although access to forests has been restricted considerably by forest laws. Only 
two women interviewed for this study said that they collect and sell leaves used for 
rolling local cigarettes (bidi).  
It is quite common for families to own a few mango, neem or mahua11 trees. Often trees 
are owned by a lineage group, not by an individual household, and the yield is divided 
                                                          
11 The flower of mahua (Madhuca longifolia) is edible and can also be used to distill liquor.  
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between all the households. Planting new trees did not seem very common. One woman 
explained that her family had tried to grow new trees, but the trees died before bearing 
any fruit as they needed more water and a fertile soil. An elderly man said that his 
family owned hundreds of trees in the past. The people I spoke with had less than five 
trees per lineage group or household.  
The significance of agriculture in the district income has decreased significantly during 
the last decades: from 50 percent in 1990-1991 to 26 percent in 2004-2005 
(Government of Rajasthan 2009, 11). Mining and manufacturing as well as service 
sectors have increased their share (ibid.). Wage work can be found in the rural centres, 
the towns, which are, according to Madhusudhan Trivedi (1998, 171), expanding in a 
fast pace and providing services in the form of public health care and education.  
The local work opportunities are poorly paid (see also Sjöblom 1999, 115). Most usual 
local income opportunities in my data were provided by house construction and 
agricultural labour in the home village or surrounding area. Agricultural labour was not 
often mentioned as a source of income at all, because the work is usually done in a 
semi-reciprocal manner at the neighbour’s and relative’s farms.  A couple of men 
worked in a syntax mill and one worked in a restaurant. In the past, fire wood and 
charcoal sales provided livelihood but due to deforestation, these options are no longer 
viable (ibid. 115-116).  
The National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA) is a government scheme that 
provides 100 days of work in a year to each household. It has provided a source of 
income for villagers in Dungarpur, but as it does not provide full-time employment, 
people still find the need to look for other employment opportunities. Despite all the 
sources of livelihood combined: agriculture, labour work within and outside the district 
and NREGA-work, many families are unable to make ends meet.  
3.4 Migration  
The difficulties of land-based and local livelihoods have led to large scale male out-
migration from Dungarpur to the cities in Gujarat, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh and 
Rajasthan. According to Rajora (1987, 7), Bhils started to migrate to Gujarat in as early 
as the 1850’s. Elder men I discussed with said that people had always migrated from 
Dungarpur, but recently it had become more regular. Also Mosse et al (2002, 63) 
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remark that Bhils have for a long time been supplementing their meagre agricultural 
livelihoods with wage work. However, migration started increasing considerably after 
the 1950’s (Madhusudhan Trivedi 1998, 164), and since the 1970’s, a continuing 
upward trend has been observed (Mosse 2005, 63). There are no official statistics on 
migration in Dungarpur, but several studies in the region have indicated that a large 
proportion of the adivasis of the region migrate seasonally. Sjöblom (1999, 121) found 
in her study in Dungarpur that 66 out of 73 households of one village had migrants. In 
the mid 1990’s, Mosse et al (2002, 64) found that 65 percent of the households and 48 
percent of the adults in their study area in the Bhil-dominated districts neighbouring 
Dungarpur12 were migrating. 
Mostly, the out-migration from Dungarpur is circular and seasonal, which could be seen 
as a part of a growing trend of internal short-time migration in India (Deshingkar 2008, 
164). In 2008, the estimated number of internal migrants who migrate seasonally or 
temporarily was 30 000 million (ibid.). The problems of rural livelihoods are similar all 
over India: small landholdings, low productivity of agriculture and lack of alternative 
sources of livelihood in the rural areas (ibid., 168). 
In addition to the increased vulnerability of agriculture and other local livelihoods in 
Dungarpur, such as forestry (Trivedi 2007, 115-116), increased prices have resulted in a 
need for cash, the expectations of living standards have increased, and the opportunities 
to migrate have multiplied (Sjöblom 1999, 118). Traveling between Dungarpur and the 
cities has become significantly easier due to frequent bus connections (Madhusudan 
Trivedi 1998, 173).  
Tripathy (2005, 116) found in Odisha that 60 percent of the migrating adivasi 
households that she studied were landless. I did not meet any landless adivasis in 
Dungarpur, and according to people I talked with, there were no landless people in their 
villages. Similar observations have been made by researchers in neighbouring areas of 
Dungarpur. Joshi (1997, 119) found in his study in Jhabua district in Madhya Pradesh 
that only three percent of the adivasi migrants were landless. In the sample of Mridula 
Trivedi (2007, 98) of three districts of southern Rajasthan, 18 percent of the migrants 
were landless.  
                                                          
12 Jhabua, Banswara and Panchmahal districts.  
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Migration seems to be most common among young men. Many boys start migrating at 
as early as age 10 to 12 years. Men expect to return permanently to their native village 
in their old age. Some women and girls also migrate, but usually they are accompanied 
by their husbands or fathers or entire families.13 In recent years, migration of children, 
both girls and boys to cottonseed production in rural Gujarat, has increased (see 
McKinney 2014). Some young boys migrate only during their school holidays to earn 
money for their school books and equipment.  Young girl students do not usually 
migrate to cities, but accompanied by male relatives, some girls work at the construction 
sites near their village during their vacations. One father had taken her adolescent 
daughter with him to work at constructions in Ahmedabad. The family had built a new 
house in the village, and found it difficult to cover the expenses with only one person’s 
salary. One of the women, whom I interviewed, lived in Ahmedabad as she had been 
given her deceased husband’s job in a college hostel. I encountered only one whole 
family in Phoolpur, which had migrated to Ahmedabad while still maintaining a house 
in the village. I was told about a husband and wife, who worked in Ahmedabad, while 
their children were taken care of by their grandmother in Phoolpur. My interviewees 
also told me about families that had moved to some other part of Dungarpur district and 
built a new house there, but they also still had a house in their original village. 
Men migrate between the agricultural seasons, but the majority of them return to their 
farms for the work of the monsoon season. The most popular destination is Ahmedabad, 
a growing metropolitan city of 5 million inhabitants in the neighbouring state of 
Gujarat, less than 200 kilometres away from Dungarpur.14 Other popular destinations 
include Mumbai, Surat, Pune, Vadodara and cities in Madhya Pradesh. During my 
fieldwork I interviewed one woman whose husband had migrated to Kuwait. Even 
though rural-rural migration has been common in the past, all the households that I 
interviewed had migrants in cities.15  
                                                          
13 While in Trivedi’s (2007, 103) sample (Udaipur, Dungarpur and Banswara districts) only 13.4 percent 
of the Bhil migrants were women, in Mosse et al.’s (2005, 65) sample of 2,588 households (Jhabua, 
Banswara and Panchmahals districts), women’s is as high as 42 percent. This suggests that there may be 
considerable variation in female migration depending on village, district or area. 
14 Gujarat is one of the most popular migration destinations in India (Deshingkar 2008, 166).  
15 The destinations of migration have changed especially since the 1980’s. The most common destinations 
before that were in relatively nearby rural areas, and the work available was harvest work in commercial 
agriculture. (Mosse et al. 2002, 63).  
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Majority of the men I interviewed worked or had previously worked as construction 
workers or in small restaurants. Migrants also work at shops, tea stalls and as domestic 
workers and drivers. Men may shift quite flexibly from one type of job to another 
during their migration career. Many of the men over thirty years old had held several 
kinds of jobs. Rameshchandra is 33 years old and has been working in Ahmedabad and 
other cities since he was 10 or 12 years old. He first worked in a sandwich shop, but 
later he started driving a truck. His relative, a labour recruiter from the same village 
suggested him the work at the temple construction sites and with some time, 
Rameshchandra also became a recruiter who recruits labour for temple construction. As 
a recruiter, Rameschandra is better off than many others in his village. He, for example, 
owns a motorcycle, which is rare in the villages. At one point, he had also owned an 
auto rickshaw, which his son had been driving in Dungarpur.  
The majority of the Bhil migrants work as unskilled and low-paid casual labour (Mosse 
et al 2002, 66).  Although several men had been shifting from one job to another during 
years of circular migration, most of the men I talked with were engaged in low paid 
manual labour and earned 1,000 to 2,000 rupees (13-27 euros) in a month.16 Availability 
of work, and subsequently the earnings are often very irregular. There is no guarantee of 
employment for a migrant. A man staying in Ahmedabad for a month may find work for 
only half of the days. Yet, migration is the main source of cash for Bhils (Mosse 2005, 
69). Sjöblom (1999, 115) also suggests that non-permanent work may in fact be 
preferred as it allows flexibility in the agricultural seasons, unlike a permanent job, from 
which it may not be possible to get a home leave. For example, drivers usually have a 
permanent job, which was considered decently paid, and they visit their homes less 
often than the construction workers. However, the young men working as manual labour 
at construction sites in Ahmedabad, who I talked with, were hoping to find more 
remunerative jobs in the future. 
In Ahmedabad, Dungarpur is generally known as a source of the city’s manual labour 
and the domestic workers, cleaners and cooks of the middle class families. The residents 
of Ahmedabad do not generally know the living conditions, culture or social systems of 
the place of origin of the workers. There is a perception among the city-dwellers that 
                                                          
16 In some cases the migrants may have told me the sum they are able to send home after deducting their 
living expences in Ahmedabad. In these cases the actual earnings were slightly higher than reported.  
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migrants from Dungarpur are “backward” and ignorant rural people. Often they are 
assimilated as part of the local caste system, among its lower layers. In the cities, 
migrants may face prejudiced accusations of thievery and of breaking “the law and 
order” (Madhusudan Trivedi 1998, 166 on migrants in Udaipur).17 Pointing out the lack 
of trust they face in the city, migrants themselves often feel like outsiders. “The “social 
isolation, lack of respect, and humiliation” can be as difficult as the physical hardships, 
as (Mosse et al 2002, 77) has pointed out. A man in his forties working in construction 
sites and restaurants in Ahmedabad talked about his experiences:  
I: One man who I talked with, said that he prefers living in the city because all the facilities are available. 
So what do you think about this? 
- I don’t agree. I am unknown to them and they are unknown to me. We have to spend money for the 
facilities and the houses are very small and you have to pay 15,000 deposit. In the city, there is not more 
facilities for us. Sometimes we have to sleep in the corridor of the shop.  
I: Because the facilities are expensive, you don’t have access to them? 
- Yes. Even if I find a place to sleep and stay and I’m standing in front of a shop just for 15 minutes, they 
will ask why you are standing there. They always tell me to go away. Because they don’t know me. It is 
insulting. 
I: So in the village you know everybody, in the city there are a lot of strangers. Do you think that people 
don’t trust each other? 
- Village people trust each other more because they know each other. At the work too, the employer do 
not trust us, because there are expensive machines and they doubt that what if he takes this or takes this. 
And people work short times, only some days. Maybe if I work for 15 days or one month then they will 
trust me.  
Men also face problems with having to learn a new language and undergo feelings of 
loneliness. A 25-year-old man who had moved to Pune as an adolescent boy to work at 
a soap factory explained:  
I: How did you feel about moving to Pune and living in the city first? 
- First I did not understand the language, Marathi.  And I felt very bad. After some time, I felt like it was 
my home town.  
I: For example, what kind of problems did you have because of language? 
-  Buying things from the market. Only if they spoke Hindi, I could understand a little bit. I felt like where 
am I?  I want to go back. I felt like escaping from the city. I stayed there for eight years.  
I: What happened that you started feeling better? 
-I started to learn the language. I started knowing people there. I visited places. I felt that now I am with 
people I know.   
Several migrants mentioned lack of proper housing in the cities as a problem. Migrants 
often sleep in insecure open spaces, or streets near their work sites without access to 
clean water and sanitation. A group of men may rent a small room to share. The 
                                                          
17 However, some domestic workers from Dungarpur have long relationships with their employers, which 
may even extend across generations. The live-in domestic worker of one family in Ahmedabad, a young 
woman, was also continuing her studies while staying and working at her employer’s house.   
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congested nature of life in the city was one of the most common aspects discussed by 
the migrants.  
Most often men start migrating as adolescents or when they are newly married. In the 
beginning they are likely to migrate to the same destination where other people from the 
same village, or their father, brother or affinal relatives have migrated. As Mosse et al 
(2002, 73) have pointed out, kinship networks are important in the processes of 
migration, and in that sense migration may even strengthen these networks (ibid., 81). 
However, it is not unusual for boys to migrate at a quite early age. Two men had 
migrated after they had dropped out from school due to a conflict with the teacher. Here 
is an account of one of them, a 35-year old labour recruiter:  
I: When was it that you first went to Ahmedabad? 
- I went to Ahmedabad when I was twelve years old. I was going to school in Phoolpur. I did not know an 
answer to a question, the teacher hung me upside down so that my hands were barely touching the desk. 
With four friends we thought,” what to do? He beats us a lot.” So I threw a stone at my teacher. Then I 
stopped studying. My mama (mother’s brother) worked in Ahmedabad, and I thought that I will go there. 
[…] I sold my schoolbooks to cover the costs of traveling and took 10 rupees from home.   
I: What did your father say? 
- My father did not know that I had run away. He looked for me at our relatives’ places and called mama, 
and mama told him that I was in Ahmedabad with him. Father tried to force me to come back and study, 
but I said that I don’t want to go back and study at all. I asked mama to find work for me. He (mama) was 
doing some household work and said that I could do that work but I did not want to. I wanted to work in a 
restaurant so he found me a job in a restaurant.  
I met three labour recruiters in Phoolpur. The fact that many of the villages are linked 
with certain destinations, recruiters and employers, facilitates the migration (Mosse et al 
2002, 68). Although migrating with the help of recruiters and other men from the same 
village is usual, several men had also found jobs with the help of relatives of their 
mother, sister or wife (usually mother’s brother, sister’s husband or wife’s brother). 
Mosse et al (2002, 72) noting the same practice, link it with the aim of avoiding 
conflicts related to the earnings and migration, which might erupt within the 
patrilineage. Migration inevitably creates economic inequality within the community 
and even brothers and close relatives, as their income may differ greatly.  
Some men may stay in Dungarpur for a few years and migrate again if the need for 
money occurs because of growing number of children or renovation of the house. Some 
men also mentioned poor working conditions at the factories and mills in Dungarpur 
district as the reason for starting to migrate despite having had an otherwise stable job in 
Dungarpur. The income from the same work in Dungarpur is lower than in the bigger 
cities, which encourages men to migrate. However, as several men pointed out, living in 
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a city is expensive because one has to pay rent, so in some cases the actual economic 
benefit from migration remains moderate.  
The experience of migration cannot be easily generalized as the economic needs and 
social circumstances of the households vary a lot and the migrants are engaged in 
various types of work, making migration a semi-permanent source of income for some 
and occasional source of income for others. The irregular character of the migration was 
easy to observe in Phoolpur. After visiting the village regularly for a few weeks, I 
noticed that many of the migrants spent quite long periods of time there. When asked, 
men usually said that they visited their homes once a month. However, I noticed that in 
reality, men who engaged in casual labour in the cities often spent as much time in the 
village as in the city. In Phoolpur, I met several young men who did not currently have a 
job in the city, but were in the village waiting and looking for opportunities to leave 
again. People mentioned to me a couple of times that men travelled back to the city only 
after having spent all their money.  
I often asked young men, whom I knew in Phoolpur, when they were planning to return 
to the city. The standard answer was “tomorrow” or “in two days”. However, the same 
men were still at home after two weeks. Two of these men were brothers in their 
twenties and both of them had a small baby and a wife at home. The school teachers of 
the primary school in the village explained to me that their visits to home were longer 
because they wanted to spend time with their families.  
For many households migration has not entirely solved the problem of income 
generation as many times, after paying for the food and shelter, men do not have much 
left to send as remittances on which the financial security and well-being of the families 
depend to a large extent. Lacking formal contracts and bargaining power, migrants are 
easy targets for exploitation and deception by the employer. When I met Suresh (17 
years) for the first time, he told me that he had come home for a short visit. He worked 
in a restaurant in Mumbai. Only after several meetings he revealed that he had returned 
because his employer had not paid him his salary in several months. Children are even 
more vulnerable to the exploitation of the employers. Some boys working in restaurants 
do not get paid at all, as they are compensated by meals and a place to sleep.  
Migration interrupts the education of the young boys who migrate. In the long run, this 
prevents them from rising to better and more remunerative occupations. Young men 
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who had left school did not see it as an option that they could return, even if they 
regretted dropping out. Suresh, whose boss had cheated him out of his salary, told that it 
was too late for him to go back to school as he was already one year behind the others in 
his class. “Young boys don’t know how difficult it is in the city. I am too old to go back 
to school now”, he added. Interestingly, in some cases, the daughters of the family end 
up with better education than sons as their brothers opt to migrate and leave school at a 
young age. While in some cases poverty leads parents to send their children to work18, 
some boys choose to drop out despite their parents’ encouragement to continue their 
education. Boys follow the example of the elder boys and are impressed by their better 
clothes, style and way of talking. A mother, whose three sons had left school after 
eighth class, explained:  
I: Why did your sons decide to migrate for work? 
- They did not want to study, I wanted them to study more but they did not want to. Some of their friends 
were working in Mumbai, so they also wanted to go. The elder boys tell the younger boys about the work 
in Mumbai and they follow their examples. First, the elder brother goes and then the younger brother 
goes.  
One of the negative effects of migration is that boys may not learn agricultural skills, if 
they grow up in cities. Thus, a young married man, whose father had died, relied on 
guidance from his father’s brother:   
I: Since you have stayed in Ahmedabad for such a long time, how competent do you feel in agricultural 
work? 
K: I am not able to do it alone. I can’t manage ploughing with the oxen or measuring the lines for the 
seeds. 
I: Does your uncle help you for free? 
-My uncle is with me all the time. He helps me and I go to help him. I hire a tractor if he is not able to 
help.  
I: Do you think that it’s important that you and your brother also learn the agricultural work? 
- Yes, we still have to learn. Our uncle may not always be there to help us. When I do agriculture work, I 
do with my uncle.  How to plough, sow the seeds and cut the grass. My brother, I and uncle work 
together.  
Seasonal labour migration in India is a little studied subject. No official statistics exist 
and “the complex experiences and meanings of labour migration have been obscured by 
standard models.” (Mosse et al 2002, 59). The standard models include those based on 
simple push and pull factors, in terms of which the migration of the Bhils is also often 
described. Both Joshi (1997) and Tripathy (2005) refer to migration of adivasis as a 
survival strategy of the “poor tribals”. Also Trivedi (2007) sees migration as a form of 
                                                          
18 In two cases these were families without a father (one had died, and another one had abandoned the 
family and married another woman).  
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crisis management.  Differing from these views, Mosse et al (2002, 60), suggest that 
migration should not only be seen as forced by the circumstances, but as a “dynamic 
aspect of diverse livelihood strategies.” In order to form a more nuanced understanding 
of the experiences of migration, the urban work and rural society should not be seen as 
opposites (ibid.).  
When I asked the migrating men if they would rather live in the village instead of 
migrating, most preferred living in the village, if work was available. Young men with 
fewer responsibilities enjoy spending time with their friends in the village and married 
men who had children were concerned about their families while they were away and 
wanted to invest in agriculture, by building wells for irrigation, for example. The 
attachment of Bhil migrants to the rural livelihoods has also been noted by Mosse et al 
(2000), Trivedi (2007) and Sjöblom (1999, 93, 122). According to Trivedi (2007, 115), 
migrants invest in cattle and building of houses. Mosse et al (2000, 70) remark the 
difference between migrating households by pointing out that while for the poorest 
households in southern Rajasthan, migration is a coping strategy which helps them pay 
back debts taken for subsistence needs, for the households with better food security 
migration provides an opportunity to supplement their income, build assets and to invest 
in agriculture in the form of seed, fertilizers and equipment. As Mosse et al (2002, 80-
82) remark, migration in Dungarpur does not necessarily “engender alternative non-
agrarian identities”, as migration can even be seen to contribute to the continuation of 
agriculture (see also Mosse 2005, 72-73).   
3.5 Bhil Women 
The representation of adivasi women often emphasizes their greater equality with men 
in comparison to women in the caste society (Sinha 2005, xxix). The arguments for 
adivasi women’s freedom are often made in reference to marriage practices. This 
discourse on egalitarianism is somewhat parallel to the discourse on differences 
between caste and tribe.  
Deliége (1985, 119) points out that the egalitarian and decentralized character of the 
Bhil society is reflected in the marriage as an institution, which has fewer constraints 
than caste Hindu marriage and in which the hierarchy between the wife-givers and wife-
takers is absent. Child marriage is not very common in Dungarpur. On average, men 
marry at the age of 21 and women at the age of 18 years. In comparison, in Rajasthan 
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the average age at marriage is 19.6 for men and 14.6 for women. (Government of 
Rajasthan 2009, 63). 
 Majhi (2010, 111-112) reflects the idea of freedom of Bhil women by describing how 
unmarried Bhil women can “dance, sing, laugh and joke with any male member of the 
community.”19  As in other adivasi communities (Sinha 2005, 46), it has not been 
uncommon for young couples to elope and get secretly married (Déliege 1985, 131).  
Instead of dowry, marriages are settled with bride-price (dapa) given by the parents of 
the groom to the parents of the bride. Bride-price is sometimes judged by members of 
caste Hindu communities as buying and selling of women. Perhaps for this reason, 
people in Dungarpur were hesitant to discuss practices of bride-price. However, usually 
in academic accounts, bride-price is seen as a sign of the higher status of adivasi 
women, and signifying the value given to their work contribution (Sinha 2005, 47; 
Kelles-Viitanen 2010, 40). The bride-price the family receives upon marriage makes the 
position of girls less disadvantaged, compared to caste Hindu girls (Sinha 2009, 38; 
Majhi 2010, 111)20. Majhi (2010, 46) points out, a male child may still be desired to 
continue the male line of the family and for their support in the old age. The gender 
ratio of children in Dungarpur district is 922 girls to 1000 boys, which is better 
comparing to that of the whole state (888 girls to 1000 boys) (Census 2011).  
Unlike caste Hindu women, Bhil women can divorce and remarry .The stigma attached 
to Hindu widows is not as definite, as they can also remarry (Majhi 2010, 112). 
However, divorce usually takes place in a very early stage of the marriage. After having 
children it may be a lot more difficult for a woman to leave and remarry. In Dungarpur, 
I met three women who were living in their father’s or brother’s house at least 
temporarily because their husbands were drunkards. One of them had three small 
daughters, whom she had brought with her. In the remarriage, called natra, the new 
husband pays a negotiated sum of bride-price to the former husband of the woman 
(Majhi 2010, 58). Bhils also practice polygamy. In two households that I visited, the 
                                                          
19 In the nationalist atmosphere of post-independence India, the middle-class women, instead of adivasi 
women, tended to be seen as the “responsible and stabilizing figures in the family” (Skaria 1997, 741). In 
the scholarly discourse, the notions of sexual freedom were attributed to the adivasi society and especially 
to adivasi women. The emphasis on sexuality still lingers on in the writings on adivasi women (ibid.) and 
can be considered to contribute to the stereotyping of their subjects.  
20 Bride price is not exclusively an adivasi practice, as some lower groups of Rajputs and other castes are 
also reported to give bride price (Deliége 1985, 119). According to Sharma (1980, 137), bride-price is 
often given by landless labourers and small peasants.  
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husband had two wives. Several people told me that the most common reason for taking 
a second wife was the inability of the first wife to produce a child. One childless woman 
whom I met had herself suggested that her husband should take a second wife, which 
the husband did. The second wife gave birth to a girl and both of the wives took care of 
the baby. Considering all the factors presented above, the marriage practices of the 
Bhils could be described somewhat flexible in comparison to the Hindu ideal.  
Like other adivasi women, and quite unlike women from high castes, Bhil women 
usually have a lot of responsibility in the agricultural work of their farm. This has been 
seen as a basis of their higher status in the community (Majhi 2010, 211). Bhil women 
also collect minor forest produce, fodder and firewood from the forests, and may sell 
them in the market Sharma (1980, 205). Fernandes (2009, 108-110), argues that the 
significant role of adivasi women in the family economy and production and the partial 
control over common property resources have contributed to their higher status. The 
labour participation ratio of women in Dungarpur is quite high, 45 percent, which is also 
common for Bhil dominated areas (Government of Rajasthan 2009, 5).  
The education levels of the women I talked with were generally low and many of them 
were illiterate. The estimated literacy rate of Bhil men in Rajasthan is 35.2 percent and 
of Bhil women 19.1 percent, while the literacy rate of the whole of Rajasthan is 60 
percent (Office of the Registrar General, India 2001, 2, ref. Weisgrau 2013, 245). Yet, 
many girls are receiving education. In Phoolpur, I met several girls who went to a high 
school outside their home village and one girl who studied in college and lived in the 
hostel of that college. One young un-married woman had passed nursing school and one 
recently married woman had a master’s degree in addition to passing the nursing school. 
This reflects the variety of circumstances in the families and attitudes towards educating 
girls.  
The way Bhil women are understood as having a higher status or more freedom should 
be seen in relation to the social conservatism of Rajasthan, which influence the ideals of 
appropriate and acceptable behaviour of women (Weisgrau 2013, 246). The ideals often 
reflect those of the Rajputs, the dominant community of the region, which emphasizes 
gender segregation and exclusion of women from public activities (Harlan 1992). 
Unnithan-Kumar (1991, 36) argues that the gender relations of Girahya adivasi 
communities in Rajasthan do not significantly differ from the gender relations and 
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partriarchal contexts of the non-adivasi communities in the area, although they have 
been represented in terms of greater freedom and equality with men.  
As the representation and analysis of Bhil and other adivasi women has often been 
constructed in relation to the norms of their surrounding caste communities or the 
perceptions that the surrounding communities have of them, there is a need to look at 
the gender relations in Bhil communities in more nuanced terms through their 
indigenous perceptions and experiences. As Sinha (2005, xxxvii) has pointed out, there 
is a need for more research on the diverse positions of adivasi women in the different 
regions of India. 
4. MARRIAGE AND THE HOUSE 
“Houses, far from being mere material objects, are the people that live in them and the activities which 
give them life” (Carsten 1997, 292).  
This chapter discusses the transformation of gender roles and practices, especially of 
women’s work in the villages due to migration and absence of husbands. I will start by 
looking at the household cycle in Dungarpur, the formation of a Bhil household and 
their links to the relationship between the husband and wife. I argue that the 
house(hold), or gher is based on the relationship of the husband and wife, and following 
the idea that relationships and kinship are made through practices (Carsten 2001; 2004) 
and often in or through houses (Carsten 2004), I look at the division of labour in the 
household and the responsibilities of the husband and wife in order to demonstrate how 
the relationship and the house are constituted and maintained. 
4.1 From a Daughter to a Wife 
Bhil marriages follow village and clan (atak) endogamy, and they are usually arranged 
within relatively nearby areas, where the families have previous contacts. The natal 
villages of most the women I spoke with were located within 50 kilometres from their 
husband’s village. Nowadays, boys and girls often meet each other before marriage, and 
their consent to the marriage may also be asked. One woman explained that arranging a 
marriage against the will of the young people and strong pressure from the parents 
increases the risk of them running away. However, arranged marriages are still the norm 
and parents weight the qualities of the potential brides and grooms before introducing 
them to each other. Parents’ objective is to find a good match for their daughters or 
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sons, based on a consideration of several factors: caste, socio-economic status of the 
family, education and earnings, ability to work, looks and character.  
I met one married couple, the wife of which had attended school till 10th class while the 
husband was illiterate, but in general the husbands have better education. The education 
of the potential bride is usually considered important only if the husband is also 
educated. Yet, several women mentioned the education of the bride as criteria of a good 
bride. One mother of five daughters and one son described the qualities of a good 
daughter-in-law:   
“A girl should be educated till 8th or 9th standard so that she can work better. We ask from the relatives 
and neighborhood whether she’s able to do household work. Then we decide.” 
Here, “working better” should not necessarily taken to mean that the wife would engage 
in a salaried job (although some women do), but the expression should rather be seen in 
terms of the perception that education makes a person smarter and more competent 
socially to cope with different circumstances and environments. Good social skills are 
often also understood to be a result of “exposure” different environments and social 
situations which, in addition to educated people, residents of urban areas are considered 
to have significantly more than those living in the villages. However, the way preferable 
way for women to get exposure is through education, not by living in cities.  
In general, the husband and wife should be from the same category by jati, education 
and background. Similarity is considered to pave a way to mutual understanding, shared 
practices and thus, a well-functioning and harmonious relationship. 
I: Could the daughter-in-law or son-in-law be from a city, from Ahmedabad for example? 
- No. We do not marry to another caste21. If the city people are from the same caste, then it’s okay.  
I: Do you think it would be difficult if you took a daughter-in-law from the city? She would not know the 
work here? 
- I will not find a daughter-in-law from the city because she won’t be able to make flour or take care of 
the cattle. She won’t be able to take care of the work. If a daughter gets married to Ahmedabad [..], and 
she is used to living in this open place… In Ahmedabad they will just have to live in a small room, they 
will not like it.  
(Woman, 40 years)  
One woman suggested that a daughter living in a city might lose the ability to work 
hard, which is considered the most important quality of a woman in the village.  
I: Yesterday you said that it’s not good to find husband or wife from the city. Why do you think that? 
                                                          
21 Marti mentioned Meena, scheduled tribe as her caste. 
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- They don’t know how to do agriculture work. They don’t know how to take care of the goats. They 
can’t bring water for the goats. They can’t clean the excrements of the animals. That’s why it’s better to 
have a village girl.  
I: What if your daughter were to find a husband from the city and move there?  
- If she gets married she will have to move there. And she will not work there. She will forget how to do 
work and she will watch television. She will come and visit less often. And she will not make roti 
(leavened bread) for us but we will have to make roti for her.   
(Woman, 26 years)  
Several scholars have observed the significance of marriage to the the position and 
status of a Hindu woman (e.g. Fruzzetti 1982, 118 on Bengal; Tenhunen 1997 on 
Kolkata; Aura 2008 on Karnataka; Sharma 1980 on Himachal Pradesh and Punjab). 
This is also true for the Bhils. Marriage changes the status of a Bhil woman from a 
daughter to a wife and daughter-in-law. After marriage the young wife moves to the 
house of her husband and in-laws (sasural22) to live with her mother-in-law (hau), 
father-in-law (hara), unmarried younger brothers and unmarried sisters of the husband 
and possibly elder brothers of the husband and their wives and children. 
Married women have a lot of responsibilities in their in-laws’ house. The young wives 
are expected to work hard without questioning the orders of the elders of the house. A 
good daughter-in-law should be able to carry out both household and farm work. The 
experiences of the young wives vary depending on the circumstances they had in their 
parent’s house (piyar)23. On one hand, if several sisters shared the work there, the 
workload may be considerably bigger in the sasural. On the other hand, sometimes 
there are many sisters-in-law in the sasural with whom to share the work.  A woman, 
who had been the first daughter-in-law in a household of eight sons, had been 
overwhelmed by work as there were no other women apart from the mother-in-law to 
share the work with.  
The everyday tasks in the sasural are mostly similar to the ones women have performed 
in their piyar. Mothers-in-law stress the importance of showing and instructing the new 
daughter-in-law in how to manage the routine work of the household. A 45-year-old 
woman explains: 
For my own children, I never tell what to do. But the daughter-in-law comes from somewhere else and 
she does not know what she should do. So to her I have to tell all the time, that you should do this or that. 
(Woman, 45 years) 
                                                          
22 Sasural is a Hindi term which was used in the interviews.  
23 Piyar is a Gujarati term that was used in the interviews.  
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The change of status marked by marriage is often described in terms of moving from the 
freedom of a daughter to the duties of a wife. Duty, as (Kumar 2006, 63) points out, 
signals “external imposition.” Kumar also describes a discourse of mothers in Varanasi 
stating that their daughters do not engage in household work, while in reality they do 
take care of many household chores (ibid., 67). In a similar way, the discourse of 
freedom of the daughters in Dungarpur may lead to statements that downplay the 
amount of work the daughters do at home. One woman explained: “I had to work more 
(in sasural). In piyar you can work, or not work. Either way is okay. But here I have to 
work.” 
However, I saw daughters doing a large part of the work at their homes. The statement 
above could be seen to reflect more the increased sense of responsibility (as well as 
sense of increased responsibility) of a wife than the reality of a daughter’s life. 
Although the comment above may exaggerate the freedom of the daughter from work, 
the change in women’s life after marriage is vast. The change in status is reflected in the 
advice mothers give to their daughters entering marriage with respect to how they 
should behave in the sasural. The advice given by Kamla to her daughter before 
marriage emphasizes the sense of responsibility and respect towards in-laws: 
I used to explain to her that now she has a lot more responsibility. Sometimes your hau-hara (parents-in-
law) will scold you, so you don’t worry about it, just avoid it. She has to wake up early in the morning 
and do her work. Her husband drives an auto and he has to wake up early and go to work around 5.30 
AM. She has to make food for him because he will be at work for the whole day. 
The character of the daughter-in-law is considered important because in their old age 
the parents-in-law will be dependent on her for food and care. One elderly woman also 
pointed out that in addition to adjusting to the new house, the daughter-in-law should 
also be capable of taking care of the important relationships to other houses: 
 I: When choosing a daughter-in-law for your sons, what are the important qualities in her? 
- How she works. And she should be able to work with me. And she should be able to take care of the 
relations that I have built. She should be able to take care of the old relationships in this village and 
outside the village, to other families. I have this type of home, she should be able to manage it and be 
adjustable. [...] She is new so I have to guide her like where are the utensils, the mattress, the bed, where 
should she sleep, how should you sleep. I have to be careful with her because she is supposed to live with 
me and give me roti. 
It is important that the other people in the village also see that the daughter-in-law is 
responsible in taking care of the household duties. A responsible daughter-in-law stays 
inside the house, and by implication, should not be seen spending her time outside in 
leisurely activities. 
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The daughter-in-law should be capable to handle household activities. If some guests are there, she should 
be mature enough to manage things. And she should not be like: “So my mother-in-law is there, I’ll go 
out and meet friends and everything…mother-in-law will manage the work” It should not be like this. She 
should have a sense of responsibility. (Woman, 38 years) 
Ideas related to respect and responsibility restricting the behavior, mobility and speech 
could be said to define the status of a married woman in her in-laws’ house and village. 
While the mothers-in-law tend to emphasize the instructions related to the practical 
tasks, the daughters-in-law often talk about the sense of increased responsibility as the 
biggest difference between the position of a daughter and a wife and daughter-in-law. A 
26-year old mother of four described her experience 
- Sister-in-laws helped in making food and with the agricultural work. The basic work is the same as in 
the piyar, only the responsibility level increased. Waking up early in the morning and going to sleep late. 
[...] 
I: How would you compare the responsibilities of a daughter and a wife? What is different when you get 
married? 
- We have to dress like this in the in-laws’ house and like this in father’s house (covers her face with the 
end of her scarf). There is not much difference because the work is the same, but there is the 
responsibility over children and parents-in-law that we have. 
The status of the wife and the strong sense of respect and responsibility that come along 
with it are also expressed by the style of dressing. While daughters wear only a skirt and 
a small blouse, a long scarf called odni is used by the married women to cover their 
head. Some married women also wear saris. The relationship to elders also entails 
avoidance of open interaction such as speaking to them or in their presence. Perhaps one 
of the most prominent symbols (or practices) of the position of a woman in her 
husband’s village and her sasural is the practice of purdah, or ghuungat24, whereby a 
woman covers her face in the presence of elder male relatives of her husband, such as 
father-in-law and elder brother-in-law. The practice concerns all the elder men of her 
affinal village as they are considered related. 
Ghuungat is a common practice also in other parts of Rajasthan (see e.g. Unnithan-
Kumar 2001). Purdah, which refers to the seclusion of women also in a wider sense, is 
practiced in some form in large parts of India (Papanek 1973). According to Unnithan-
Kumar (2001, 26) the practice “attempts to render the physical being and expressions of 
women invisible, especially to certain categories of people.”  While women in 
Dungarpur usually explained that the practice communicates respect, the Girahya 
                                                          
24 Abraham (2010, 201) uses ghuungat to refer to the Hindu practices of veiling and purdah to refer to 
Muslim veiling practices, but for example Papanek (1973) refers to purdah when writing about both 
Muslim and Hindu practices.  
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adivasi women of Rajasthan interviewed by Unnithan-Kumar (2001, 111) pointed out 
that it also represents shame and deference.25 Abraham (2010, 203) has pointed out in 
her study on veiling in urban Rajasthan that other bodily practices such as not making 
eye contact and not making sounds, such as speech or laughter are also entailed by 
ghuungat and help in effacing the self of the woman. 
Also in Dungarpur women avoid speaking to the elder men of the household or village, 
or in their presence. It is an efficient spatial and bodily practice which reflects the 
position of the wives as outsiders of the village.26 Walking around in the village, women 
cover their faces almost all the time. However, women do not wear ghuungat in the 
town of Dungarpur, in a bus, or anywhere outside the village unless a relative of their 
husband is present. Thus, the practice is to a large extent tied to the sasural village and 
its relationships. Gradually, during the life course of the woman, the need for ghuungat 
decreases because fewer of the men in the village are senior to her. With age, the rules 
also become less restrictive. I saw several times an elder woman peaking under the odni, 
still trying to avoid eye contact with the elder men who were present. The newly 
married women always draw the odni all the way in front of their face and they show 
strictest behaviour. Thus, it could be said that the strictness of ghungaat practice reflects 
the woman’s position in the village. 
It was almost impossible to talk with the recently married wives in the presence of their 
father-in-law or mother-in-law. First time when I met the young daughters-in-law of a 
house in Phoolpur, which I subsequently visited frequently, I perceived them as shy and 
quite withdrawn. Their mother-in-law and father-in-law were at home. The parents-in-
law and their sons took part in the conversation, while the three young wives stayed in 
the background and avoided participating. They had covered their faces with their odni 
and thus I could not even see their faces. I was surprised by the completely different 
situation that evolved the next time I visited the house when only the three daughter-in-
laws were at home. We laughed and joked and the women were curious about my 
studies and my fieldwork in the village. They asked questions very openly and unlike 
                                                          
25 A wife should appear ashamed when meeting older men because of her sexual relations with a younger 
relative of the men. “Having sexual relations with or even looking at men older than one’s husband is a 
taboo.” Deference and respect are shown by lowering ones eyes and covering ones face. (Unnithan-
Kumar 2001, 111.).  
26 Although, it could be argued that the practice is not only a practice of separation, but also a practice of 
relatedness as it makes the relationship between certain men and women visible. A relationship of 
avoidance is still a relationship.  
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the last time I visited, all of them stopped their work for a while and gathered to have a 
chat with me. The change in the women’s behaviour was very notable depending on 
whether the in-laws were present or not. Yet, in this instance too, it was the eldest 
daughter-in-law, who was mostly making conversation. As the eldest, she had most 
authority and power in the situation. Similar behaviour was repeated in the group 
interviews where female relatives took part. Women, and also men to a certain degree, 
in Dungarpur, always modify their behaviour according to who are present, and how 
these persons are related to them. 
It takes some time for the new wives to adjust to their new position and to the social 
relationships of the village. This has implications to their mobility as women learn only 
over time how to move around in the village. At first, they do not go to places alone and 
their movement is more restricted than that of other women because they do not know 
the people of the village, or if they can be trusted. As a woman builds stronger 
relationships and knows more people, she can move more and more freely, still 
observing ghuungat, of course. Vimla (42 years), explained: 
It is risky for a new daughter-in-law to roam here and there because some people who are not good will 
misguide her. So for a year, we don’t send her anywhere in the village. 
The custom of people coming to the house for a visit to see the new wife makes it easier 
for young wives to get to know the villagers and to build relationships. After marriage, 
women usually maintain a close relationship to their piyar by visiting and through 
mutual help and cooperation, which is usually also appreciated by their husbands. For 
women, the visits to the piyar bring a relief from the restrictions of the sasural and 
provide an opportunity to temporarily enjoy the freedom of a daughter. Women talked 
about “resting in the piyar”.  The more relaxed conduct of the visiting daughters 
compared to the daughter-in-laws was easy to observe as their dress, behavior, readiness 
to speak and even body language changed while visiting their parents or consanguineal 
relatives.  I met several daughters of the village in Phoolpur, who had come to meet 
their parents and brothers. Lalita, a young married daughter of the Phoolpur village, 
visited her piyar several times during a few months. She had a six-months-old daughter 
and her husband worked in Ahmedabad. There were three young daughter-in-laws with 
small babies in her piyar, so it was quite easy to observe the difference between their 
responsibilities and hers. Apart from wearing a more casual dress without odni, Sunita 
slept late and engaged in the household work only as an assistant. She had time to sit 
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and chat, while the daughter-in-law of the same age was continuously busy with work, 
or perhaps considered it inappropriate to stop her work to have a chat.  
Although the relationship of a woman to her piyar may be close, women emphasize that 
after marriage contributing to the work and well-being of their piyar is no longer their 
responsibility.27 A group of four middle-aged women explained their relationship to 
their respective piyar:  
I: When you go to your piyar, do you also do some work there? 
- I help in the household activities like fetching water, making roti or cutting the crops.  
I: If you need help, can you get help from your piyar? 
- Sometimes they give money. And sometimes they help if we need to take our children to hospital. 
I: You have to take care of your own household. Do you feel that you have the responsibility to contribute 
to your piyar also?  
- I don’t have responsibility for piyar. If I want to, I work. 
I: Why do you think that it’s important to do some work there? 
W: Then the people in piyar like me. They don’t think that she comes here so often and does not do any 
work. Also, if we work together then we can finish faster. But if we need help, we first ask from our 
neighbours and other people of my husband’s village and then only from piyar.  
Lalita’s piyar was also the piyar of her father’s sixty-year-old sister, who visited her 
brother’s and father’s house quite regularly. Visiting her piyar, she also wore a skirt and 
a small blouse without the odni, just like Lalita and other daughters of the village.  I 
witnessed numerous visits to piyar both by young and old daughters of the village. 
Elder women, whose father’s had died, visited their brothers. Especially some of the 
young women, whose husbands had migrated to the city, seemed to circulate frequently 
between their piyar and sasural. I was told that one young woman in Phoolpur spent 
long periods of time in her piyar with her three children while her husband was in 
Ahmedabad, because she did not get along very well with her in-laws.  Some women, 
whose husbands had problems with their consumption of alcohol, had moved back to 
live in their piyar. In some cases, relatives from piyar also came to live with the women. 
One wife had also taken her sick mother to live with her. One wife had her sister’s 12-
year-old daughter living with her and another one had taken in her brother’s baby 
daughter.  
It is not in the scope of this thesis to examine the relationships to piyar in more detail, 
but it is interesting that women in Varanasi, interviewed by Kumar (2006), considered 
                                                          
27 However, many women considered important to provide help to their family in piyar in order to 
maintain a good relationship with them, and most of the women said that they visited their piyar once in 
one to three months. One woman also explained that she did not wish to have a son, but was of the 
opinion that daughters, being more reliable, would take better care of her in her old age.  
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visiting their parents once a year to be a lot (ibid., 77). In Dungarpur women claimed to 
visit their piyar once a month, even if in reality, they did not do so.  Giving the 
impression that they visited their piyar frequently was not considered to signal lack of 
responsibility.  
The shift of status upon marriage for men differs from that of women as they do not 
have to change residence or adjust to a completely new family. The criteria of a good 
husband focus on his economic standing and the condition of his parents’ house. A 
husband should earn money and be able to support his family. The parents of the girl 
examine the quality of the house, size of the land, number of cattle, number of family 
members that need to be cared for, the distance to the water source and other factors that 
might affect how hard the young wife has to work. Some people do not prefer boys, 
who have several brothers as the size of the land he inherits from his father might be 
comparatively small. All in all, when assessing the house of the groom candidate and 
his family the parents of the girl try to judge “if their daughter would be happy there”, 
as one woman put it. The responsibility of a wife being to work hard, her parents aim to 
maximise her happiness by minimizing the factors which would make her work 
difficult.  
The level of education of the husband was mentioned as important by only one woman.  
No one mentioned the way the husband works, or his capability to perform certain types 
of tasks or his character as criteria. Not even the capabilities of the husband as a farmer 
were given as much weight as the general ability to support the family. One woman 
mentioned that it was acceptable, if the husband provided the livelihood solely through 
agriculture, the important thing being that he was able to support the family. However, 
as it is very rare for Bhils to have enough land to support a family, the significance of 
wage work was emphasized. Thus, one woman explained: 
I: Handling the cattle and agriculture is important when choosing a daughter-in-law but not when 
choosing a husband?  
- No because we will see what he is doing, if he is earning money in some other way… there is no need 
to. 
The gendered spheres and practices in Dungarpur are shaped by the separate 
responsibilities of husbands and wives. The position and responsibilities of the 
daughter-in-law and wife are directly related to the work practices of the household and 
the farm, while the responsibilities of the husband are related to the wage work outside 
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the house. However, the size of the landholding is also given emphasis, which indicates 
the significance of agriculture as a livelihood along with the wage work. Owning land 
also has social significance as will be discussed in chapter five.  
4.2 The Formation of a New House  
Bhil villages are usually scarcely populated, and especially in the hilly villages the 
distances between the houses are long. Clusters of houses can be found in villages, 
where some plain area is available. There are essentially two types of houses in the 
villages of Dungarpur: mud-lined kachha houses and cemented pakka houses. The mud-
lined kachha house with a roof made of clay tiles is the most common type. The pakka 
houses sometimes also have a floor made of mud, while the walls are plastered with 
cement. However, majority of the houses that I visited, were clay tile-roofed kachha 
houses. Building a modern and more durable pakka house is the objective of many 
villagers. Having a pakka house is considered a sign of well-being of a family.  
There is some variation in the outlay and the number of the rooms of the houses. In a 
typical two-room house, the first room, where you enter from outside is sort of a “living 
room” cum bedroom at night. Sometimes the room is decorated by wall paintings, some 
of which may have been made for a wedding by an expert wedding painter. This first 
room of the house is the room where people sit and chat with their guests, although 
often guests are entertained outside, in front of the house within the compound walls 
surrounding the house. A doorway from the first room leads to the backroom of the 
house, where the clay hearth and food storage are usually placed. Goats and hens are 
also often kept in the backroom during the nights, unless the family has a separate cattle 
shed outside. Some houses have three or more rooms, in which case one of them may be 
used as a separate kitchen. A poor family may have only one room with a hearth for 
cooking in the corner. The wooden cots for sleeping are often kept in the entrance room 
where people may also sit on them. In the hot summer time many people take the cots 
outside and sleep in front of the house. 
Walking around in Phoolpur, I saw numerous houses being built. There were also 
houses which had never been finished. Some houses had decayed and probably would 
never be lived in again while some were abandoned with a lock on the door and with a 
slightly gloomy appearance. These houses represented the possibility of their owners’ 
return and signified their still-existing position in the village community. At least a few 
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of the houses were occasionally lived in, although the families primarily lived elsewhere 
in Dungarpur or in Ahmedabad.  
Following the idea of Carsten (2004, 35) that kinship is made in and through houses, I 
explore some of the social meanings and ways the house is embedded in social 
relationships and in the processes of making and maintaining them.  I look at the links 
between the house and the relationship between the husband and wife and the ways they 
are mutually constituted. 
In order to understand the role houses play in constructing relationhips it is necessary to 
look at the process of forming households (gher), or the development cycle, as Sjöblom  
(1999, 140), following Fortes (1971) has referred to it. The married couple living in the 
husband’s parents’ house share food, household work, agricultural work and their 
earnings with the parents, and husband’s brothers, their wives and un-married sisters. 
When the next brother gets married, the elder brother and his wife make plans to build 
their own separate house. 28 The youngest brother and his wife stay to live with the 
parents after all the elder brothers have built their own separate houses. 
The aim of a couple after the marriage is to gradually establish their own household and 
livelihoods. Sometimes the husband is able to save and borrow enough money to build 
his own house, although it is not unusual that his parents assist him, especially if he has 
previously contributed monetarily to his father’s household. The father gives a place for 
the son to build a house in his land. Often the place is found in a visible distance from 
the father’s house, and sometimes a new house is built adjacent to the father’s house. It 
is also quite common that the family has land in various parts of the village, in which 
case, the sons may build the house there. “The house is built, where the land is”, as one 
man expressed.  
The example of the household of Manilal and Durga illustrates a typical development 
cycle of a household. Manilal and Durga have eight children: seven sons and one 
daughter. Five eldest sons and the daughter are married and all of them have children. 
The eldest son and his wife have built a pakka house on Manilal’s land, approximately 
forty metres away from Manilal’s house. The small kachha house of the second son and 
                                                          
28 According to Sjöblom (1999, 140), the separation of households starts by the husband and wife making 
a separate hearth for themselves in the shared house, and thus by cooking separately. I did not observe 
family units cooking separately while sharing a house, which may be due to my data consisting mostly of 
nuclear families.  
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his wife has been built right next to Manilal’s house so that they share a wall. Manilal’s 
own kachha house has two parts. The other part probably belonged originally to 
Manilal’s father. Manilal and Durga share their two-part house with Manilal’s father, 
their two unmarried sons and two married sons, their wives and children. One married 
son has moved to the town of Dungarpur with his family.  
People who live in the same house generally pool together their earnings, which are 
given to the male head of the household. After building the separate house, some 
households keep all their own earnings, while some keep contributing monetarily to 
their father’s household. A 26-year-old woman who moved to her own house one year 
ago describes the arrangements in her sasural:  
When we lived there, my husband gave the grocery-money to the in-laws. To me he gave money for 
bangles, cosmetics and clothes. Now he gives the (grocery) money to me. […] We had one hearth, and we 
cooked together. Everybody gave money to my father-in-law. 
The separation of the households is a gradual process. After each son has built their own 
house, the households usually continue to cultivate the father’s land together, 
distributing the yield with each other after each harvest. The land is divided among the 
sons usually after all of them have married, and after that each household takes care of 
their own plot of land. Even after that, it is usual of the households of the same lineage 
group to share some property. Several households shared mango trees with their father, 
brothers and sometimes also with uncles and cousins of the same lineage.  
4.2.1 Staying Separately, Love Increases 
While the separation of the households is axiomatic, “a tradition”, it is underlined by the 
perception that sharing a house could entail several problems for the ideally harmonious 
family relationships. The most often mentioned reasons for separating households are 
related to conflicts inside the family, or quarrelling between family members. Mostly, 
quarrelling is explained to take place between those belonging to the same category of 
people within the household: children, sisters-in-law, women or men. However, 
sometimes disagreements between the daughter-in-law and parents-in-law had been the 
reason for the separation of households of the youngest son and his parents which would 
be against the common practice. A 60-year-old woman described what happened in her 
family:  
I: Why did your daughter-in-law not stay here, as now there is no daughter-in-law in the house? 
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- The elder son’s wife was a bit lazy and she did not want to do so much work. They also had four 
children so the house was small for all of them. She asked her husband if they could move. They have a 
pakka house.  
Some women commented on the difficulties arising from people not contributing 
equally to the joint household. Problems arise when some household members fail to 
acknowledge their responsibility to contribute to the household in equal proportion. 
 If we stay together only one or two brothers are earning money and the others don’t understand their 
responsibility. If you work hard, you earn money and if you don’t work you don’t earn money. Work is 
hard. (Woman, 40 years)  
Mana, a mother of three small children, whose husband was a construction worker in 
Ahmedabad shared a house with her mother-in-law and two brother-in-laws. One of the 
brother-in-laws was just ten years old and the other one was an adolescent boy, who was 
not working or studying. He had just gotten married. Maya complained about how all 
the responsibility over the household was on her, and how her brother-in-law “just eats 
roti and takes rest”. Thus, she was eagerly looking forward to moving to a separate 
house with her husband and children. Fights are often sparked of by women’s 
disagreements over distributing the household work.  
-If we stay together, we start quarrelling with each other. It is more loving in the family, if we live 
separately, between us and in-laws and sisters-in-law. 
I: Who will start quarrelling with each other if you live together? 
- Sisters-in-law start quarrelling with each other about the work. One works and another one does not 
work. This is how [we start fighting].  
(Woman, 25 years)  
One man (43 years) described the reasons of living separately: 
- We would always like to stay in a joint family. But the sons are from one family and their wives are 
from different families so it’s difficult to manage the nature of all the women. So whoever is staying 
separately, it’s only because of this.  
I: So it’s because the personalities (of women) don’t match? 
- Yes, because of personalities.  
The idea that wives coming from outside are potentially dangerous and may be seen as a 
threat to the solidarity of the family group and cause break ups has also been examined  
in other studies (Sharma 1978, 221; cit. Mandelbaum 1970, 91). People consider a good 
home as harmonious and peaceful, shanti. Continuous disharmony may lead to divorce 
or breaking the relationship. A 42-year-old woman described a good home:   
I: What do you think makes home a home? 
- If my husband and family members quarrel with me and don’t respect me, I don’t want to live in that 
kind of home. In home there should be respect and love. If you don’t feel comfortable you can leave. But 
if you have children, it’s very difficult to leave.  
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Differences in the income of the brothers may lead to conflicts between household 
members. These conflicts are often described in terms of the children of a joint 
household quarreling over sweets or toys.  
I: Are there any disadvantages in living in joint family? 
- Children quarrel. If some child says that she wants to eat something that the other one (sister-in-law) is 
giving to her children. And I say that I don’t have that. When we lived together we made food together.  
But finally we have to make food separately and so we make our own houses.  
I: Do you think it’s better to live separately to avoid quarrelling even though there is more work? 
- It’s good to live separately. If we live together, one will bring biscuits or namkeen (salty snacks) for her 
children and I don’t have money, so I feel bad that I can’t bring the same for my children. So it is better 
that we live in our own way and spend money according to our capacity.  
(Woman, 27 years)  
From this statement we can also learn that even while living in a shared household, the 
separation between the future house units has been established through separate income 
and separate consumption. Thus, the separation between the households starts before the 
building of a separate house, as Sjöblom has also noted (1999, 141) and the building of 
house can be seen as part of the continuum of separation. The processes of separating 
the consumption and concentrating on sharing within the unit that will share a house can 
also be looked from the point of view of relational personhood (Marriott and Inden, 
1977). As relational persons the husband and wife concentrate on exchanges with each 
other and thus contribute to each other’s personhoods and strengthen the relationship 
between them while the exchanges between the other members of the joint household 
decrease.  
If the disagreements between sisters-in-law and children often concerned sharing of the 
everyday work or play in case of children, the conflicts between brothers were usually 
about the distribution of land. The conflicts over land may escalate into severe 
confrontations.  
We need to live separately. My father-in-law died when the boys were very young. That’s why they did 
not distribute the land. Now it’s necessary to divide the land because all the sons of the brothers will fight 
over the land and somebody might kill someone or do something bad. […] It’s not good to live together 
because nobody takes responsibility over the work. Everybody will say, she will do the work, he will do 
the work. (Woman, 45 years)  
In general people tend to explain that the separate living pattern and separation of 
resources enables them to maintain peace in the family. Maintaining the harmony within 
the kutum (extended family) and lineage group is crucial considering that even after the 
separation the households are in several ways dependent on cooperation with each 
other. “Staying separately, love increases” was a proverb used by one woman to 
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describe the advantages of living separately. It reflects the idea that living together and 
sharing is bound to lead to conflicts while the separation of space and resources may 
decrease the possibility of disagreements.  
People stressed that living in separate houses did not mean that they were not close in 
the emotional level with the members of their extended family. One woman also pointed 
out that although they lived in separate houses, their brothers-in-law were welcome to 
eat at her house, which implies intimate connection and sharing as Lambert (2000, 84) 
has suggested. Some women also saw the increased work-load and loneliness as 
disadvantages of living their own house. A few women, whose houses were located far 
from other houses, were concerned for their safety while living alone with their children 
when their migrant husbands were not home. Maya, a mother of three small children 
described her experience:  
I: Do you feel insecurity because you are living separately now? 
- Staying alone is difficult because at night I am scared of thieves […] I don’t have neighbours. There is a 
hill between the houses, so that nobody can hear if we call for help.  
I: Why are the houses built so far apart?   
- If the houses are near, then we quarrel that this is my land so why did you build this house? We live so 
far from each other that we don’t quarrel that this is my land, this is my land. (Mana) 
Sharing the responsibilities, work and resources was considered difficult as all the 
members of the household do not work equally hard or do not understand their 
responsibility to contribute to the household. The eldest son and his wife have to build 
their own house and form their own household, which they hope, will have a 
harmonious nature.  
 4.2.2 Becoming Responsible 
The new household established by the husband and wife forms a social and economic 
unit where they share the responsibilities and duties. Failing to build a house would 
reflect badly on their reputation in the community and other villagers might start 
gossiping about the capability of the young couple to establish their household and to 
work for their livelihood. Pushba (40 years) explained: “If you don’t build a house in 
your village people will say, what did you do with your money? Did you just eat it and 
waste it?” Building a house is considered a sign of maturity and of being a responsible 
adult. Instead of relying on the parents, the husband and wife form their own unit, which 
enables them to belong to the social system of the village. A group of women explained:  
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“If we live together, only the mother and father take care of everything, and the children do not take 
responsibility. So we have to make them separate, and settle them down.”  
In addition to the parents, the younger married couples of the household may pressure 
the elder couple to establish their own household as the parents’ house starts to become 
too crowded.  
Houses are important for building further relationships, such as marriages. To arrange 
the marriage of a son or a daughter, one should have a house that the parents of the 
prospective brides come to see and a house for the daughter-in-law to move to. Some 
People say that they need a house “to make their children’s marriages.” Guests should 
come to the auspicious occasion of wedding to their house. One woman even mentioned 
this as the reason she was wishing to have girl child as the main marriage ceremony is 
performed at the bride’s parents’ house: “Nobody will come for marriage in my home. I 
have to go to other houses for marriage.”  
Building a house is an important stage in the development cycle of the household as 
having a house establishes the position of the couple in the social relationships of the 
village and signals the achievement of the status of a properly settled household in the 
community. The house has its own responsibilities and relations to maintain. The couple 
starts to engage in interactions with other houses as representatives of their own house, 
which will be examined in chapter five.  
4.3 Fluid Practices: Complementary Division of Labour  
After building their own house, the efforts of the husband and wife focus toward its 
maintenance, which determines their responsibilities. Sjöblom (1999, 147) points out 
that living and taking care of all the agricultural work in Dungarpur is challenging and 
thus  a strong inter-dependency exists between the household members for their 
livelihood. This also leads to a relationship of dependency between men and women as 
both of them are needed in order to run the household, as the informants of Sjöblom 
confirmed (ibid. 147-150).  This also resonates with the observation of Busby (2000, 
24) in a fishing village in Kerala:  “Men need women, just as women need men: each 
without the other is a mere half body.” 
Instead of looking at the relationship of individuals to the household (see Sjöblom 
1999), I will examine the relationship between dividuals sharing a house in Dungarpur 
in processual terms to see how it is made and maintained through practices (see Carsten 
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2000; 2004). As Marriott and Inden (1977, 228) have suggested, the relational persons 
are constituted and transformed through interpersonal interaction. As relational persons, 
the interaction constituting their relationships, also transforms their personhoods, into 
those of responsible wife and husband in this case. I will examine how the relationship 
between husband and wife is constructed through their responsibilities and through the 
everyday practices or interaction that constructs relational persons. I look at the division 
of labour in terms of transacactions between husband and wife thus exploring what it 
means to share a house in Dungarpur. The division of labour entails gendered practices, 
and thus, I will also show how the marital bond constitutes the gender relations in 
Dungarpur.  
When asked about the responsibilities and duties (zimmervar) of the wife and husband, 
women have very clear answers. The responsibilities of men and women are seen as 
separate and complementary to each other. The duties of women include taking care of 
the home, while the responsibilities of men are to earn money and to provide a living for 
the family. The everyday work of women includes cooking, cleaning the house as well 
sweeping the outside compound of the trash and excrement of the cattle, covering the 
floor and walls of the house with new mud-plaster, cleaning the dishes, washing clothes 
at the water pump or pond and feeding and milking the goats, cows and buffaloes and 
bringing water from the well or nearest water pump. They also engage in  agricultural 
work, collect and cut firewood, collect fodder for the cattle or take them grazing, and in 
some cases, in the more forested areas, collect leaves or gum to be sold. Collecting 
fodder for the cattle may take up to two hours in the summer.  Fodder is usually 
available maximum one to one and half kilometers from the house.  
While the ability to perform agricultural work was emphasized as a desired quality in a 
daughter-in-law, married women themselves consider taking care of the home and the 
domestic sphere as their responsibility. Agricultural work, the main source of 
livelihood, was not mentioned among the responsibilities. Also women in the study of 
Sharma (1980, 126) identified their duties in terms of household work, although they 
spent more time working in the fields. Defining the domestic sphere in spatial terms in a 
rural village is not straightforward as the activities related to it, such as fetching water, 
collecting fodder or working in the agricultural fields expand to areas quite far from the 
house. Tenhunen (1997) suggests in her study in Kolkata that the domestic sphere can 
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be considered to cover the whole immediate neighborhood. Thus, on the one hand, the 
definitions of the domestic sphere are shifting, and on the other hand, women who claim 
domestic sphere as their domain, may in fact be engaged in work outside the house.  
Curiously, while home (gher) was mentioned as the domain of women, and earning 
money as the responsibility of men, cultivation was not mentioned as the responsibility 
of neither of them. In practice, men make most of the decisions concerning what and 
when to cultivate and concerning agriculture related investments such as buying tools.  
Both men and women work in the fields: clear them of stones, take part in sowing and 
ploughing, weed and harvest as well as process the grains. The statement by one young 
woman illustrates the responsibilities and life spheres of the husband and wife:  
I: What are the main responsibilities of the husband and the main responsibilities of the wife? 
- I stay at home and take care of the house and he stays in Ahmedabad and works.  
 Migration is connected to the development cycle of households and to the building of 
houses. Men often migrate after they have gotten married and have several children or 
when it is time for them to build their own house. Thus, the decision to migrate is often 
linked to the increased responsibilities and expenses entailed by marriage, which 
remarks a change of status also for a man. Some women said that while it was their 
responsibility to make food, it was only the husband’s duty “to bring food to the house.” 
According to one man, after getting married he had to work hard so that his wife could 
“live in a good manner.” A married man should consider his financial situation more 
carefully and start investing in agriculture and in the building of a house. Earning 
money should be taken more seriously at this point. A woman whose husband worked 
as a school bus driver in Ahmedabad explained:  
 [..]When Naranbhai got married, his responsibilities increased because he has to support wife. He has a 
responsibility towards his family. If somebody gets married, he has to give a gift. Sometimes if his 
parents need, he has to help them with money.   
Women pointed out that men are in a much better position in the community and society 
to go outside for wage work. Some women also felt reluctant to go outside for work 
pointing out that there would be no one to take care of the housework if they went for 
work.  
 I: Whose responsibility is it to earn money? 
- Where will I go for earning money?  
I: Do you think that for a woman it would be difficult to go outside the village for work? 
- [...] Who will take care of the children? If women go out all day, children will just roam around and 
learn bad habits. (Woman, 25 years)  
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Although people made a clear distinction between the complementary tasks and 
responsibilities of the husband and wife, the everyday practices differed from this 
perception of two separate domains. In fact, I saw several men making roti while their 
wives were working at the NREGA work site, or even when their wives were at home.  
One time I entered a house to find a young husband making roti on a clay hearth in the 
corner of the room, while her wife had gone to help their uncle’s family in threshing the 
wheat crop. During the interview of one woman, her husband was sweeping the floor of 
the house with a broom. I also saw men outside their houses giving a bath to their small 
children. The use of forest areas provides an interesting perspective to the gendered 
spheres. In general, women do not go alone to collect fodder or fire wood to the forests 
(which are in most cases more like shrubbery), located usually at maximum one to one 
and half kilometers from the house. Some women said they were scared of wild 
animals, but it was also implied that it was not seen as appropriate or safe for women to 
wander alone in deserted places. Men collect fodder and firewood, but not in the same 
way as women:  
 S: If you need to go out to collect wood or grass or take goats to grazing, do you go together with your 
sisters-in-law? 
R: We go together with sisters-in-law and neighbours. We have to go to the backside of a big hill for 
wood. […] 
S: Do the men also go to collect wood? 
R: They do not go. They do not go far. Only if it is near, they do it. If we go to cut the wood, men do 
other activities near the house, like give food to the cattle and bring water.  
(Woman, 27 years)  
The fact that despite their greater freedom of mobility, men did not go far from the 
house to collect firewood, could be seen to imply that it was something that they did to 
help (madad), rather than because it was their responsibility. Sharing the household 
work with women is quite unthinkable to the majority of caste Hindu men in Rajasthan.  
Rajora (1987, 190) has written: “Bhil men would not mind grinding the corn, or 
bringing a water pot on his head, which is strictly women’s work in caste Hindus”. One 
woman did claim that it was impossible also for the men in their community to bring 
water: “Water has to be brought from one kilometer away on top of the head. How can 
man go like this? Is your husband going that way?”  However, I saw several men 
engaged in this task. I even saw one elderly household head carrying water in metal pots 
from the water pump although there were three daughters-in-law in the house. 
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In one house, we had been discussing with the husband for about half an hour, when the 
wife (in her late forties), seemingly annoyed by us keeping her husband from work, told 
her husband to do the laundry. After the wife told him the second time, the husband 
stood up, picked his laundry and detergent and left. After a while the wife herself sat 
down to chat with us, and we had a very interesting conversation about their livelihoods 
and family. There was also another similar incident, where the wife asked a husband to 
move the cattle to a better place for grazing. The comment of a 40-year-old woman 
reflects the flexibility of the division of labour:  
I: Is there difference in the men’s and women’s work in the village? 
- We work together, there is no specific difference. But men don’t wash women’s clothes, they only wash 
children’s and men’s clothes. If the woman is sick however, then they can do it (wash women’s clothes).  
Although supporting the family is considered men’s responsibility, women also work 
for wages. Many women do agricultural work for wages in their own village, or go to 
National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA) work, which is available in their 
own villages. NREGA is a government scheme that provides each household 100 days 
of employment in a year. The work is mostly hard manual labour often related to 
improving roads or agricultural land-structures of the village. More than half of the 
women I interviewed were or had been engaged in NREGA work making it the most 
usual way of earning money for women. In two families the wife went to NREGA 
work, while the husband presently had no employment. Based on my observations, 
mostly women seemed to engage in NREGA work. In the few work sites that I saw or 
visited, the workforce was mostly female. The men, except for the supervisors, were old 
and well past their active working years. As the NREGA work is allocated per 
household, any family member can go there. Often it is the eldest member, who is not 
capable of participating in other work of the household and farm anymore, or a female. I 
heard of only a couple of young working age men who went to NREGA work. 
A few women did wage work outside the village. One woman had earlier sold 
vegetables from door to door in her village and currently worked as a cook in a child 
care centre started by Self Employed Women’s Association (SEWA). One woman in 
Phoolpur left to work at a building construction site to Dungarpur town every morning 
and another one worked as a domestic worker in several households in Dungarpur town. 
A few women were employed as teachers in anganwadis (government child care 
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centers). Anganwadis and the schools of the villages also provided employment for a 
few female cooks.  
Women who live with their parents-in-law give the money to the mother-in-law or 
father-in-law like all the other household members.  Women who live in a separate 
house often give the money to their husbands, while some keep the money themselves 
to be “saved for emergency.” A husband usually gives some of his earnings to his wife 
for clothes and other personal items.  In her study on women’s wage work in Kolkata 
Tenhunen (1997) compares women’s wages to their jewelry. It is women’s property and 
the husbands acknowledge that. However, as Sjöblom (1999, 141) has pointed out, in 
Dungarpur all the money of the household is usually pooled together. Despite several 
women working for wages, they often referred to it as helping the husband like this 25-
year-old woman whose husband was a construction worker in Ahmedabad:  
I: You are also doing wage work and earning money, so do you think that women should be doing wage 
work although it’s men’s responsibility? 
- By earning I am helping my husband.  
Although the  gendered responsibilities are conceived as separate and distinct, in 
practice there is a lot of flexibility in the division of labour, which is often perceived in 
terms of help whenever men engage in the work that is considered part of women’s 
domain and vice versa. Thus, the complementary practices of the relationships between 
husband and wife could be described as fluid. This differs from the dominant ideals in 
the region, which are based on the strict gender norms of the Rajputs (Weisgrau 2013, 
246). Tenhunen (1997, 150-151) has described same type of flexibility in her analysis of 
women’s wage work in Kolkata:  “Women’s and men’s spheres are negotiated and 
constructed as separate and complementary, but there are several ways to interpret and 
realize the cultural idea in practice.” In Kolkata, in some households, where women 
worked for wages, men and women complemented each other by sharing the household 
chores, while the complementarity could also be understood as men and women having 
completely separate duties.  
The fluid, complementary practices or interactions are constitutive of the relationship 
between husband and wife and their house. They can also been seen to constitute 
gendered persons, whose roles differ from the strict roles and dominant ideas of the 
caste Hindus of the region. I suggest that considering the marriage in Bhil communities 
in the terms of the fluid, complementary relationship between the husband and wife 
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could produce a better and more dynamic understanding of the perceived freedom of the 
Bhil women discussed in chapter three.  
There is some flexibility also in the division of labour of the joint households. Although 
the ideal is that the daughter-in-law should “take care of the other family members” and 
to take care of a large part of the housework, in practice everybody works also in the 
joint households. I saw a great-grandfather who was almost deaf and blind and walked 
very slowly with the help of a stick, looking after the several babies of the house while 
their mothers where engaged in other tasks. The great-grandfather was also guarding the 
mango trees during harvest time.  In another house, a three-year-old boy was making 
her baby brother sleep. One woman insisted that her old mother-in-law did not do any 
agricultural work, but later I saw the mother-in-law clearing the field of stones in 
anticipation of the rainy season. It is not unusual for family members to substitute each 
other in different kinds of work. When the school cook was ill, her young daughter-in-
law went for work instead of her. One widow had inherited the job of her deceased 
husband as a caretaker of a college hostel in Ahmedabad.  
Women usually said that it did not matter, which work they liked because they had to 
carry out all the tasks anyway as part of their responsibilities. However, some women 
said that they did not like going outside the village for work. Women who had inside 
jobs such as cooking in a school considered their work better than manual work in the 
scorching sun. While the division of labour is flexible, women tend to be busier and 
have more work to do than men. I spoke frequently with a young married man who had 
come from Ahmedabad to visit his home for a couple of weeks. He seemed to always 
have time to sit and have a chat. One time when I asked if he had time to talk, he said 
that there was nothing to do because the monsoon season had not started, and therefore 
he was just doing “timepass” (spending his free time by doing non-utilitarian activities). 
At the same time her wife was feeding the baby, cooking, and cleaning the vessels in the 
background.  
The flexible division of labour of the Bhils in Dungarpur is defined by the fluid 
complementarity of the marital bond. Sharing a house and living together means that 
responsible adults, the husbands and wives make an effort to maintain the household 
through work, that is, engaging in complementary, gendered practices, which can be 
seen as house-related interactions transforming their relational personhoods. The 
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husband and wife contribute to the shared house and the marital bond by money and 
labour. The house, gendered persons and the marital bond are mutually constituted 
through the everyday practices based on the fluid complementarity.  
Houses can be seen as places where the transforming interaction between relational 
persons especially takes place. Aura has remarked in her study on marital bond in 
Bangalore: “Homes and houses are constituted of flows of people within them” (Aura 
2008, 194). Following Aura (2008, 192), I suggest that also in Dungarpur, practices, 
such as housework are “means of maintaining bonds between members of the house.” 
Lamb (1997, 280) has also pointed out that in Bengal fluid persons transact part of 
themselves in the processes of living together, thus establishing relationships with other 
people and the house where they live. In the context of Rajasthan, Lambert (2000, 84) 
similarly suggests that people become related by sharing a micro-environment.  
4.4 Changes in the Complementary Practices  
This section examines how migration alters the gendered everyday practices in terms of 
the complementary relationship and division of labour between the husband and wife.  
According to the women there was a change in the agricultural practices, even though 
majority of the men returned home during the agricultural seasons. Men and women 
have always done the agricultural work in cooperation, but the wives of the migrating 
husbands usually have to take more responsibility over the work. Husbands still seemed 
to have the last word on decisions concerning cultivation, but the decisions were also 
discussed between the husband and wife. I left from Dungarpur just before the start of 
the monsoon rains and the main agricultural season. Several migrating men were 
waiting for the first rain to fall before travelling back to the city, so that they could 
plough their fields before leaving, but as the rain started late that year, many of them 
had to return to work before the start of the agricultural season. Often men come to help 
with ploughing, sowing, and harvesting, but weeding and other work in between are 
mainly done by women.  
Especially the few women, whose husbands are not able to get leave from their wage 
work for the agricultural season, take care of most of the work as well as some of the 
decisions related to cultivation such as which seeds to use and sometimes also which 
crops to cultivate. However, the decision to not cultivate a certain crop may also be due 
to the women not having the necessary skills and knowledge. A woman, whose husband 
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had migrated to Kuwait regretted that only her husband knew how to cultivate gram. 
Vimla, a 26 years old mother of four small children took care of the cultivation of their 
0.4 acres of land by herself. She hired a tractor to plough the field and got free seeds 
from the panchayat (village council). For the most part she had to work alone, but her 
mother-in-law also helped her sometimes. The increased involvement in agriculture by 
women in Dungarpur could be seen as part of a larger trend in India called feminization 
of agriculture, where out-migrating men engage in jobs in higher-paid industry while 
women take more responsibility of the agricultural work, both paid and subsistence-
oriented (see Vepa 2007; Sinha 2005, 113). Despite women taking care of a prominent 
part of the agricultural work and the fact that their responsibility over the decisions 
related to it is growing in Dungarpur, women usually do not own or inherit land, as it is 
passed on from fathers to sons.  
 The only task that seemed to be exclusively linked to gender in Dungarpur was 
ploughing, which is considered men’s work. Ploughing is done with the help of pair of 
oxen. A woman touching the plough is believed to cause damage to the crops. The 
complementarity of the husband and wife is reflected in the activities of ploughing and 
sowing, when the husband directs the plough and the wife walks on his side sowing the 
seeds. Both are needed for the important work. Sjöblom (1999, 165) has illustrated how 
ploughing is important aspect of the social status of men and the power relationships 
between men and women in Dungarpur as it is considered the most crucial work 
preceding all the other work making women dependent on men’s work. Sjöblom also 
sees the practice as ensuring men’s sovereignty over the land (ibid. 165-166). Several 
women who I spoke with said that they hired tractors for ploughing if their husband was 
not available for the task.  One 19 year-old wife took care of all the agricultural work of 
the household alone as her husband, brother-in-law and mother-in-law all worked in 
Ahmedabad. Her mother-in-law described the process:  
Shikha: How does she manage all the agricultural work alone during the season? 
- She is used to it. She hires one tractor to do the ploughing and does the sowing of the seeds. Then she 
hires two or three labourers.  
Interestingly, the husband of the young wife explained to me later that he and his uncle 
took care of ploughing. While it is difficult to know the whole truth, the statement of the 
husband could be seen to reflect the importance that migrating men give to the activity 
of ploughing.  
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In general, work related to cultivation was not the first thing mentioned by women when 
enquired about their increased work-load in the absence of the husbands. One reason for 
this might  be that most men did come to the village to help  during the cultivation 
seasons, and outside these seasons there is no agricultural work to be done. Instead, 
several women told that they missed their husband’s help in the household chores, 
which emphasizes the idea that the tasks of women and men are not as strictly divided 
as the perceptions of the responsibilities of the husband and wife lead to think. The 
accounts describing the work-load during the absence of men also supported the idea of 
the complementary division of labour between the husband and wife as quite flexible. A 
25-year-old mother of three small sons described what the husband would do if he lived 
at home: “If he is here, he brings water, pays the school fees of the children and washes 
clothes at the lake.” Other women had similar perspectives:  
I: What kind of problems do you face in your daily life? What would be easier if there was another person 
living in the house? 
- If I’m making roti, he can take care of the cattle and then he can go to wage work.  
(Woman, 40 years)  
I: Will he also cook for the children and take care of the whole household? 
- Yes. He makes roti. Now he is in Ahmedabad, so he makes roti there for himself.  
I: If you are both here, does he take work voluntarily or do you have to tell him what to do? 
-He does work. If I make roti, then he will bring water. We finish all the work and then we sit together. 
(Woman, 25 years)  
Several women also said that the help of the husband would be needed when they went 
out for chores or to collect minor forest produce.  
-I would like to go to NREGA but I can’t go because I have to take care of the fields, cattle, household 
and children. I can go when my husband is here.  
I: When your husband is here and you go to NREGA, does he take care of the children? 
- The children are small. He has to!   
(Woman, 25 years) 
I: You women got to the forest together but if your husband was here would you go with your husband? 
- No, the husband will say: “she is going, go with her.” If we just go behind our husband, and say come 
with me, come with me, then who will take care of all the work? So my husband will take care of the 
children when we go. […]  
(Group interview of three women, 23-30 years) 
The general discourse is that men make most of the decisions concerning what to buy 
for the household and how to use the money pooled together by the husband and wife.  
However, there is flexibility in the decision making process, especially when it comes to 
smaller decisions concerning for example buying food for the house. Some women call 
their husbands even to ask for permission to buy rice or other daily items, while some 
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women make decisions concerning daily needs by themselves. One woman, who lived 
in a separate house with her children, explained the arrangement if she needed to buy 
something: “I always have to ask from my husband but if I am not able to contact him, 
then I will buy the things.” Another woman, a teacher in a child care centre in the 
village described the use of money and decision making in a household where she lived 
with her parents-in-law:  
I: Now that you both earn money, do you decide together how to use it? How do you decide? 
- My father-in-law and husband decide. Or brother-in-law. If I need something for my house, I talk to my 
brother-in-law, who talks to my father-in-law, and we decide and bring the things. It is better that the 
elder people make decisions because they have more knowledge.  
Thus, as Jetley (1984) and Sinha et al (2012) have suggested, the living arrangement 
affect the decision-making power of women. Women, who live in a separate house, 
have more autonomy in this regard, although several women told that they needed to 
ask for their husband’s opinion even on buying daily items. One situation where the 
women’s ability of making decisions is put on trial is when children or other family 
members get sick. Assessing if the child should be taken to a hospital and taking the 
child to a doctor or clinic outside the village was generally considered challenging for 
women. As women were not used to travelling and moving outside the village, many of 
them did not know which hospital to go to and how. Relatives, father-in-law or brother-
in-law, would often help in this kind of situations, but a sick child in the family was also 
the most common reason for the husband to return home from the city. Men themselves 
also stressed that if a child was sick, they had to come home. One man had come home 
to Phoolpur after his two year-old son had accidentally drunken kerosene. One woman, 
who had five children, two of which were already married had a husband who had 
migrated to Kuwait. She described the difficulties related to agriculture and the time her 
adolescent son had gotten sick:  
I: What kind of difficulties do you have now that your husband is not staying here?  
- If I see that my children are not that much experienced in doing agriculture, we have to hire labour or a 
tractor. And I have to tell everybody what to do. Everything is my responsibility. My son became sick and 
he vomited a lot of blood, maybe half a litre. I was very scared, what to do alone and what if he dies? 
Doctor admitted him to hospital for four days and he improved. After that he started vomiting again and 
he was admitted to the hospital again for ten days. Then I called my husband. Doctor told my son that he 
has to take medicine for nine months and he should not do any hard labor work. Sometimes I need to 
make difficult, big decisions without my husband.  
Migration can be seen to widen the division between the women’s sphere and men’s 
sphere of life as the husband’s everyday life sphere concentrates on the city and wife’s 
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life sphere concentrates on the village. However, the focus of the translocal marital 
relationship is the house in the village towards which both the spouses keep 
contributing: men through migration and women through their work in the village. In 
Dungarpur, the husband and wife supplement each other’s work, take turns and 
negotiate the division of labour. The fluid nature of the complementarity of the marital 
relationship enables the households to reorganize the division of labour in a flexible 
manner in the absence of men.  
5. A HOUSE IN THE VILLAGE 
“I have to maintain all the relationships. If I do not go to their house, nobody will come to my house.” 
(Woman, 44 years)  
 Villages in Dungarpur are divided into clusters of houses or hamlets called phalla. All 
the people of one village are considered related to each other and the people of one 
phalla are often closely related. In Phoolpur the members of one phalla were often 
member of the same patrilineage, but this is not always the case (see Sjöblom 1999). 
Close relatives, for example a father and his brothers and their sons form a lineage 
group called kutum, a family, which is a close unit of social cooperation. This chapter 
aims to unravel some of the ways in which the houses are entangled in the social 
relationships of the village community as well as the ways in which the husband and 
wife work towards maintaining those relationships.  
5.1 Social Responsibilities:  
Households in Dungarpur are engaged in several kinds of transactions and forms of 
mutual support with each other. They exchange gifts, money, labour and help. I will 
mostly describe the type of visits and exchanges that are seen as the responsibility of the 
household towards other households. Other kind of social interactions takes place, of 
course, between the villagers on a daily basis. Social responsibilities of the households 
include attending the weddings and death rituals of the other villagers.  According to the 
local tradition, villagers contribute money in a reciprocal manner to arrange marriages, 
which involves bride price and jewellery for the bride (see also Sjöblom 1999, 176). 
The family of the groom organizes an event, where villagers give money to the parents 
to cover the son’s marriage expenses. The sum given is doubled when returned. Thus, if 
a household gives 500 rupees for the marriage of a son of their relative, they should get 
1000 rupees from that household, when the son of their own household gets married. 
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Arranging marriages along with building a house were mentioned as the largest single 
expenditures of the villagers. However, in order to benefit from the reciprocal system, 
families have to take part in and contribute monetarily to other people’s marriages in 
order to ensure that they can arrange their own marriages, which makes giving money to 
the marriages of the kin one of the significant expenditures of a household. According 
to Sjöblom (1999, 176), people also contribute to each other’s funeral arrangements by 
giving rice, ghee (clarified butter) and fire wood for the funeral pyre. Dependency on 
the reciprocal contributions requires that a household should maintain good 
relationships to other households and have money to participate in the exchange 
networks. Supporting other households in their important life cycle events is considered 
a social responsibility. One woman, whose husband worked as a school bus driver in 
Ahmedabad pointed out that the need to migrate was connected to the social 
responsibilities a man has in the village:  
I: Do you think it was difficult for your husband to move to Ahmedabad? 
- […] we have decided not to take money from his parents so it’s not difficult for him. When he got 
married, his responsibility increased because he has to support his wife. He has responsibility towards his 
family here. If somebody gets married, he has to give a gift. Sometimes if his parents need, he has to help 
them with money.  
People also expect and receive help in the arrangements of the wedding ceremonies and 
celebration taking place at home. One person from each house in the village should go 
and help with the work such as making food for the wedding party. In this way, 
households are able to ensure that they can organize their marriage celebrations with the 
reciprocal support from other households.  
In addition to occasions of marriage and funerals, extending help and visits to other 
houses are in order when somebody is ill. I met several women preparing themselves for 
a visit to a sick consanguineal relative in another village: mother, sister’s husband, 
brother’s son, and so on. Visiting a sick relative was quite a common reason for the 
absence of a woman from the household.  It was also common, but not the only reason 
for having guests.29 When Shardadevi, whose husband was not migrating, was sick, her 
daughter with her small son as well as her brother’s son and his wife came to stay with 
her for a few days. They cooked food and helped with the housework. A strong sense of 
responsibility is related to the visits, which people in Dungarpur discussed in terms of 
                                                          
29 It was not unusual for the houses to have guests from other villages who would stay for a few days. 
Often they were female relatives, such as sisters or mothers of the wife or sisters of the husband.  
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social responsibilities. Sjöblom (1999, 163) writes, “the longer a member of another 
household stayed if someone was ill, the better, even if nothing was said.” Sjöblom 
(ibid.) refers to the practice of visiting other houses as a symbolic act, and thus the 
husband and wife failing to show moral support may harm the relationships of the 
household to the other members of the village. 
The relationships in the village are built and maintained through acts of mutual help and 
support. Translocal households do their best to maintain the relationships through taking 
part in the life cycle events of the other households and through social visits.  
it is considered necessary for the migrating men to participate in occasions of close 
relatives, such as those belonging to the same kutum. The participation of the wife in the 
weddings of houses of the same village which are not closely related is usually deemed 
sufficient. Thus, the way the house is represented in the event of the village signals, or 
can also be seen to be constructive of the relationship between the houses. However, as 
the villagers stressed, it is necessary (zaruri) that one person from the house 
participates, because otherwise “people will get angry saying ‘why did you not come to 
our marriage’”, as one woman expressed. The role of men continues to be important in 
maintaining certain relations in the village:  
- My husband comes for marriages and gives money and all that. He also comes for funerals. He has to 
come because from every family there has to be one member who goes and helps that family where the 
person has died.  
I: If you don’t participate in these ceremonies, then what will people say? 
- It does not happen, it’s not possible. If we don’t participate in these, nobody will come for our 
ceremonies, marriages or give help in our problems.  
I: So your husband has to maintain some relations even if he stays in Ahmedabad? 
- Yes, it’s necessary.  
(Woman, 26 years)  
Men were also expected to return to the village during the big Hindu festivals such as 
Holi and Diwali. Before Holi, perhaps the most important festival in Dungarpur, buses 
from Ahmedabad to Dungarpur, were full, whereas the buses to Ahmedabad were 
almost empty. Many people did not see returning to the village for the festivals as 
equally important to the participation to the marriage and death rituals, but men stressed 
the importance of celebrating the festivals with family members and relatives. A man 
who worked in a stationary shop in Ahmedabad explained:  
-I have to come for Holi and Diwali  
Shikha: Even if you have good work? 
- Yes. 
I: Why?  
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- Even if I don’t have money, I borrow from someone but I have to be here. My family waits for me to 
come and my children wait for me to bring something for them.  
I: And all the other people come too? 
- People have to come here. People sit on the roof of the bus!  Sometimes foreigners take pictures of us.  
The inability to take part in the occasions had prompted one man to change his 
migration destination closer to Dungarpur, so that he could take part in the important 
functions:  
 I used to go to work as a construction worker in many places like Bhopal and Surat. Then my uncle died 
and I could not come for his death rituals. I felt bad. I only work in Ahmedabad now because it is only 
three hours journey and I can come here in an emergency. […] Everybody knew that I had already went 
to Odisha and paid the ticket so nobody said anything about it. But it would have been important for me 
to come. 
While men return to the village for the important events of close relatives, women have 
to take on additional responsibility of maintaining the relationships with the houses in 
the village that are not closely related. They give monetary contributions to marriages of 
other villagers, attend the marriage ceremonies and go to help in organizing the 
weddings of the other households. A 36-year-old woman and described her 
responsibilities:  
-If there is a marriage or funeral function in the village I have to attend all of the functions. I also have to 
help them, like bring water or make food. For example, Laksmibai’s son got married. My husband did not 
come because it was a “village marriage”, not in the family. I went and gave gifts and money. I went to 
Laksmi’s house to help when her two children got married. And then Laksmi will come here to help 
(when my children get married).  
I: Is it usually women’s responsibility to go and help? 
-No, it can be men or women, but somebody has to go there to help.  
The women, who have migrating husbands often take care of the relationships and visits 
to the houses of the affinal relatives. A couple of people even noted that women’s role 
in arranging marriages was bigger than that of men in the sense that as women 
originally from different villages, they had relationships to other villages and more 
information on the prospective grooms and brides.  A mother of five adolescent 
daughters and a son described her role:  
I: Do you feel that you have had to make decisions by yourself on something when your husband is not 
here? 
- We both make decisions together. Recently I had to manage the marriage of my daughter. I am not 
arranging the marriage but I have to arrange visits to the family of the boy and keep up the contact with 
the family.  
While the decisions regarding the matters of the village are mostly made in the village 
councils, which for the most part consist of men, the participation of women in the 
meetings organized by different NGO’s in the area seems to have increased. In one 
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meeting organized in a remote village by an NGO from Dungarpur, most of the more 
than 30 participants were women. Only a few elder men were present in the meeting 
where a new agriculture related project was discussed. When I asked a man who worked 
in constructions in Ahmedabad and was visiting his home, if he was going to take part 
in the meeting, he answered that his wife would go, because he would not be in the 
village to take care of the participation of their household in the project.  
In the meeting, I asked women about their thoughts on taking part in all the meetings. 
One of the women replied:  
Men are only earning money, and we have to take care of everything. Every day we have more and more 
responsibility. There is not a one minute’s peace. We would like to have the kind of project that our 
husbands would not have to go to Gujarat.  
Women felt growing pressure in carrying out all their work as they increasingly had to 
take care of the work that used to belong to men. The comments above also illustrate the 
sense that the affairs of the village were becoming part of the women’s domain as men 
concentrated their efforts in earning money outside the village. This does not seem to 
concern the areas where political power was used the most, such as traditional and 
official decision making bodies of the village, which were still to a large extent 
governed by men.  
5.2 Building Relationships through Helping  
Households draw on the social networks of the village in order to perform agricultural 
work such as weeding and harvesting. Sjöblom (1999, 161) also describes the 
importance of being able to draw on these relationships for livelihood. Nowadays, most 
of the people I interviewed compensated by money the help they received from the 
people of their village. Sometimes, if there is “a mutual understanding”, people from 
two households work reciprocally in each other’s fields. This was the general custom in 
the past. One woman said that she liked to hire adolescent girls of the village as they 
worked quickly. However, social networks are still important in order to ensure the 
necessary labour in the harvest time when everybody is busy, as Sjöblom (ibid. 160) has 
pointed out. In order to get labour for one’s fields, one has to “make relations” (risto 
karna), as one woman expressed. Women have taken more responsibility over arranging 
the necessary labour. A woman, whose husband was a labour recruiter explained: 
If he (husband) is not here, then I have to call my brother-in-law and ask for help. They will come but 
they will want money at the end of the day. Sometimes I don’t have money, and then I just need to 
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manage myself. Now the daily wage for agricultural work is 120 rupees in a day. Sometimes my husband 
has taken a contract of building somebody’s house and then I have to work at the constructions, do the 
household work and the agricultural work.  
Quite paradoxically, one man explained the need to migrate by the necessity to cover 
the expenses of agricultural labour, which mostly consists of relatives, who used to 
work reciprocally in each other’s fields in the past.  
So many people go to NREGA […] but they get only 80-90 rupees per day. We get that money only near 
Diwali but we would need the money during the agricultural season. When I am away, we have to hire 
somebody to do the agricultural work and we have to pay 150 rupees a day. And if we are not earning 
money, then how could the women handle all the work alone?”  
Another instance, where networks of cooperation are needed, is the construction of a 
new house. Men and women take part in building their own separate house, where they 
move from the husband’s parents’ house, and they may also take part in building other 
people’s houses in the village or nearby villages. The close kin from the households of 
brothers and cousins come to help in this task, but usually they expect to be monetarily 
compensated. One elderly man remembered that earlier people were offered a meal if 
they helped in house construction.  
Women’s role in the building has become important, as they do a large part of the actual 
work of building, and often supervise the work of the workers on the site.  A young 
woman told that she had supervised the building of the new pakka house of the family, 
while her husband “had to be in Ahmedabad to earn money for building the house”. 
They also need to organize the necessary help to work for the house building sites. In 
Phoolpur, one woman built a house together with her adolescent son. They laid bricks to 
build the walls, when I met them. The woman told that they had bought the building 
material together with her husband. A woman supervising the building of a new house 
for her son described her experience: 
-I used to go to my piyar every month, but now I have to supervise the roof work of the new house. It has 
to be done before the rains start.  
I: Do you feel that it’s challenging for you to take care of this building work without your husband? 
- If I and my husband worked together, we could finish it faster. Now I have to work all the time because 
if I don´t work then the labourers will also be lazy. Now I have to go to NREGA and then I eat a little bit 
and then I go to this house building work.  
I: Where do you hire the labor from? 
B: They are my family members but we have to pay them. Two sisters-in-law and their sons.  We pay 100 
rupees in a day.  
In Phoolpur, several men who were not migrating at the time, worked at the house 
building sites in their own village or in the nearby villages. One elder man remembered 
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that when he was young, people would just serve a meal to people who came helped in 
the building work. He regretted that nobody came for that anymore because everybody 
wanted money.  
The decrease in co-operation among kin and its replacement by monetary economy in 
southern Rajasthan has also been noted by Sjöblom (1999, 170).  The creation of labour 
market in the villages has been furthered by the engagement of the villagers in wage 
labour outside the village (ibid.). Despite the migration, the social relationships, or 
“wealth in people” (Mosse 2005, 64) continues to play role in economic success, which 
is dependent on the ability of the household to draw on reciprocal networks of money 
and labour contributions (ibid., 64-65). The networks can be seen to favour those who 
can contribute the most, as they can create most ties and expect their contributions to be 
reciprocated. Thus, Mosse (2005, 71) points out that the poorest families, where all the 
members migrate may find that their long absence disrupts their support networks in the 
village and thus may worsen their position in the village, which was quite weak to begin 
with. 
By engaging in the reciprocal networks and the practices of help involved, translocal 
households aim to ensure their belonging to the village community and social 
relationships. Following in the lines of Carsten (1997, 2000, 2004), involvement in 
these activities could be seen as practices of relatedness. When kinship is seen in 
processual terms, it can be observed that making and maintaining relationships can be 
hard work (Carsten 2000, 26).  
In addition to engaging in reciprocal practices of help and social responsibilities, 
households need to have land and to maintain a house in the village in order to stay 
connected to the important social networks of the village. Having a house in the village 
is crucial also for organizing the marriage ceremonies of one’s own children. A woman, 
who worked in a girls’ hostel in Ahmedabad explained the importance of having land 
and a house in the village:  
There has to be a house and land here in the village. We have our relatives and society here. It’s very 
important to have the house in the village. We have to give 1000 rupees as rent in Ahmedabad. House 
size is very small, you cook there, make a pit and then take it away and sleep in the same place. It’s a hard 
life but we need the money so we have to go there. If somebody dies or if we have a marriage, we have to 
be here, everything happens in the village only. We can’t do all those things in the city.  
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Several men and women explained the significance of having land and house in the 
village in terms of belonging there and the social relationships of the community. Those 
who lose the land and the house would be “cut out” and they would not be invited to 
marriage ceremonies and other social events. It was also considered important to have 
land to distribute to one’s children.  
I:  If all of your sons would get very good jobs somewhere else and they had no time to come here for the 
agricultural work? They would move out to cities? What would you think about it? 
- They would have to come here. Somebody from their family has to come.  
[…] 
- It’s very important to have the land in the village. If you have a good land, you don’t need the job. 
Agriculture is more important than the job. There should be one house and land in the village even if you 
don’t live in the village. Otherwise you’re out from the village. (Woman, 40 years)  
Even the closest relatives may not be willing to accommodate those who have lost their 
land, because of the possibility of arguments over the scarce resources, as one woman 
explained:  
I: Is it important that you have land in this village? 
- It is very important to have land, waste land or agricultural land, the quality of the land does not matter. 
For making the home and for your children’s land. If you don’t have land, people will not allow you to 
stay in the village area.  
I: What if you don’t have land, what will people say? 
-Nobody will allow that person to walk around in the village. They will not allow them to graze their 
cattle in their land. They will not help them.  
I: Why won’t people have relation with you if you don’t have land? 
- Nobody will help me or give me land. If I don’t have any land in this village, it is better I move 
somewhere else and buy land. Because the person who is living there without land, may start demanding 
for land. Or her children may want some land. For example, if I live with my sister-in-law, she will all the 
time tell me to move out. Because maybe my children demand the land later. There is less land and more 
people in that case. 
A labour recruiter working in Ahmedabad explained the link between having land in the 
village and belonging to the village community:  
[…] If we sell our land, after that our relation will be finished. Because after that everything will be 
separate. When you sell your land and leave your village all the villagers will get angry with you and after 
that it is very difficult to make a position in the village again. 
The few families in Phoolpur, who had migrated to Ahmedabad or moved to other 
villages of Dungarpur district leaving their house empty in the village, still visited 
Phoolpur for short time periods. Some women whose husbands were migrating 
explained that they could not move away from the village with their husbands because 
somebody had to represent the household in the important occasions:  
I: [...] would you have wanted to go (to live in Ahmedabad)? 
- No I don’t want to go, because my mother-in-law and father-in-law have died, so it’s our responsibility 
to take care of everything. We will have to stay here because otherwise we will be cut off from the 
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community. Somebody will get married, somebody will die. Who will attend from our house? Somebody 
has to live in the village. (Woman, 42 years)  
The relationship of the migrants to their villages has some similar features with the 
translocal village described by Velayutham and Wise (2005). Velayutham and Wise 
(2005) demonstrate the ways in which the orientation of translocal villagers from Tamil 
Nadu is towards the village and its moral community. They have used the concept of 
translocal village to refer to “a village-defined moral economy extended across borders” 
(Velayutham & Wise 2005, 27). Velayutham & Wise examine how this moral economy 
and kin relations are reproduced and maintained across distance (ibid.). In the sense that 
a large part of the households in Dungarpur are translocal, and they aim to maintain 
their relationships in the village, the villages could be described as translocal villages or 
communities. Like one man working in Ahmedabad expressed: “Where ever you go 
Mumbai, Iraq… you have to have your land, house and community (samaj) here (in the 
village)”.  In the case of Dungarpur, the communities could be seen as not spatially 
bounded, but still grounded in the village where all the members of the community may 
not be present.  
This chapter has illustrated the ways in which the translocal households work toward 
maintaining its relationships in the village, and the changing role of men and women in 
these complementary processes.The significance of having the house and land in the 
village also illustrates the nature of the migration in Dungarpur. Migrants and their 
families do not aim to settle in the migration destinations, but rather to be able to 
maintain the roots in the village and its relationships.  
Houses play an important role in constructing the village relationships. As the husband 
and wife become responsible adults with their own house, they aim create and maintain 
relationships with other houses. Having a house in the village enables the belonging to 
the community. The husband and wife complement each other in contributing to the 
village relationships as the representatives of their house. In the absence of the husband, 
the responsibility of the wife to maintain the village relationships has increased.  
6. COMPLEMENTARY SPACES 
“If you had more money, would you like your wife to move to Ahmedabad with you? 
-No. My whole family is here. What would she do in Ahmedabad?“ (Man, 20 years) 
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This chapter examines the relationship between gender and space in Dungarpur and the 
transformation of spatial practices due to the migration of men. As Abraham (2010) has 
noted, the experiences and local meanings of space should be central in the examination 
of gendered spaces as socially produced. Abraham (ibid., 192) also argues that space 
and gender are produced in mutual processes, which is the point of departure for the 
analysis of spatial practices in this study which looks at how space and gender are 
constituted and perceived in terms of the complementarity of the relationship marital 
bond.  
6.1 Going Out: “I did not know how to speak”  
Households buy certain items, such as sugar, tea, salt, food grains, spices, oil, soap, 
clothes, vessels and other household items from the markets, which are usually located 
within a few kilometres distance from the village. These bigger villages are usually 
situated on one of the main roads, on the sides of which small shops are lined up. Bigger 
schools and services, such as post office, banks and doctor’s clinics can also be found in 
these rural centres. It is considered the responsibility of men to visit the market for 
buying necessary items, as are all activities that require going outside the village 
(bahar)30 or interaction with people from outside the village. As one woman explained 
the gendered spheres, “We (women) do the household work and they (men) earn money 
and go to the market.” 
While in some translocal households the husband goes to the market during his visits to 
home, in several families women have taken up the task in the absence of their 
husbands. A couple of women travelled alone to Dungarpur town to purchase things, 
but it was more usual for women to visit the smaller rural centres located two to four 
kilometers from the home village.  Women from Phoolpur visited alone the markets in 
bigger villages, which were in two kilometres distance. This is how one 60-year-old 
woman described the transformation of women’s tasks: 
I: Since men are not staying here do their wives have to take care of things that they did not take care of 
before? 
- Women have to decide what to buy and what not. They go to market in Indroda (pseudonym, village 
located 2 kilometres away) alone, sometimes they go together. Before, men used to take care of things 
that required going out. Now women also take care of those things. 
S: Do you think that women move more now that men work in the cities? 
                                                          
30 Bahar literally means ’outside’ and can be used to refer to the space outside the village, or sometimes 
outside the house, or even outside Dungarpur.  
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K: Women go out more and work. They also have to manage relations and customs. For example if 
somebody comes from outside the village, they have to answer their questions and talk with them.  
It is not common for unmarried young women to go alone outside the village to run 
errands or to visit the market. However, I saw a few adolescent girls travel alone from 
Phoolpur to the schools located in the bigger villages of the area. In general, it was 
considered problematic to let girls move outside the village without the company of a 
male relative because of fear of them being harassed. Parents also worried that they 
might start an affair or elope with a boy.31 The mobility of a daughter may also send a 
wrong signal that can be harmful for her and her family’s reputation. Also Jeffrey 
(1979, 147) describes how in the Muslim community she studied near Delhi, a girl who 
goes out may raise suspicion about her having liaisons with a boy. One more reason for 
not “sending girls outside the village” was the perception that they would “not manage” 
there, that is they lacked the skills to act in the social sphere outside the village.32 As 
women did not usually visit markets alone before marriage, it was a new experience for 
the young wives when it became part of their responsibility, usually after moving to 
their own separate house. A group of women described the situation of a young wife in 
the village:  
I: Does Susila, who is a young wife, also go to the market? 
- She has to go because her husband lives in Mumbai. If she has to bring a lot of things she takes her aunt 
with her.  
I: Did she also go to the market in her piyar? 
- No, she learned here. Daughters should not go. 
[…] 
-They are not educated so they don’t know how to buy things.  
I: So how does the girl manage, when she gets married and her husband is not here, and then she has to go 
to the market? 
- It was difficult at first.  
I: Do you first go with someone? 
-Initially after marriage the in-laws went and then after a while she started going alone.  
Several women found it challenging to travel alone and to interact with strangers.  A 
young mother of three children talked about the difficulties women face when going to 
market:  
I: What is difficult for you to take care of because you are a woman […]? 
- I go to Dungarpur to buy things. Going to the market is men’s work. I bring the things on the top of my 
head. I have to manage that because we need money (from migration). 
[…] 
I: But because your husband is not here, you have to go out a lot. Is it difficult? Do you like it? 
                                                          
31 One young husband and wife who had entered a love marriage had initially met on their way to school. 
One woman also told that sometimes witchcraft was used to entice girls to have affairs.  
32 In households, where daughters went to market, the daughters were usually relatively well educated.  
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- I do not like to go out to buy things. It’s difficult to carry all the things. If I want to buy wheat, it has to 
be bought in bulk and it’s difficult to bring that and all the other things. A man can hire a vehicle. A 
woman cannot hire a vehicle because she has to sit with the driver. I go and come by bus. I get things out 
from the bus and I go back to carry them many times if necessary.  
The relational personhood of women affects how the restrictions on women’s mobility 
and gendered space are understood in India. As Lamb (1997, 290) studying Bengali 
women explains, women are considered more permeable than men, they are considered 
more vulnerable to impurity through contact with wrong substances and interactions. As 
women in Bengal are considered to carry the purity, status and the honour of the whole 
line and the household, their actions need to be guarded and they need to be protected 
from harmful contacts through commensality, sex or bad company. Thus, they need to 
conform to rules that restrict their movements. (Fruzzetti 1982, 124-125.)  
A man working in a stationary shop in Ahmedabad explained the difference between the 
space of the village and the space outside:   
It is all right for the women to stay alone in the village, because there are so many people around them. 
The only difficulty my wife may have is when she needs to go and buy cattle feed or do some other work, 
where she needs to deal with some unknown person. 
However, the women whose husbands were migrants more often than not had to go to 
the market. They felt insecure as they had not been socialized into the skills and 
practices required in the space outside the village. The capacity to move outside the 
village seemed to be associated with knowing how to speak and to express oneself 
properly. One young woman explained: “Without men it’s not possible even work at 
construction sites. Because we don’t know how to talk and whom to talk and we can’t 
sleep in any place like men.” 
According to Mosse (2005, 84), speaking forcefully is a valued skill among the Bhils. 
Women are discouraged from speaking publicly in the presence of men from their 
husband’s village as is entailed by the rules related to ghuungat. If both men and women 
are present in the village meetings organized by an NGO, women usually cover their 
face and remain silent unless they are specifically asked to speak. Because of the 
perceptions that women should not interact with strangers or outsiders, women also do 
not feel encouraged to speak with them. Good speaking skills are seen as a male quality, 
and not that of women. The difficulties women face in expressing their opinions and 
views have also been noted by the Self Employed Women’s Association (SEWA), who 
organizes trainings to teach women about their rights and helps them to acknowledge 
their contribution to the society. An important part of the trainings is learning how to 
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speak publicly in the presence of other people and how to introduce oneself.  
Many members of SEWA had learned the correct practices to make their way in the 
space usually associated with men. As speaking skills are strongly related to the ability 
to handle situations outside, learning how to express themselves transforms the 
relationship women have to space and makes them more confident:   
I: After joining SEWA, do you feel more competent in handling affairs of the family or more responsible 
in running the family things?  
- My confidence level has increased and I can do better in home and outside also.  
(Husband nods in the background) 
I: Do you feel more comfortable to go outside and to take care of things? 
- Before this I could not go to the market just to buy the things. I worked in NREGA and I was scared of 
even asking for the payment for my work.  
(SEWA saving’s group leader, 38 years) 
- Before SEWA I did not go to Dungarpur (town) alone. Now I go there every month. It’s nice to go 
there. I can learn many things in the meetings [..]. I have learned how to go to Dungarpur and manage 
that.  I have more confidence now.  
I: What is the best part about being a SEWA member? 
- [..] I have learned how to correspond with the bank. I was not used to going outside the village but now I 
can go to Dungarpur, to the bank and to other villages for meetings.  
(SEWA member, 32 years)  
On one hand, women acknowledge that only by going outside and getting exposure to 
new things they could enhance their social skills. On the other hand, they consider it 
difficult to go out because they have no prior exposure, experience or education. The 
Muslim women near Delhi studied by Jeffrey (1979, 145) also attributed the unpleasant 
feeling they had when going out to the lack of practice. In terms of Bourdieu (1977, 
1990a, 1990b) their habitus and the dispositions that it is constituted of, do not enable 
them to operate in the social space outside the village. The world of outside is related to 
knowledge, to being smart, to men and to education. One family had five daughters all 
of whom were relatively well educated. All of them went to the market to do the 
shopping for the household, which was exceptional. A woman, who had worked as a 
helper in an NGO office in Dungarpur town reflected her experience: 
I: Usually here, women don’t go out for work. But you even stayed in Dungarpur. How did you make that 
decision to go to work to Dungarpur? 
- My family members never said that I should not go out for work. They always allowed me to go. I 
thought that only if I go out I will be able to know new things. If I stay home, nobody will come and teach 
me. Before, I did not know how to speak. I did not know what a bank was. Now I am more confident than 
earlier if I want to speak to someone. 
Durga’s husband had started migrating only at a later age and thus at the age of 38 years 
Durga faced the challenge of learning completely new skills and practices:  
I: What has been the advantage of joining SEWA? 
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- I have learned many things. If I stay only here at home, I won’t be able to meet different people. I 
learned to save money and to cut costs. Now we are planning to make incense sticks. I know how to 
attend meetings.  
I: Do you feel more confident to move outside the village now after joining SEWA? 
- Before joining SEWA I was scared when I was going out if somebody will catch me and take away. 
And if unknown person asked anything then I was scared too. Now I can answer if somebody asks 
anything. Even if some unknown person is there, I can pass by without being scared.  
S: Do you think that because your husband is not here and you have to go out more, it’s easier for you to 
take care of things after joining SEWA? 
D: Yes, I am able to manage things more efficiently. If I go out for some work, I can go to the proper 
place and come back properly.  
In Dungarpur, what is considered “outside” the village, or bahar, is connected to 
strangers as opposed to people who are known and can be trusted such as the related 
people of the same village. As Massey (1994, 2) has written, space consists of social 
relationships. In Dungarpur, the gendered space seems to be defined by kinship 
relationships, or the lack of them. Abraham (2010, 206) suggests that in Bikaner the 
kinship relationship of the woman to those in the space produce the space, and this 
could be held as true for Dungarpur too. The other people occupying the space the 
woman is in are crucial for understanding the production of gender and space (ibid., 
215). Similarly, in Dungarpur the modest behaviour of women inside the village stems 
from the acknowledged relationship of respect with their in-laws and other villagers (see 
chapter four) and their behavior outside the village could be seen to stem from the lack 
of relationships to relatives or other people who they know in this space. Interaction and 
speaking with strangers is considered to entail risks to permeable, relational persons. 
These perceptions of social relationships and space restrict the mobility of women both 
inside the village and outside the village.  
The ideas related to space contribute to the uncomfortable feeling women have when 
they go outside the village. However, as the women who had gained a sense of 
empowerment by taking part in the trainings of SEWA described, there are ways to 
learn how to navigate in the outside space, and those skills can only be learned through 
exposure and new practices related to speaking and mobility. As deCerteau (1984) has 
argued, space is produced through practices and women in Dungarpur can be seen to 
construct the gendered space through their everyday movements and interactions. The 
meaning and experience of women of the space transforms through these practices as 
space becomes embodied, that is “the experience and consciousness takes a material and 
spatial form” (Low and Lawrence-Zúñinga 2003, 2). Thus, by learning how to operate 
in the outside space, women are transforming the space and its meanings.  
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Men, who are thought to have better abilities to go outside, can also learn new practices 
through exposure. When people compare the people of the villages to the people of the 
cities, they mention the same qualities that are needed for managing interactions outside 
the village. Thus, there is an analogy between the qualities of the urban people and men, 
and between the qualities of the people of the village and women. Exposure, smartness, 
education and being organized are implicated by the actions of the inhabitants of the 
cities and of men. They can “manage things easily”, or “they can speak well”. The 
opposite qualities: inability to speak, shyness and lack of education and exposure to 
various kinds of social spheres are related to women.  
Also the migrants, who live in cities, are perceived to have “more confidence”. Some 
people say that their “way of speaking has changed”. One woman explained: “When 
they have to go somewhere or to buy something, they can buy everything easily.” 
Another woman described the differences she perceived between people in the villages 
and people in the cities: 
I: Are people different in the city and in the village? 
- City people are more organized than village people. Living style is different, the costume is different, 
eating is different, they look different.  
I: Which is better?  
- City people manage things easily, like if they go to the market, they are more aware of things and how 
to buy things.  
I: Do you mean that city people are smarter? 
- Yes. Village people are uneducated so mentally city people are more mature.   
Some women even considered Ahmedabad as a beneficial environment to the men as 
living there was considered to support some desired qualities in men. A woman whose 
husband had worked in Ahmedabad for twenty years explained:  
I:  Do you think that staying in Ahmedabad changes men? 
- It changes the mentality, he can manage things in a better way. In Ahmedabad he is all the time busy. If 
he sits here (in the village) idly, he will occupy his mind in quarrelling with people and bad things. 
Because here there isn’t lot of work but in Ahmedabad there is a lot of work and he works all day. Here 
he learns bad habits.  
I: So it’s good for the men to stay in Ahmedabad? 
- Yes, if he stays here he will learn all the bad things and start drinking.  
As women take up men’s responsibilities entailing going out from the village, they 
introduce changes to gendered practices. However, whenever they go outside, they go 
for a specific purpose: to the market to buy household goods, to work, to the bank or to 
visit relatives. Tenhunen (1997, 84) has described how for the women in Kolkata, “The 
way to go out with honor is to go out when necessary, that is, for a good reason and in 
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good company.” Unlike men, women do not spend their time in spaces classified as 
outside (bahar) in a leisurely way or roam around (ghumna).  
In the absence of the husband, a wife can go out and interact with the strangers as long 
as her actions have the well-being of the household as their objective. In other words, in 
her capacity as the wife of the household, she can assume responsibilities that are 
usually those of the husband. In the absence of the husband, new aspects, such as going 
to the market are incorporated as a part of the role of a responsible wife, who maintains 
the household. Altered practices are related to the maintaining of the house in a fluidly 
complementary manner with the husband. As Aura (2008, 195) has pointed out, in 
South Asia people act as agents of groups, or as Aura suggests, “agents of their homes 
within which they feel they belong or that they want to belong to.” Thus, the 
complementary relationship between husband and wife is important to understanding 
the transformation of the spatial and gendered practices, such as going out and speaking.  
6.2 The Open Space of the Village  
When I asked from women if they would like to move to Ahmedabad with their 
husbands the answers were almost uniformly negative. Women considered it as their 
responsibility to look after the land, the house, the family members, children and the 
cattle in the village. One woman put it like this: “I have the keys of the house. Who 
would take care of the cattle, if I go?”33 Lack of a proper house for a family in the city 
was also commonly mentioned as a reason why the whole family could not move there, 
as migrant husbands usually live in the cities with several other migrant men, and 
renting an apartment for the family is expensive. Several women had visited a city with 
their husbands, or even lived there with them in the beginning of the marriage, when 
they did not have their own house, children and the responsibilities related to them in 
the village.  
When young wives went for visits to cities, young couples visited parks, ate in 
restaurants and visited other places for leisurely activities. Women considered the urban 
areas fun to visit, but often regarded them as places of boredom in the long run. Women 
living in the city with their husband did usually not engage in wage work there. There 
were also exceptions. One woman had worked as a domestic worker for two years, and 
another one had worked at construction sites as an adolescent girl to cover the debt of 
                                                          
33 Women often keep the keys of the house on their waist.  
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the family. Some women, who had stayed in Ahmedabad for short time periods 
described how the whole lifestyle was different in the city: “Here (in the village) we can 
pass the whole day quickly […], in the city it feels lonely and idle”, A twenty-year-old 
woman described her one-month-long stay in Ahmedabad in the following way:  
I: What did you do in Ahmedabad? 
- I stayed at home and did household work. 
I: If you compare staying in village and in Ahmedabad, what was different? 
- I like staying in the village. In Ahmedabad it’s very expensive. There is not much work. The water is 
there. I just make roti.  Here there is more work, and the cattle is here.  
I: What about company?  
- There was no company, because my husband went to work. I was alone for the whole day and I just 
slept for the whole day.  
Women also reflected the ways the city space restricted their actions, mobility and 
interactions. Cities, like the space outside the village were considered as spheres of 
anonymity and thus not suitable for women to explore on their own. Some women could 
not go out from the house without the company of their husband and one woman 
recounted that she always had to buy vegetables from a female seller. Women described 
how they did not feel comfortable living in the small rooms they could afford in the 
cities, describing how they just had to “sit in one place”. A woman compared the village 
and city space:  
I: Do you have any kind of desire to move to Ahmedabad with your husband? 
- I want to stay here only. We are used to living in this hilly and open space. In Ahmedabad it is very 
congested. We are also illiterate. So we don’t know what is written. So what will we do there? Maybe 
somebody takes us somewhere else and we don’t know anything.  
In general, the space of the village was seen as more suitable for women than the space 
of the city.  Women liked the open space (khulla jaga) of the village, which was free 
from traffic, people and buildings, but they also appreciated the relationships of trust 
that the village space was constituted of.  In the city, they could not go out from the 
house because people were strangers. Thus, the space of the village was considered a 
space where women can move relatively freely, because the people there are known and 
they have an appropriate relationship with them, although the relationship may be that 
of avoidance to some of them.34 A young woman described her relationship to her home 
village:  
I: do you think that it’s better for women to stay in the village?  
-  Yes. I feel that it’s more comfortable (salamat). I like this village, not any other village because I can 
move freely in this particular village.  
                                                          
34 Here it becomes important to see that the practice of avoidance is a practice that maintains an existing 
relationship.  
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 In the city the house became restricting as women could not move outside, nor did they 
have friends or relatives to keep company.  In the city they only have the house as their 
sphere, but in the village their area of movement is larger. Their experience of the urban 
environment is quite different from the women Tenhunen (1997, 61) studied in Kolkata, 
who perceived that they had greater freedom of movement in the city. Also Jetley 
(1984, 139) suggests that women in Uttar Pradesh would have liked to live in the cities 
with their migrant husbands. It is possible that women in Dungarpur do not stay in the 
cities long enough to build relationships and have friends there and thus feel more 
restricted and lonely. The fact that they do not live in joint families may also contribute 
to their sense of freedom and autonomy in the village.  
 In Dungapur I saw mostly men gathering for meetings held at the village temple or 
passing time at the small village shop, but women of the same phalla or nearby houses 
did seem to visit each other’s houses often, especially where the houses were near to 
one another. During the visits, they sat outside in front of the house, and chatted. 
Sometimes they cleaned grains or worked on some handicraft at the same time. One 
woman told me that in Ahmedabad they had no friends because other people were from 
different castes. Not interacting with people of different castes obviously limits the 
scope of social interaction. A young mother of three small children regretted the lack of 
relatives in Ahmedabad:  
- I stayed in Ahmedabad for fifteen days but I like the village more because Ahmedabad is so congested 
and crowded. In the village there is open space. 
S: Would you have family members in Ahmedabad if you moved there? 
- No. I like to stay here only because this is a known place for me and I am not afraid to stay alone. But 
Ahmedabad, it is an unknown place and no relatives are there so I can’t stay there. I would feel insecure 
in Ahmedabad. If I don’t know anybody, with whom would I talk, if there are no relatives? 
The trust between villagers was also seen as beneficial for raising children as all the 
villagers looked after the children and reported to the parents if they misbehaved.35 The 
village was seen especially safe for girls.  
In the village so many people take care of the girl and sees where the girl goes: why are you going to that 
area, there is nobody there… In the city so many people are looking and there is harassment. You only 
have to take care of the girl. (Woman, 38 years)  
It is fruitful to look at the construction of space from the point of view of what are the 
relationships of the people in it. For the women in Dungarpur the space, which in 
relation to their natal village is regarded as a place of restrictions and responsibilities 
                                                          
35 The negative sides of living in the village community were also acknowledged as people were 
sometimes seen as taking too much interest in other people’s lives and mistakes.  
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becomes a place of relative freedom in relation to cities as spaces considered as outside. 
Even the responsibilities of a wife are considered to be a part of desirable way of life 
comparing to the perceived idleness that is thought to characterize the life in the city. 
The fact that the responsibilities are seen in a positive light may be related to women 
having their own house, which I examine next.  
6.3 Alone in the House  
The importance of the house for the relationship of the husband and wife and for the 
belonging to the village was discussed in chapters four and five. For some women, the 
significance of the separate house increases in the absence of the husband as interacting 
and negotiating with the parents-in-law in a joint family may become difficult.  Two 
women described the time they lived in their in-laws’ house and their husbands worked 
in Ahmedabad:  
There are many difficulties. For example when I was ill, I just slept in my bed and then the in-laws asked 
why was I sleeping and then they took me to hospital. But I can’t say anything directly because of 
shyness and because we need to cover our faces. (Woman, 43 years) 
Sometimes it happened that I did not want to do this or that work. I cannot tell to my in-laws that I do not 
want to. But my husband can.  A wife can also ask if the husband can do it and if either one of them does 
not want to do it, then we can just let it be. (Woman, 45 years) 
In her own house a woman can live in a more relaxed manner. They also don’t have to 
wear the ghuungat all the time. The work-load sometimes increases when moving to a 
separate house but women are quite content that they are able to organize their work and 
livelihoods independently, according to their own needs. While many women said that 
they would prefer their husbands to stay in the village with them to share the work of 
the household and the farm, several women also were of the opinion that it was actually 
better that the husband lived in the city. They pointed out that it was necessary to earn 
money through migration. Women said that when men came to the village, they did not 
help with the work, but just met their friends and relaxed. For them, the village had 
turned into a place of leisure, whereas city was the place for work.  Some women 
complained that they had to urge their husbands to return to Ahmedabad to earn money.  
Some women felt free without the control of the husband. One woman described how 
her husband tried to control her movements, and acted violently, when he was at home:  
- If we don’t work then the husband will tell us to just go to our father’s place.  
I: So have you done that, gone to your father’s place? 
- We have not. Now it will not happen because children are bigger. It is a threat that husbands use in 
arguing. If I’m standing with somebody while going to work, then my husband says:  who was that, why 
do you stand there, why were you talking, go to the place you are going.   
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[…] 
I: Do you miss your husbands when they are in Ahmedabad? 
(Everybody laughs) 
-Just send me money, I will buy grains, I will eat, and I will feed my children, that’s all!  What will we eat 
if he stays here? 
I: One lady told me that it’s also annoying when her husband comes here and he doesn’t do anything here 
and he comes here only to rest and have fun.  
- It is good that they are just there. Even if they are here, they will not do any work and they drink daru 
(alcohol) and sometimes they beat us. We have one weapon called bhalo (a stick). (The woman shows 
how the husband takes the bhalo and threatens to beat her). So I am scared when he is here. So it’s good 
that he stays there. If he comes, he will do only one or two work tasks, and I make food, he eats the food 
and says: “I have eaten so much, I have to digest” and just for the digestion he will sleep.  
Some women told that men tried to control their work and the routines of the household 
when they were present.  Women experienced a sense of freedom when being able to 
organize their household work and run the house in their own way.  Manisa is a 26-
years-old mother of four children. She and her husband had recently built their own 
two-room pakka house. The eldest son is in fifth class in school and the youngest child 
is only a few months old. The eldest son and his younger sister help her in some of the 
household chores and look after the smaller siblings, but largely Manisa takes care of all 
the work of the house in the village. Women with several small children to look after 
were often the busiest. Every time I visited her house, Manisa was engaged in work, 
such as making roti for her children, cleaning or taking care of the hens and goats. She 
was also busy collecting a large pile dry of fire wood before the arrival of monsoon 
rains. In the mornings she went to NREGA work, the site of which was near to her 
house. Manisa also went to the market to buy the household goods and made all the 
decisions related to it. This is how Manisa described her life alone in the house:  
I: Now that you live here in the village in your own house and your husband is not here either, do you 
actually feel quite independent? 
- It’s good that he is away. I feel more free. I have confidence. […] When he is here, he interferes and 
tells me to do this or that.  It’s good that he is away.   
I: So he is trying to tell you how to do your work and you don’t like it? 
- It does not feel good.  
I: Do you feel that the relationship of you and your husband is better when he is in Ahmedabad?  
- Yes. When he comes home he makes more fight.  
Thus, the people who the woman has to share the house with affect her autonomy, as 
Jetley (1984), Sinha et al (2012) and Pauli (2008) have noted. Three young women (18 
to 26 years) laughed when talking about the absence of their husbands: 
I: Would you like to stay in Ahmedabad? 
Girls: (a lot of laughter) we don’t want to stay in the city with our husbands because we don’t want to do 
things (have sex) with them all the time. Just go and get some money for me and my children!  
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While men’s responsibilities concentrate more on earning money in the cities, the 
responsibilities in the village are integrated as part of the women’s sphere. The spheres 
of men and women are sometimes so separate, that they admitted not knowing much 
about the life of each other in the village and in the city. A woman explained about what 
kind of difficulties her husband confronts while living in Ahmedabad: “I am here and he 
is in Ahmedabad so how do I know. But for sure, he has to manage all the work alone 
there and I have to manage work alone here.” Lakshmi (21 years), who had two 
children, was suspicious about the life of her husband in the city: 
I: How do you think your husband’s life is different from the life in the village? 
L: If I stay here and he stays in Ahmedabad, how will I know? He is sending money, that’s enough for 
me.  
Other woman: You only have the relation because of money. 
(Everybody laughs) 
L: Even if I ask, he will not tell the truth. 
Other woman to Lakshmi: You should trust your husband. It’s our right to ask everything. I ask 
everything from my husband. 
Curie: Has he ever lied to you? 
L: Who will tell the truth, nobody (men) here will tell the truth.   
According to Mosse et al (2002, 82) migration in the Bhil area may create a strain on 
the marriage relationship. Mosse (ibid.) also remarks that the gender inequality may 
deepen as the household become more dependent on the migrant earnings, which 
enhances the male authority. The women I spoke with emphasized more the continuity 
of the relationship through mutual contributions to the household although the gendered 
spheres were separate. It was considered necessary that the husband migrates and earns 
money and the wife stays in the village to look after the housework as well as some of 
the responsibilities that are usually considered to belong to men. Thus, migration may 
create new type of gendered complementary spheres, which follow the logic of men 
engaging in the sphere of outside and women in the sphere of familiar relationships, but 
they are still considered complementary and based on the aim of sustaining the shared 
house in the village. As one woman explained, “Migration is for the family.”  
Although the house may be the spatial knot of the conjugal relationship, the meanings 
that the house have for husband and wife may differ as the everyday routine of the 
house has become the responsibility of the wife and for many men it has become a 
space of leisure. As the house is also a place of relative independence to women, the 
different perceptions men and women have of the house are in a conflict with each 
other. The freedom that women consider they have in the village is related to the way 
the space is formed of the safe and right kind of relationships. Another factor 
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contributing to the feeling of ease in the village is that women have their own houses, 
routine and control over their work. Women engage in new practices such as going out 
to the market, but the purpose of those visits is to contribute to the house shared with 
the husband. And by contributing to the house, women can also be seen to contribute to 
the relationship they have with their husbands. Thus, it is in the framework of the fluid 
complementarity of the conjugal relationship that the transformed gender relations and 
the role of the women should be understood.   
7. CONCLUSION 
In this thesis I have looked at the ways in which migration alters gender relations and 
roles of women in terms of division of labour, decision making, social responsibilities 
and mobility. The focus has especially been on the experience of women and looking at 
the local perceptions of the relationship between husband and wife which, I argue, is 
crucial for gaining an understanding of the gender relations and changes in them. By 
looking at the experiences of the women who stay in the villages, it is possible to look at 
the local perceptions of migration and what it means to people. This brings a valuable 
perspective to the study of adivasi and internal migration in India. 
I have examined the marital bond and transformation of gender relations through the 
concept of complementarity, in terms of which the marital bond and gender relations are 
understood in several parts of India. In the Bhil community the complementary roles of 
the husband and wife, and men and women, are flexible. The responsibilities of men 
and women are understood to be separate, but in practice, the division of labour is 
flexible. Thus, I have argued that the division of labour should be understood in terms 
of the fluid complementary practices of the marital bond. By examining the division of 
labour and the everyday tasks that are part of it, I have tried to show how practices and 
exchanges construct the marital relationship and relational persons in Bhil communities 
in Dungarpur.  
When examining the transformations of the gender roles, it is important to note that 
women may experience the absence of the husband in various ways. The differences in 
these experiences depend on various factors related to the quality of kinship 
relationships and the marital relationship. Some women may have a violent husband 
while some women miss the help of the husband in looking after the children. Women 
do not experience all the changes in the roles as positive. It should be noted that most of 
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the women I interviewed lived in nuclear families. This probably made their experience 
different from those living with in-laws. By looking at the local ideas of gender roles of 
the Bhils as well as their experiences, it is possible to see the nuances in the processes of 
transformation of gender relations and the strategies the translocal households engage 
in.  
 As noted in other studies on the effect of male migration, the agricultural work-load of 
the Bhil women increases in the absence of men.  However, when asked about the 
difficulties in coping with the increased work-load, women mostly reflected on how 
they missed the help of their husbands in the everyday housework such as making food 
or fetching water. This shows the importance of looking at the local conceptions of 
gender roles as well as the everyday activities when examining the experiences of wives 
of migrating men. The significant changes for women concern the everyday tasks, 
which used to be divided in a fluid but complementary manner with the husband.  
As has been observed in previous studies of migration and gender roles in India (Jetley 
1984; Sinha et al 2012), the decision-making power of women does not necessarily 
increase due to male migration.  Women continue to make every day small decisions, 
while husbands make the major decisions concerning agriculture and livelihoods. 
However, there is variation within Dungarput vis-a-vis decision-making practices. The 
women whose husbands had permanent jobs in the cities had no choice but to make 
decisions related to agriculture, when their husbands could not come to the village. 
Mapping out all the dynamics of the decision-making processes would require more 
fieldwork as the processes leading to decisions are often subtle. However, it is notable 
that several women who lived in their own separate house felt quite confident in their 
abilities to manage their daily routine and decisions. As other studies on the alterations 
of gender relations have found (Pauli 2008; Jetley 1984; Sinha et al 2012), the 
composition of the household also affects the decision-making power of women. 
In Dungarpur, women take care of a large part of a household’s social responsibilities 
and thus manage its vital relationships. They organize labour for their agricultural fields 
and house construction and supervise the work. These activities illustrate how the 
village as a social sphere has increasingly become the sphere of women as men’s 
everyday sphere of action has shifted to the cities.  
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Perhaps the task most clearly associated with the male space, going out to the market, 
has been incorporated as part of women’s space in the village. The practices that the 
division of labour entails, which can be thought of as practices of kinship, also produce 
gender and gendered space. This thesis has shown some of the ways in which the space 
and the experience of space outside the village are constructed through embodied 
practices. Being able to navigate the space outside the village has increased the 
confidence of the women who have learned the necessary skills of speaking and 
interacting with strangers. Looking at the ways in which the body is related to the space 
through practices provides a nuanced view of women’s experiences in the context of 
their new responsibilities. In India, a person’s relationality affects his/her relationship to 
the space as his/her personhood is considered to transform through interacting with 
others. Thus, in Dungarpur, the spaces are categorized based on the quality of the 
people occupying it, such as whether they are relatives or not.  
The embodied practices also play a part in the relation women have with the urban 
space, where they feel restricted. Unlike the women in Kolkata of Tenhunen’s  
(1997)study, the women in Dungarpur have not constructed relationships in the city or 
learned the practices, which would enable them to navigate the urban space.  Due to 
local perceptions concerning relations between space, gender and kinship – the house 
and the village become places where women perceive they have more freedom 
compared to the city; although in other contexts, the sasural village is seen as a 
restrictive space for women.  
Having a separate house of one’s own is important for the women. The house becomes 
the space of freedom and autonomy in the village. However, the freedom is still 
encompassed by the kinship relations of the woman and defined by her relational 
personhood. The freedom in the house is freedom of a wife and thus encompassed by 
the marital bond. As women contribute to the house, they also contribute to the 
relationship they share with the husband as this relationship is the basis of the house.  
I argue that when men migrate to cities, the fluidness of the complementarity in 
Dungarpur enables the transformation of gendered practices and gendered space in the 
way that supports the marital relationship and its core principles. Fluid complementary 
relationship provides the framework through which the alterations in the divisions of 
labour, marital and gender relations as well as gendered space should be understood. 
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Thus, in the translocal households, women have taken up some work that is considered 
part of the male sphere, but the tasks such as going out from the village and buying 
goods for the household, or supervising the construction of a house, are within the 
framework of the marital bond. These efforts of the women are part of sharing a house 
and the marital bond with their husband. It could be said that women in Dungarpur act 
as dividuals, as their contributions towards the households are contributions to their 
marital relationships and thus to the relational personhoods of their husbands. Through 
the fluid complementary practices the sharing between the husband and wife continues 
despite the distance.  
This study also provides some view points to the discourse on the freedom of adivasi 
women. I suggest that one way of looking at the status of Bhil women in Dungarpur and 
comparing it to other women in Rajasthan, where the dominant gender norms are strict, 
is to look at it through the framework of fluid complementarity, where the roles of the 
women are flexible, but still linked to the bond they share with their husbands.  
Other studies (Mosse et al 2002) have suggested that migration often strains and breaks 
marital relationships and worsens inequalities between men and women as households 
become more dependent on men’s incomes. However, in Dungarpur, the translocal 
marital relations and increasingly separate life spheres of men and women were 
understood in complementary terms. The complementarity of the relationships can be 
seen in how men stay in the cities and women stay in the villages. Yet, the exchanges 
between husband and wife continue and both keep contributing to the house through 
money or work, which can be considered to strengthen the relationship. Some of the 
women prefer that their husbands stay in the city, but this does not necessarily mean a 
rupture in the marital bond – earning money is seen as the most important way that the 
husband can contribute to the shared household.  
One of the key ideas of this thesis has been the meaning of the house to the translocal 
marital relationship and for maintaining relationships in the village. I have demonstrated 
how the kinship relations, gendered persons and house are mutually constituted. The 
translocal relationship is maintained through the house through the fluid complementary 
practices. The house remains in the centre of the relationship. Even though the practices 
of the marital relationship change, the contributions of the husband and wife aim at 
maintaining the house. Thus, sharing a house and and making kinship through it 
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(Carsten 2004) does not necessarily entail presence of the persons. The meanings of the 
house for men and women may differ as men may see the house as place of leisure and 
women as a place of autonomy.  
My study confirms the observations of previous studies that the village are of central 
importance to the translocal households. I have argued that the house is crucial for the 
belonging in the village community as it enables people to participate fully in the social 
relationships of the village. This study has focused on the experiences of women more 
than men, and thus an examination of the experience of men of the translocal marital 
relationship, gender relations and their practices would provide new and probably 
different kind of perspective on the issue. In addition, although the relationship between 
husband and wife is fundamental to the gendered experience and constitution of men 
and women, there are other kinship relationships, such as the ones between daughter-in-
law and mother-in-law, the exploration of which could bring new perspectives to the 
understanding of gender relations in Bhil communities in Dungarpur. 
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APPENDIX  
The Location of Dungarpur and a village in Dungarpur36.   
           
                                        
                                             
 
                                                          
36 Source: 
http://www.d-maps.com/m/asia/india/rajasthan/rajasthan16.pdf     
http://d-maps.com/m/asia/india/inde/inde34.pdf  
